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Introduction

For the 2010/11 academic year the 
IC Trust generously awarded Imperial 
College Union (ICU) £19,500 to distribute 
between Clubs & Societies running tours. 
The money was used to subsidise trips 
taken to further the aims and objectives 
of these groups in a way that extended 
the range of their ordinary activities. The 
distribution of the funds is governed by 
policy passed by the Union’s Clubs & 
Societies Board (CSB).

At ICU a tour is defined as:

“a period of at least two residential 
nights spent by members of a Club or 
Society away from the geographical 
locality of their mainstream Club & 
Society activities, supplementary 
to their normal practices and which 
furthers the aims and objectives of 
the Club or Society, supporting their 
activities beyond which can be achieved 
through usual day-to-day, week-to-week 
operations.”

Clubs & Societies are required to 
submit a report detailing the activities 
undertaken whilst on the tour. These 
documents form the basis of this report 
and the members are able to see how its 
money has been used to support student 
activity throughout last year. The money 
is primarily used for subsidising up to 
40% of the transport costs per student. 

Applications are considered against the 
definition of a tour and their eligibility 
for funding, by the Clubs & Societies 
Board (CSB) of the Union. This is done in 
accordance with the Tours Policy and by 
a majority vote of the Board in each case. 

Proposals are assessed three times a 
year for each of three tour periods. At 
the first CSB meeting of the year the 
available funding is split into proportions 
deemed prudent for periods that year. 
For the year 2010/11 this split was 30%, 
30%, 50% for the winter, spring and 
summer tour periods respectively.
The allocations by Club/Society are given 

Monya Zard
Deputy President (Clubs & Societies)
E: dpcs@imperial.ac.uk
T: 020 7594 1763, extension: 41763
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Introduction cont...

in the Financial Breakdown section. 
The funding provided by the IC Trust is 
designated between sporting activities 
and non-sporting activities. Sporting 
activities are determined by the HMRC, 
information is given as to which activities 
fall in which category in the Financial 
Breakdown section.

Only Clubs & Societies may apply for 
tour funding, other student groups such 
as student led projects, parts of the ICU 
volunteer management structure and 
academic representatives may not. Only 
Imperial students receive a proportion 
of the funding the IC Trust provides. The 
quality of the activities ICU provides 
mean they are increasingly popular to 
students of other universities, though 
these individuals receive no subsidy to 
participate.

Despite our best efforts sadly not all 
tours go ahead for various reasons. The 
severe weather during December 2010 
led to the cancellation of two planned 
tours on safety grounds.

If a Club or Society does not go on tour 
the IC Trust funding which they have 
been allocated is returned to the IC 
Trust. Furthermore, if a group does not 
use their allocated funding the unspent 

money is returned to the IC Trust. 
The total allocations in the Financial 
Breakdown section total to very slightly 
more than the £19,500 award from the IC 
Trust, this difference has been absorbed 
internally at ICU.

ICU also contributes funding towards 
tours, funding is allocated in a parallel 
process and any unspent funding is 
likewise recovered. 

The range of activities supported by this 
funding is a credit to Imperial College, as 
can be seen from the reports included in 
the subsequent pages. 

Imperial College Union would like to take 
this opportunity to thank the IC Trust for 
the opportunities it continues to facilitate 
through the funding it provides via this 
route. The activities it allows the Union 
to pursue are the envy of many other 
universities and a great contributor to the 
student experience at the College.
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Financial Breakdown

For each of the tour periods the allocation of money is shown below.

Winter 
This covers the period 18 December 2010 - 25 March 2011

Club/Society Destinataion Sport/Non-
Sport

IC Trust 
Funding

Attendees 
(non- IC 
Students)

ICSM Badminton Netherlands Sport £322.87 15

Canoe* Sport £109.28

Caving Yorkshire Sport £144.59 14 (2)

De La Beche Cornwall Non-Sport £120.08 29 (1)

Exploration Non-Sport £1,016.38 16

Football Cardiff Sport £105.97 30

Gaelic Sports Belfast Sport £322.87 30

Gliding* Sport £107.35

Lacrosse Brighton Sport £132.46 50

Mountaineering Snowdonia Sport £112.92 8

Outdoor Scotland Sport £339.43 20

String Ensemble Brighton Non-Sport £112.93 20

Waterpolo Aachen, Germany Sport £102.27 11 (2)

 Total £3,049.39 243 (5) 

* The Gliding and Canoe tours were cancelled after financial allocations were made 
due to the safety concerns following the severe weather during December 2010.
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Financial Breakdown cont...

Spring
This covers the period 26 March 2011 - 01 July 2011

Club/Society Destination Sport/Non-
Sport

IC Trust 
Funding

Attendees 
(non- IC 
Students)

ArtSoc Budapest Non-Sport £204.29 15

Boat France Sport £464.42 36 (5)

Canoe Scotland Sport £121.26 6 (5)

Caving Sardinia Sport £227.41 9 (2)

Civil Engineering Athens, Greece Non-Sport £2,022.98 66

Cypriot Barcelona, Spain Non-Sport £1,195.51 70

Dance Company Edinburgh Sport £56.35 20 (2)

Fellwanderers Glen Shiel, Scotland Sport £137.19 15

Gliding Hampshire Sport £33.39 9 (2)

Jain* Non-Sport £113.86

LeoSoc Paris Non-Sport £111.58 14

Mountaineering Pyrenees Sport £238.93 14

Outdoor Turkey Sport £185.85 12

Parachute* Sport £81.78

Poker Birmingham Non-Sport £91.09 10

Riding & Polo Argentina Sport £1,182.14 12

ICSM Sub Aqua Swanage Sport £17.58 7 (5)

Underwater Cornwall Sport £137.28 23 (7)

Wind Band Luxembourg Non-Sport £261.30 30 (2)

 Total £6,884.19 368 (30)

* These tours did not take place
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Summer
This covers the period 02 July 2011 - 16 December 2011
* These tours have either yet to take place or the deadline for their report has not 
yet occured

Club/Society Destination Sport/Non-
Sport

IC Trust 
Funding

Attendees 
(non- IC 
Students)

A Cappella Croatia Non-Sport £1,089.86 25 (5)

Canoe Norway Sport £59.52 8 (5)

Caving Slovenia Sport £120.55 12 (2)

Choir* Salisbury Non-Sport £44.52 30 (2)

Cross Country Devon Sport £38.23 20

Fellwanderers* Dolomites Sport £103.33 10

French* Paris Non-Sport £332.40 20

Gaelic Sports* Berlin Sport £186.00 22

Golf* North Wales Sport £35.09 8

Hindu Wales Non-Sport £56.98 25

Hockey Malaysia Sport £1,431.91 31

ICSM Womens Hockey Barbados Sport £572.89 12

Lacrosse Bath Sport £25.83 20

Model UN* Switzerland Non-Sport £349.02 10

Mountaineering Mallorca Sport £249.55 15

Outdoor* French Alps Sport £70.17 12

Racing Silverstone Sport £59.73 20

C&G Rugby Berlin Sport £80.94 23 (2)

ICSM Rugby Canada Sport £1,230.72 25 (13)

Sinfonietta Poland Non-Sport £2,481.17 90

String Ensemble Paris Non-Sport £343.08 17 (2)

Swim/Waterpolo* Germany Sport £35.74 14 (3)

Ultimate Italy Non-Sport £481.98 14

Underwater Italy Sport £125.04 11 (4)

 Total £9,604.25 494 (38)

Financial Breakdown cont...
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Tour Reports

The tour reports are arranged by tour period, whilst we require some content it is 
a way for the students who went on the tour to express themselves and explain to 
the outside world what they were doing. The reports vary considerably in content 
and style. Many of these reports formed the foundation for an article in the student 
newspaper, Felix, and most were circulated round the Club or Society in question.

We hope that you enjoy them all and find them informative regarding the range of 
student activities the IC Trust supported last year. Five tours for which funding has 
been allocated have yet to take place, these reports will be presented at the next 
meeting.
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Winter 2010-11

ICSM Badminton 10

Caving 12

De La Beche 15

Exploration 16

Football 24

Gaelic Sports 26

Lacrosse 27

Mountaineering 29

Outdoor 35

String Ensemble 44

Waterpolo 46



ICSM Badminton – Autumn 2010 
 
Winter 2010 saw the ICSM badminton club embark on our third annual new year’s tour to Holland and 
as always, there was plenty to remember. 
 
The hardest choice, as it is every year, is how to travel to the University of Twente – a place 
inconveniently far from any major international transportation. But having opted for the Eurostar to 
Brussels, followed by too many local train services, we reached our home for the next four nights and 
began navigating the snow-covered flatlands that the Netherlands has to offer. If you thought the snow 
was bad in the UK, then try dragging a suitcase through 8 inches of snow, two of which were now pure 
ice! Even still, it was worth the effort as we got into the university, met up with old friends from Ireland 
and registered the Imperial team for this year’s tournament.  

 
The four of us who had made the journey were entered in a 
variety of different categories; with each of us playing about 4-5 
matches a day. We were up against some stiff competition from 
all across Europe and at the end of each day, we were treated to 
some great nights out, whether it was the pool evening in a 
seedy yet somehow nice snooker club, or the pub quiz which 
saw our Imperial team triumph – thanks to Craig “The Badman” 
Bradnam who decided to warm us up with some cracking 
geography questions – TWO of which decided to come up in the 
actual quiz!  
 
But luckily for us, our winning streak did not stay off the 
badminton court. Amar “International Man Of” Mistry, decided 
to dominate his men's singles category, and the Swiss Ladder 
system meant he was up against the best players in his 
category... nonetheless; he still managed to bag the runner-up 
spot against the other 26 competitors in his group! I cannot 

emphasize how proud I am to not only have him part of our team, but just to watch him play some 
incredible games!  
 

Another thing this tour offers us is a 
chance to see some of the best semi 
professionals show their talents... and 
they did not disappoint. As much envy 
as you have for these players, you 
cannot help but feel the need to 
emulate them when it’s your turn to 
play - and just reminds us of our passion 
for the sport. You learn so much from 
just watching some of the best play and 
that sort of an experience is invaluable. 
 
Meanwhile, when we hit the courts 
again, Ananth 'Lightning Blue' Kumar 



was a force to be reckoned with, towering above his 
opponents and pulling out some immense performances. 
Not forgetting Craig ' The Badman' Bradnam and Myself 
winning some brilliant matches in the Mixed Doubles 
event, it’s safe to say we did ourselves proud.  
 
After 3 days of memorable (and some forgettable) 
matches, we got dressed up for an immense New Years 
Eve party to celebrate the tournament and is definitely 
something worth waiting for! The theme this year was 
“Red Light District” and the 200-odd participants did not 
disappoint with the costumes on show – it really could not 
have ended the tournament any better! 
 
Badminton tour is an experience - it’s about travelling for 
10 hours, it’s about meeting and making friends and it’s 
about playing badminton. It's hard to contemplate a year 
when we cannot attend and I hope it’s a tradition that we 
can carry on with for a very long time indeed. Go ICSM!! 
 



Imperial College Caving Club (RCC 106)

Winter tour report

17-22nd December 2010

1 Summary

The caving club's winter tour was held on 17�22nd December 2010, and was attended by 8 full
members (and 3 life members), a number severely reduced due to many of the cavers catching �u
in the last week of term. Despite this and the poor weather on the drive up to Yorkshire (causing
us to be stuck for 5+ hours on the M6 due to a jack-knifed lorry), the tour still turned out to be
a great success, with the team completing many trips at a level signi�cantly higher than typical
Autumn term trips. This allowed members to gain valuable experience in more advanced caving
and rigging (and in changing quickly in sub-zero temperatures so as to avoid all your gear freezing
before you can get it o�!).

2 Aims and Objectives

The main aim of the tour was for it to serve as a natural progression of the caving we do during
the Autumn term, training the club's cavers in preparation for more serious undertakings during
the Spring and Summer terms. This was mainly to be done by giving �rst-years a chance to try
longer and more arduous trips, and second-years opportunities to practice rigging and hone their
leadership skills in the cave.
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Both objectives were successfully achieved. While the rest of the UK was experiencing heavy snow,
Yorkshire was thankfully snow-free (if bitterly cold, with temperatures as low as -15°C). This meant
that the roads were clear, allowing us access to all the caves we planned to descend.

The trips completed were all at a level of di�culty (at least Grade IV; max is Grade V) greater
than those attempted in the Autumn term (normally around Grade III to introduce �rst-years to
caving). Extra attention was paid to giving newer members opportunities to rig the caves and lead
at the front of teams, with the more experienced members following close behind to ensure safe
rigging and dispense advice.

3 Tour diary

17th Dec Met at club stores at 6pm. Packed gear, on the road by 8pm. Heavy snow on the
drive up but smooth going until just before the Preston/Leyland turno� on the M6:
jack-knifed lorry had closed the motorway. Stuck for over 5 hours in the cold minibus.
Tra�c started moving again at 6am, did the shopping at Leyland Tesco, arrived at the
hut for 8:30am.

18th Dec After spending more than 12 hours on the road, team was understandably tired. Went
to bed at 9am, though some who had arrived earlier went caving in Aquamole Pot.
Packed rope and necessary metalwork in anticipation of the next day's caving in the
afternoon. Sorted out the new club equipment which had been delivered to the hut for
us.

19th Dec Drove to Clapham, hiked up via Long Lane to the Gaping Gill area on Ingleborough.
One team went down Grange Rigg Pot, with another descending Christmas Pot. Great
day's caving after the epic drive from the previous day!

20th Dec Drove up to Leck Fell. Descended Lost Johns' Cave in three teams, rigging three
di�erent routes all the way down to the bottom. Full exchange on the way out, with
each caver exiting via a di�erent route from which they entered. This was a bit of a
mission, in total requiring an excess of 450m of rope.

21st Dec Did two di�erent trips in the massive Easegill system. One team entered Cow Pot,
which proved to be very good rigging practice. The other team completed a ladder trip
down County. Very cold day; entrance rope to Cow Pot had frozen completely solid in
the time we were underground.

22nd Dec As lots of snow was forecast for the next day, we decided to return to London a day
earlier than planned while the weather still permitted us to do so. This was also partly
to ensure that members had enough time to get home in time for Christmas.

4 Finances

This is the expenditure breakdown for the tour:

Item Unit price No. of Units Total Cost Budget head

Minibus hire ¿286.00 1 ¿286.00 Travel
Minibus fuel ¿155.85 1 ¿155.85 Travel

Food (Tesco shop) ¿138.66 1 ¿138.66 Consumables
Accommodation (5

nights @ ¿4.50 pp pn)
¿22.50 8 ¿180.00 Ground hire

TOTAL ¿760.51
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5 Conclusion

While the weather and the �u virus making its rounds around London sti�ed our plans somewhat,
the winter tour was still an outstanding success. Plenty of good caving was achieved, and everyone
on the tour (regardless of experience) did trips which they had never attempted before. The winter
tour continues to be a perfect opportunity to attempt longer trips that we would otherwise not be
able to complete during the term due to time constraints. Everyone enjoyed themselves, gained
valuable experience, and perhaps most importantly, was home safe and sound in time for Christmas
with family.
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DLB Winter Tour Report 

The Lizard Ophiolite Complex 
4th-6th February 2011 

 
 
Participants: 30 people (9 Yr4s, 1 Yr3, 7 Yr2s, 11 Yr1s) 
 
FRI 
 
Off to a slightly late start as no-one was able to work out how to use the ratchets to secure 
the roof tarps (!), but we made up time on the way down. 
 
Stopped off en route at Dartmoor to investigate the contact metamorphic aureole where 
the Dartmoor granite intruded the surrounding rock. The 4th years imparted their wisdom 
to the eager 1st and 2nd years. One bus got lost and missed out, however they had cream 
tea to make up for it. 
 
In the evening we went out to investigate the Cornish “nightlife” in Helston. 
 
SAT 
 
Full day on the beach at Coverack. Met up with Paul Garrard (ex-RSM lecturer), Alan 
Bromley (one of the first people to work on the Lizard, from CSM) and Peter Harvey 
(retired professor from Leicester). We worked around the bay, starting deep in the mantle 
and working our way up through the crust. Alan pointed out the important outcrops and 
gave a wee spiel at each one, while Peter and Paul were on hand to answer questions 
from the students. Alan also provided hand-outs for everyone. We had a fantastic tour and 
everyone learnt loads, myself included. 
 
SUN 
 
We originally planned to head further West in the morning to investigate some granite 
mineralization at Porth Ledden. However, this would have added an additional 2 hours to 
the return journey, as well as meaning a later start. We decided that that plan was a bit too 
ambitious for the last day and so we dropped that. Instead we stopped to look at a quartz -
tourmaline plug recommended by Paul Garrard, which was also conveniently well-located 
for a pub lunch! 
 
SUCCESS/FAIL 
 
The trip was a fantastic success - we saw some really unusual outcrops and were lead 
round them by probably the most knowledgable guide on the Lizard. We had a real 
mixture of students from all years on the trip too, so it was a success in terms of inter-year 
communication too. For many of the 1st years this was their first experience of a geology 
field trip, but in a more relaxed setting than the formal assessed fieldtrips on the course. 
We had excellent feedback from them after the trip, so it was a very successful 
introduction to geological observation for them too. Many of the students on the trip said 
how well it went to the head of undergraduate admissions, Lorraine Craig, so the club had 
indirect feedback from her as well as to the success of the trip. 
 



 
Imperial College Exploration Society 

Winter Tour Report 
Slovenia 

 
 
 

 
 

The Julian Alps 
 
 
 
Location: Kranskja Gora, Slovenia 
 
Mountain Range: Triglav National Park, Julian Alps 
 
Dates: Saturday 15th – Sunday 23rd January 2011 
 
 



Day 1 – Sat 15th 
 
Members of the tour travelling from London flew out from Stansted Airport at 10:15 to arrive at Ljubljana Airport in 
Slovenia and pick up two rental cars. This was achieved with no problems and so the tour set off North to 
Kranskja Gora, making a quick stop at Jesenise train station to pick up a few other participants who arrived by 
train from Germany and Switzerland. The final destination was only a further 20 minute drive, so by 4pm, 
everyone arrived at Hostel Nika, where members of the British Alpine Club would also be staying for the week.  
 
After settling in and meeting up with the Alpine Club, we headed over to the Slovenian Alpine Museum, where the 
Slovenian Alpine Club greeted us and gave us a tour of the museum and a presentation of the local climbing 
opportunities and current conditions. It turned out that we arrived a week too late, as the previous week provided 
perfect conditions for winter climbing with temperatures as low as -20 degrees Celsius at the mountain summits, 
whilst the current temperatures barely reached the zero mark. This means that the focus of the climbing would be 
made on mixed climbing, where one would not have to rely as much on good snow and ice.  
 
After the presentation, we were all treated to a nice buffet and had a chance to mingle with all of the climbers. To 
allow everyone to get to know each other much better and to get the best feel for the climbing around the area, all 
of the Imperial students were partnered up with the much more experienced Alpine Club members and also one 
climber from the Slovenian Alpine Club, who would be our guides. This formed the climbing groups for the first 
couple of days.  
 
We were very fortunate to have this unique opportunity to climb and learn from some great climbers. Just as an 
example, in one team, the student members of which prior to this trip only had a little experience of winter 
climbing in Scotland, were together with John Temple, who could be considered as one of the inventors of ice 
climbing, whilst another group was being guided by Marko Prezelj who was previously the winner of the Piolet 
d’Or (The Golden Axe), the most prestigious mountaineering award! 
 
Day 2 - Sun 16th  
 
With an early start, everyone was packed and had breakfast by 7am and set of on the days adventures. Different 
areas and routes were attempted by all teams, so as not to get in each others way and to be able to gather as 
much information about the current conditions around the area.  

The warm conditions meant that most people headed for routes which were as high as possible. Some headed for 
Mala Mojstrovka (2332m), to take on the North Ridge and Chimney Route, which would make up 350m of 
climbing all together. The route provided some very delicate and strenuous mixed climbing along with some very 
insecure feeling chimney squeezing. The crux of the route, the chimney at the top, proved to be very difficult due 
to the unconsolidated snow conditions, probably about Scottish VI. Since there were multiple teams undertaking 
this route, the progress was rather slow meaning a return to the hostel at about 10pm.  

Another team also climbed Mala Mojstrovska, but via the South Face, which provided an easy snow slope.  

Among other objectives was Begunjščica (2060m), which was climbed via a grade II/III gulley and then a long 
ridge to the summit. Unlike the first route described, this was a much better warm up day, although keeping up 
with the Slovenian guide Miha, was pretty much impossible. 

Brana (2253m) was also climbed on this day, guided by Marko, who pretty much soloed the whole route and then 
belayed the others to the top. During the almost 1000m approach along a steep snow slope, it was said that he 
wore a pair of flip-flops! 

Due to different and mostly late return times of most teams, a meal at the hostel restaurant was in order, where 
the next days teams and activities were though out. Most of our Slovenian friends would not be able to join us for 
the following days due to work/studies, however they were able to meet us in the hostel most evenings to help us 
out with route choices.   



 
 
    Crux Chimney          Summit views 
 

Day 3 - Mon 17th  
 
After looking at the weather forecast it was realised that for the next two days weather would remain mostly clear 
and still rather warm, whist the end of the week promised some more snow and colder temperatures. To make the 
most of the warm and clear conditions, it was decided to make an ascent of Slovenia’s highest mountain, Triglav 
(2864m), which is a beautiful peak dominating the views all around it and is in fact the highest peak in the Julian 
Alps. It is the preeminent symbol of the Slovene nation and it is featured on their coat of arms.  
 
An ascent of Triglav does not come easy, since most routes start very low in the surrounding valleys, meaning a 
rise of around 2000m is required to get to the summit. The most logical route in winter starts from the Krma valley 
and makes a steady ascent to the Kredarica Hut at 2515m, which is the highest hut in Slovenia and the only one 
manned during the winter period since there is a weather station next to it. 
  

 
 
             Looking up at the summit of Triglav         The moon seen from the hut 



Since it was agreed to stay at the hut for one night, a reasonably late start at 11am was made. People with 
previous ski touring experience took skis to make the ascent to the hut, which would provide a nice descent on 
the next day, the rest of the group set off on foot. The progress on skis was very difficult due to very icy 
conditions, which meant a second day of finishing in the dark when we arrived at the hut at 8pm.  
 
The hut itself was very large and pleasant, our group being the only ones occupying its 200+ capacity, along with 
the guardians/meteorologists. The living room was the only chamber to be heated, where we enjoyed some 
tortellini and a beer, after which a move to the chilly bedrooms upstairs to tuck into the sleeping bags was made.    
 
Participants who did not head for Triglav, teamed up with some more Alpine Club members and carried out a 
climb on the North Face of Veliki Vrh (2087m), which turned out to be a brilliant 11 hour day on a Scottish Grade 
V mixed route, tunnelling underneath 2 chockstones. This was the first difficult mixed climbing experience for 
these members. 
 
 
Day 4 - Tue 18th 
 
The Triglav team rose at a reasonably comfortable hour of 6.30am when a quick breakfast and packing session 
ensued. Only a further 300m climb was needed to reach the summit, for which everyone roped up in teams of 2 or 
3 and moved together along the ridge. The route was not very challenging, amounting to about PD in alpine 
grading whilst protection was provided by periodic appearances of Via Ferrata cable from under the snow.  
 

 
 
          Summit Ridge of Triglav               On the summit of Triglav 
 
 
 
The summit was reached by 10am, where we were rewarded by uninterrupted views of the mountain ranges 
below us. A descend back to the hut followed, where lunch was had before making the descend back to the 
bottom. The walkers had a very ambitious aim to beat the skiers back the cars, which proved not too far fetched 
due to the difficult icy skiing conditions for most of the way. Initially some untouched soft snow was to be found, 
but very soon hard and bumpy terrain had to be navigated only to be finished off by a 2 km traverse along the 
valley side whist edging on a sheer ice slope. Regardless of the difficulties, the skiers were able to retain their 
dignity by unclipping the skis next to the cars only 10 minutes before the first walker arrived. 
 



 
Members who did not take part in the Triglav ascent headed for an 
artificial ice climbing gorge, with some very real ice. The owners of 
the gorge guaranteed some spectacular ice climbing by running 
pipes of water to the top and sprinkling it down the walls of the gorge. 
That and unlimited tea for just 5 Euros made it a great day out. 
 
This was the first day that all of the participants were reunited in the 
evening, hence this meant our first cooking session. The hostel very 
kindly allowed us to use their kitchen in the basement, since all of the 
restaurant meals were served across the road in a different building. 
A very formidable spaghetti bolognese was prepared and consumed 
whilst watching episodes of  “The Big Bang Theory” on a laptop, an 
activity set in stone for the remainder of the trip.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Day 5 - Wed 19th 
 
After great reviews of the artificial ice climbing gorge from the 
others, the majority of the participants decided to head out there. 
This would provide a nice contrast to the prior long and tiring days 
which were endured.  
 
The gorge was very impressive with some great quality ice forming 
thanks to the pipes of water running down from the top. The only 
downside to the venue was that no leading was allowed, but we did 
not complain too much as we saw it as an enjoyable practice 
session. This is the best way for new comers to ice climbing to 
practice the techniques on steep ice, whilst remaining totally safe, 
however it is usually very frowned upon to set up top ropes on 
natural forming ice falls since they get damaged and become 
unclimable very quickly.  
 
The owners of the gorge were very friendly and even set up some 
top ropes for us before our arrival. Everyone had a shot at all of the 
interesting steep lines on offer and even a nice mixed section on 
rock was found and was the highlight of the day.  
 
As planned, we finally got an early finish after having climbed all of 
the possible safe lines in the gorge and headed back to the hostel.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mixed climbing 

Interesting techniques on steep ice 



Day 6 - Thu 20th 
 
The temperatures started to drop at this point, making some ice climbing in the following days very promising. 
However we wanted to ensure the ice consolidated very well so decided to wait out for a further day and instead 
take the opportunity to carry out a single day ski tour.  
 

 
  
      Ski touring up          Skiing down 
 
Some members who did not have touring skis already managed to get some rental skis from a nearby Italian town 
of Travisio, only 20 minutes away from our hostel. The aim of the day was set on peak called Brda, the start for 
which was at a cross-country skiing school. On route to the summit, we skied past a small pisted slope with a lift, 
which we took advantage off at the end of the day.  
 
The 600m ascent was achieved in approximately 3 hours, with the route winding through a forest and then 
reaching a broad ridge which was followed to the summit, where the views were once again astonishing. The 
snow conditions on the decent were much more welcoming compared to that on Triglav, although still slightly 
heavy.  
 
The members who did not participate in the ski tour took the opportunity to do some on-piste skiing that the 
Kranskja Gora resort, even carrying on into the evening when the slopes were floodlit. 
 
Day 7 – Fri 21st 
 
Our day for some natural water ice climbing finally arrived. The temperatures, as promised, had remained around 
-10 degrees Celsius, which guaranteed good conditions. The destination was the neighbouring Tamar Valley, 
which plays host to, allegedly “The coldest place in Slovenia”. After a relaxed 45 minute approach, which some 
people decided to complete on skis, we were greeted by a number of soaring ice falls up to 120m in length and 
WI5 in difficulty. 
 
Due to the ice falls being very wide, it was possible to climb them by separate lines side by side. The more 
experienced ice climbers of the group took up the lead on the climbs, whilst the others seconded up with no 
problems. After two pitches of climbing and one cold belay in the middle, we had reached the top. From here it 
was possible to abseil down from Abolokov threads in the ice.  



 
 

Tamar ice falls      On the belay 
 
 
After one ascent, the less experienced climbers practiced lead climbing on the bottom, easier angled section of 
the ice fall up to the Abolokov threads which had been set up previously.  
 
Another successful day was finished off with a descent back down, whilst paying a visit to a small café on the 
way.  
 
Since all of the Alpine Club members were due to leave the next morning, we said our goodbyes and thanked 
them for such a great trip.  
 
 
Day 8 – Sat 22nd 
 
Now that everyone was very satisfied with the 
range of activities undertaken and skills 
learned on the tour, the last full day was spent 
skiing at the Travisio ski resort in Italy, which 
was very easily reached from the hostel.  
 
The resort proved to be somewhat bigger, 
whilst cheaper than the one in Kranskja Gora 
and the snow conditions were really great, 
providing some very long and sustained ski 
runs all of the way down the mountain.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Skiing in Travisio 



Day 9 – Sun 23rd 
 
The flights from Ljublana were not scheduled until about 8pm, so we were able to have a very relaxed day, with a 
late start, doing all of the packing up. We also took the opportunity to take a better look into the town centre of 
Kranskja Gora, where some great bakeries were discovered. 
 
 
 
Financial Breakdown 
 
The total in country cost per person was £204.28, which included rental cars, accommodation, food and any other 
costs. The costs of the flights and trains varied since people booked them at different times. With everyones 
contribution collected, the tour will break even.  
 
 
Number of Attendees 
 
8 Full members 
1 Life member 
1 Non member 
 
 
Summary 
 
The tour achieved all of the objectives laid out in the proposal. Newer members were able to improve their skills in 
alpine, mixed and ice climbing and also ski touring. The fact that the tour was run as a joint trip with the British 
Alpine Club, made the trip highly successful. The members were able to learn a lot from the experienced climbers 
and most importantly make great contacts. Most of the participants are now very infused to become members of 
the Alpine Club themselves. The help and guidance from the Slovenian climbers was also invaluable since they 
guided us on routes and gave us ideas for subsequent ones.  
 
It would be very beneficial climbing community at Imperial College, if this link with the Alpine Club is maintained 
and strengthened. All of the participants from Imperial College and members of the Alpine Club thought that the 
trip was huge success. 

Everyone on the tour and indeed the Exploration Society would like to thank The Alpine Club and the Slovenian 
Alpine Club for helping make this trip such a huge success. 

 



Football Mini Tour Cardiff 2010 

Number of Members attending: 29 

Number of Non-Members attending: 1 

Dates: 19th-21st November 2010 

Cost Breakdown:  

Travel: 

2 Minibuses: 2x £220 

Petrol: 2x£70 

Accommodation: £630 

Clothing (Tour Tops): £384 

Total Cost: £1594 

Day by Day account 

The rejuvenation of the Football Club mini tour began on a Friday night in the middle of November, 
with Cardiff the chosen destination to provide the cultural enlightenment to the otherwise ignorant 
club members. We arrived at the NosDa hostel (which translates to ‘goodnight’ in Welsh) in the early 
evening and immediately set about finding our first watering hole. The hostel was conveniently 
situated in the city centre and opposite the Millennium stadium, so there was a magnitude of places 
to help quench our thirst. However, some found the welsh language beyond their means and so it 
was up to the Welsh contingentof Jonny Hill and Adam Watkin to become translators. Overall, a 
thoroughly splendid night of new experiences and sites ensued with the locals being more than 
accommodating. The night did end with many members having a brief chat with Pastor Larry, 
helping to “speak their confessions”. 

The (supposed) sun arose on Saturday morning with sombre news in the air. Our scheduled 
opponents called to say the game had to be cancelled because of waterlogged pitches. This was dire 
news to the freshers who were so desperate to prove their abilities, especially against foreign 
opposition. To give them a chance to shine it was decided that a Freshers vs. Veterans game in the 
local park was to be played, with nothing but pride at stake.  The game proved a good opportunity 
for all touring members to really get to know each other whilst teaching the freshers a lesson in how 
to play the beautiful game. After the youngsters were given a drubbing they required a little 
encouragement to lift spirits, and that’s what they got, as we descended on Cardiff union for the 
evening. Once there we met with our hosts football team and participated in friendly drinking 
games, whilst also skanking their university rugby team in a boatrace. IC showed they could win any 
game offered and cultural songs were exchanged, and it was nice to see plenty of the fairer sexes in 
attendance, with some of the touring party having a hand-tastic night on the dance floor. The only 
sour point of the evening came when club captain Simon Kilroy’s failed break dancing attempt ended 



in a face plant into the dance floor. His initial quick step looked promising. His face the next morning 
didn’t. 

The morning brought a sorrow goodbye to our hosts at NosDa as we headed home. The tour had 
been a roaring success, allowing integration between newer members and seasoned veterans, 
bringing a vibrant social atmosphere to the club. Shame the tour tops didn’t arrive for another 3 
weeks! 

Aim of Tour 

To integrate fresher’s into the club quicker so they get to know existing committee members and 
older members of the club.  

Was the aim of tour achieved? 

After tour the fresher’s have been getting involved more with the club for social activities and we 
have twice the number of people interested in coming on the main tour in the summer. There has 
also been greater curiosity from first years looking to have some role in the running of the club next 
year by applying for a committee position. This looks to have left the club in strong position next 
year with more people keen to be more involved in the administration side of things.  

Major Issues 

Due to weather conditions the proposed game against Cardiff University had to be cancelled. This 
was unforeseeable and to get around this problem with had a game between members of the club in 
a local park.  

The tour tops were not delivered on time by the delivery company which resulted in not having 
them for the tour itself.  

Impressions of Members 

Spencer Bennet, Club Fresher 

“That was the best weekend of my life. I can’t wait for the main tour”  

Spencer went on to receive the Fresher Funboi title at the Christmas dinner. This is a title that is 
given to a fresher who is voted to have been the most committed to both football and social 
activities within the club.  

Improvements for Future Tour 

Organise the tour tops earlier so that the can be used whilst on the tour. This prevents any instances 
occurring like the one we experienced.  

 



ICGAC Belfast Tour Report 2010 

i. Finances 

Number of Members on the tour  16 people 

Income  Expenditure  
Grant 175.92 Travel 1793.76 
Ticket 1360 Accommodation 120 
Funds 377.84   
 

ii. Daily Activities 

Friday 10th December  Arrive in Belfast & Social 

Saturday 11th December Tour of Belfast, Game against St Brigid’s GAC Belfast & Social 

Sunday 12th December  Depart Belfast 

iii. Aim & Objectives of Tour 

Aim 

Promote Gaelic Games & Past Times 

Objectives: 

To participate in a game against an Irish Team 

Embrace Irish Culture with socials & tours 

All our aims and objectives were achieved with all of the aims and objectives outlined above were 
achieved.  An enjoyable weekend was had by all. 

iv. Major Issues on Tour 

There were no major issues on tour. 

 

v. Improving for the Future 

Better planning by the club with respect to booking flights much earlier enabling all those who want 
to go on the tour to be able to at a reasonable price and with no loss to other club funds. 



Lacrosse Tour Report 
 
After visiting and challenging Oxford lacrosse in previous years, Imperial Lacrosse 
decided to broaden its experience by visiting Brighton for the annual mixed lacrosse 
tour. Setting off on Friday 19th November, a lot was expected for the weekend. The 
promise of more lacrosse, as well as a weekend by the beach was very attractive, 
and helped us attract 50 members! 
 
After arriving outside our hostel, we quickly unloaded our lacrosse kit and prepared 
to go to a venue our social secretaries had organised for everyone to relax, and for 
the older members to spend some time getting to know the fresher’s. Although we 
were keen to get a good night’s rest in preparation for the weekend, there was the 
inevitable trawl back to the hostel along the beach. 
 

After waking early on Saturday, we set off up the hill for the train station and made 
our way to the Brighton lacrosse pitches. After a chat with the friendly but highly 
reputable Brighton team, the few issues that arose were quickly resolved.  
 
Although we had confirmed playing their mixed club on the Saturday, their men’s 
club was also playing that day (some of the men also play mixed), but said they 
would play with the players they had for as long as possible to ensure we had a 
constructive session. With this, their pitches were extremely susceptible to flooding 
due to the poor drainage, but we managed to complete the session before the rain 
began that evening. We got underway with a couple of quick goals thanks to our ex-
President Akira Fukutomi. The day was quite even and challenging, enabling as 
many people as possible to contribute for as long as they could manage. The more 



experienced players on both teams provided constructive feedback throughout, as 
well as playing some fierce and competitive lacrosse. Our fresher’s took on board 
the lessons with confidence, played and improved throughout the day, and we 
managed to complete the session and leave as victors that evening! 
 
Upon returning to the hostel, we got changed out of our kit and headed out to a curry 
house before going to that evening’s venue, where we were provided with a private 
room to celebrate, and to socialise once more with our newest club members. 
 
The next day required some planning based on the developments of the previous 
day. Due to the fact that the Brighton mixed team played league matches on 
Sundays, we found that they were unable to host another day of play with Imperial. 
As their mixed team is comprised with a considerable number of players who also 
play for the men’s and ladies’ teams, they were unable to host a men’s/ladies’ 
session either. We had attempted to find and make contact with other lacrosse clubs 
in the surrounding area prior to going to Brighton, in order to have some contingency 
plan, but were wholly unsuccessful. However, we were not going to miss out on 
another day for our members to play lacrosse in Brighton, and organised some 
beach lacrosse – a valid form of lacrosse that we have never had the opportunity to 
play in the UK! We managed to fit in a good few hours before visiting the pier, 
grabbing some food and leaving in the late afternoon on Sunday 21st November. 
 
From a lacrosse and social perspective, everyone had a great time, but we hope to 
build on the positives and setbacks identified on this tour. One lasting positive has 
been the resolve, the improvement, and the commitment of the fresher’s, who had a 
brilliant time, and now, week after week, more and more are committing their entire 
extracurricular time to Imperial Lacrosse – both on and off the pitch, in order to build 
on the experience provided in Brighton. 



ICMC Winter Tour December 2010 – Welsh Winter Climbing 
 

 

Figure 1:  The Welsh 'Alps' 

Day 1 (17/12/2010): 
We set of from the union at 6:30PM, arriving at the hut in Snowdonia at 3AM after a slow gruelling drive through 

increasingly snow bound roads.  We would have been unable to reach the hut if we had set off earlier as we followed 

snow ploughs through the valleys that cleared the previously blocked roads.   Unfortunately some of the best conditions 

for winter climbing coincide with some of the worst conditions for driving; however we set off well prepared with two 

shovels, snow chains and survival bags should we become stuck. We were all very grateful for the decision to change 

destination from Scotland to Wales as it seems very unlikely we would even have made it to Aviemore such were the 

road conditions! 

Day 2: 
This day the inexperienced winter climbers were meant to be meeting a British mountain guide for a winter skills course.  

However the guide situated in Beddgelert was snowed in and the number of abandoned cars in that area made any 

attempt to pick her up too likely to result in a stuck bus.  Therefore we decided to drive the costal roads (that were in 

better condition) to Betws-Y-Coed to pick up long bars to allow Kip’s enormous Scarpa Vega mountaineering boots to be 

used with club crampons. A visit was also made to Plas-Y-Brennin (PyB) to pick up Dak’s hired boots (an excellent way to 

try winter climbing without the massive expenditure of buying boots).  We also tried out the snow chains but found 

them to be of limited utility as they limit top speed which is important to have enough momentum to get up hills, they 

seem more suited to packed powder snow than the more icy snow of North Wales.  As the conditions of the roads were 

so poor and we had risen late this took until nightfall, we relaxed by cooking some tasty vegetable pasta and went to 

sleep early such that we could be out before dawn (maximising daylight hours is important in winter climbing to avoid 

having to navigate off the hill in the dark).  



 

Figure 2: Dak, Tim and Adrian (left to right) inspect a frozen bus  

Day 3: 
Rising early Johan and Fresher drove to an area with mobile phone signal in an attempt to get a guide, unfortunately this 

was just as futile as the day before.  As conditions on winter routes were still poor (high risk of avalanche due to 

unconsolidated snow pack) Fresher and Tim who were more experienced winter climbers agreed to do some winter 

walking with the novice winter climbers.  We walked over the local big hill, Trum-y-Ddysgl (700m) this was fun and 

included a very short section of mixed climbing.  It also allowed Fresher and Tim to scope out the horse shoe shaped 

range that it was part of for later climbing if we continued being stuck in the valley.  While doing the walk Fresher made 

sure that we all learnt to navigate by compass bearing such that when we went winter climbing we would be able to 

navigate off the top of the climb without too much difficulty even in darkness / whiteout conditions.  We also covered 

basic snow conditions to assess if avalanches were probable by digging snow pack inspection boxes.  From our 

inspections of the snow pack we learnt that avalanches were very likely due to a hard layer of wind slab onto of 

unconsolidated powder snow.  Fortunately we were able to complete our walk as the slope was never in long enough 

sections without natural features that would stop such an avalanche. 

Day 4: 
The novice winter climbers had to rise super early (5AM) to take the postgrad students (who had accompanied us to the 

hut to do some walking) to Bangor to catch their train and to arrange a guide.  This morning we recorded the lowest 

temperature of the tour of -12.6C, remarkably the bus still worked ok at this temperature.  We managed to arrange a 

guide for the next day who would teach us winter skills, the guide that we did get was slightly more expensive than our 

originally selected guide but we later found that his level of experience made the higher price worthwhile.  As we didn’t 

feel confident yet attempting a winter climb we went for a walk along the ridge that overlooks the hut.  This went from 

been an activity that we were forced into by conditions into an enjoyment in itself.  Unlike summer walking which to 

most of us is regarded as a dull plod winter walking is actually tiring due to the snow impeding progress and the cold 

conditions.  While we walked we assessed the snow conditions and took turns to navigate by bearing.  When navigating 

we used a bearing to head towards a visible object such as a wall and then assessed how close we had arrived to this 

object.  By learning how much of an error we typically had we could assess how far away from dangerous features such 

as cliff edges we would have to set our destinations. The view of the sunset as we descended was spectacular.  



Meanwhile Fresher and Tim climbed around the earlier scouted horseshoe in up to grade 2/3 Scottish conditions.  Dak 

was unfortunately not feeling well and stayed in the hut for the day. 

 

 

 

Day5: 
Fresher and Tim were driven to Ogwen to climb in the Devils Kitchen area while everyone else went to meet the guide 

near PYB.  Once we had met the guide we headed back to Ogwen with him; he started by making us unpack our bags 

and taking out anything non-essential, surprisingly all of us had at least one non-essential item.  By removing anything 

not needed we saved energy and could move faster increasing safety.  The next lesson he taught us was to walk far 

slower than we had been doing.  By walking slower overheating was prevented and therefore we would not be at risk of 

hypothermia from our sweat freezing.  While walking up the hill he pointed useful things like the how you could hear 

streams from quite a distance under the snow and what navigation objects such as lakes looked like in poor conditions.  

We took turns leading the group as forging a path through the snow is difficult.  The guide gave us much more in depth 



instruction in snow pack inspection, paying particular attention to the still intact layers of hail which can provide a 

lubricating layer for the snow pack to slip over.  When we reached the top of the hill the guide taught us how to ice axe 

arrest a fall, an essential winter skill.  He made sure that we had all learnt thoroughly how to arrest a fall from any 

orientation.  After this we dug snow shelters and ate lunch.  On the way down we came across a small ice fall and did 

some ‘ice bouldering’ which was helpful in teach of footwork and not getting into unbalanced positioned as the difficulty 

of climbing was far beyond anything we would be attempting this season (Scottish 6/7).   Getting a day of guiding was a 

very good idea, despite the expense we learnt skills that even quite experienced winter climbers lack and felt confident 

when we climbed the next day.  

The journey back to the Hut after this was particularly difficult as it started snowing quite heavily and the bus frequently 

lost traction on even mild positive gradients.  However we did make it back (just) as a plough had recently cleared the 

road past the hut.  A speed of around 20 – 30mph worked best in the snow as too slow made going uphill impossible and 

any faster would not have been controllable. 

 

 Day 6: 
Everyone headed out early to Ogwen, however our early start was thwarted by taking the long road there, not been able 

to get into the ice bound car park and having to dig a parking space out at the side of the road.  Alistair, Tim, Fresher and 

Adrian climbed ‘The Ramp’ (II/III) 3 pitches with this Alistair and Adrian’s first winter climb.  As their climb was quite 

short they finished before nightfall.  Dak, Johan and kip headed off to climb the 8 pitch ‘The Idwall Stream’ (II/III) as their 

first winter climb,  there was a particularly interesting mixed step at the start of the 3rd pitch that required matching on 

one axe and high feet.  We topped out just after nightfall in poor conditions.  Fortunately with some of collaborative 

thinking with another climbing party and a little navigation the descent path was located and a very tired but happy 

group of climbers was reunited. 



 

Day 7: 
We packed all our things and headed back to London dropping Johan, Dak and Alistair off at Chester to catch trains back 

home for Christmas.  The Journey back was uneventful and the bus was back at Imperial by 8:00PM.  On the tube 

journey back I got some odd looks; obviously not showering for a week had some effect on body odour! 

The tour was a resounding success as 5 climbers who had no winter skills now have lead winter climbs and gained the 

skills to be safe.  Hopefully next winter these skills can be imparted to other members of the club allowing larger winter 

tours and retaining the skill base in the club that before this tour was in serious danger of been lost.  A day of winter 

skills with a professional guide was found to be very worthwhile and if this could be supported with funding it would be 

prudent to encourage persons intending to winter climb to take it up.  Thanks to the Harlington grant the club has 

enough winter gear to support the current number of winter climbers in the club, however if more club members take 

up winter climbing we are likely to not have enough crampons/axes. 

Full List of Attendees: 
 

Alistair Brash – Full Member (President) 

James Lawson aka. Kip – Full Member (Webmaster) 

Johan Gausden – Full Member (Stores Manager) 

Jonathan Hazell aka. Fresher – Full Member 

Dakshina Scott – Full Member 

Adrian Jeakins – Full Member 

Tim George – Life Member 

6 PhD students who had previously booked the hut for a short walking holiday also joined us for the journey down to 

Wales and were dropped off in Bangor by us at the end of their stay. They did not participate in the activities of the tour, 

it was a travel-sharing arrangement. 

Financial Breakdown: 
 

The CSB awarded £80.25 in grant to cover travel expenses. This was used to contribute towards the cost of minibus hire 



for the tour. As Tim was not eligible for subsidy being a life member, his ticket price was more expensive to compensate. 

The postgraduate students paid 1/14th of the cost of the appropriate bus hire charges and fuel for their travel. The 

remaining expenditure was split equally between attendees, however there was no fixed ticket price as some members 

paid for guiding and some did not etc. With all members contributions received, the tour will break even. 

Difficulties / Objectives: 

 

The tour was originally intended to run to the Cairngorm National Park in Scotland, however in the week running up to 

the tour it was decided to change the destination to Imperial’s mountain hut in Snowdonia, North Wales. The decision 

was taken by the committee members attending the tour as the large amounts of snow forecast lead to the real 

possibility that the club would drive for over 8 hours only to not be able to reach the Cairngorms owing to the huge 

quantity of fresh snow on the roads. This snow also made conditions for climbing very poor as thick unconsolidated 

snow leads to high avalanche risks and far longer duration approaches to climbs. We still experienced these problems in 

Wales, however from talking to people who attempted to climb in Scotland during the same period, these problems 

were far worse in Scotland. Also, with a single pair of snow chains on a rear wheel drive minibus, it is likely that the 

roads in Scotland would have proved impassable for at least the first few days of the tour. 

However, in spite of the weather disruptions to the planned activities, the tour managed to meet comfortably the aims 

and objectives. Five climbers with little to no previous winter experience were able to learn in a safe manner the full 

range of skills required to climb safely in the winter environment. John and Tim were able to complete further winter 

climbing routes, broadening their range of experience and also passing on valuable experience to the novice climbers. 

The novice climbers were able to spend the final day climbing their first winter routes, a significant milestone in any 

winter climber’s career. This tour now leaves the club with a far larger base of experienced winter climbers, this 

experience base will allow larger tours in forthcoming years with the skills being transferred the next generation of ICMC 

climbers. This is an important step in a continuing resurgence of winter climbing within the club and essential to 

ensuring that activities such as winter climbing are available to all our members via. supervision by experienced 

climbers. 

 

By James Lawson & Alistair Brash 
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1 Introduction

The Outdoor Club aims to provide members with the opportunity to get outside on a
regular basis and take part in a number of activities including: climbing, mountaineering,
hill-walking, mountain marathons, orienteering, mountain biking and river rafting. In
addition to regular weekend trips during term time, the club organises three breaks of
longer duration; these are the Winter, Easter, and Summer tours. These tours provide an
opportunity for members to visit more far-flung destinations and become more immersed
in the activities on offer. This report covers the Winter Tour of the Outdoor Club in the
academic year of 2010/11.

2 Objectives

The primary objective of this tour was to enable the more experienced members of the
club to pass on their knowledge of Scottish Winter climbing to some of the newer members
of the club. Scottish Winter climbing is a distinct form of climbing which involves the
ascent of routes comprised of snow, ice, consolidated neve, rock (often covered with
a layer of verglas) and frozen turf. In addition, the discipline involves assessment of
weather and snow conditions and often difficult navigation. Experienced members of the
club aimed to increase their own skill level, gaining experience valuable for high altitude
alpine mountaineering. Subsidiary objectives were to take part in other activities such
as downhill skiing, ski touring, and mountain biking.
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3 Activities

A breakdown of the activities undertaken on the six days of the tour by various groups,
is included in Table 1. Generally, the day’s activities would begin on the evening of
the previous day, with decisions being made as to who wanted to climb, the teams for
that day, and their objectives. With an early start being crucial, packed lunches were
prepared the evening before, and rucksacks were packed with the necessary equipment
for the following day.

The day would begin at 6.30am, with a quick breakfast of bacon, eggs and beans or
porridge. It just so happens that there was a very sensitive and loud smoke detector in
the kitchen; cooking bacon for breakfast often resulted in a very audible signal that it
was time to get up. A minibus full of climbers would depart from the lodge at about
7.30am, whilst it was still dark, and make their way up to Aviemore Ski Centre. From
the Ski Centre car park, the walk-in to the crag of Coire an t’Sneachda takes between 45
and 70 minutes depending on individual motivation levels that morning. With muscles
still aching from the previous day, the prospect of beginning the gruelling slog up the
mountainside carrying all of your gear for the day, was not often relished. It was with
some surprise that I found myself missing that same commute once I was back in London.

Once at the bottom of the crag, it was time to get kitted up, by putting on harnesses,
followed by crampons (it is quickly learned that this order is best) and then racking
up. After another punishing slog up a snow slope to reach the start of the route it
was time to start climbing. This involves periodically cycling through the two states of
cold, bored and hungry whilst belaying to hot, scared and breathless whilst climbing,
for about three or four hours until you top-out onto the plateau. This should be a
wonderful feeling, and it is once you’re back down in the cafe, but at the time it’s usually
blowing a gale, with the addition of snow crystals resulting in any exposed skin receiving
a sandblasting. Therefore, the priority is to get all the gear and the ropes packed up as
quickly as possible, and start the descent. Perversely, the descent involves walking uphill
for another 15 minutes, before finally beginning the trudge back down. About an hour
after topping-out (usually around 4pm) you reach the cafe, phone the lodge for a pickup,
grab a hot chocolate and catch up with the other teams as they make it back to the cafe.

Back at the lodge (the spacious, luxurious, underfloor-heated lodge) people hurriedly
unpack their gear and head for a shower. Aside from trips in to Aviemore for gear
shopping and beer drinking, the evening involves cooking dinner. This was varied fare
including roast chicken, tikka masala, tartiflette, and the traditional Scottish haggis,
neeps and tatties. After dinner, the teams and routes for the next day were decided
upon, before going to bed and starting the whole thing again in the morning!

Some highlights from the week’s activities included Fiona’s progression from seconding
Kunal at the start of the week to leading her own routes with Robin M by the end of the
week; Gemma managing to get the hang of snowboarding in two days; Justin’s punishing
22km mountain run; and two ascents of Grade V routes: The Stirling Bomber (V,7) by
Kunal and Robin J, and Belhaven (V,6) by Johnny B and Kunal. Towards the end of
the week, Johnny M, Joe, and Delphine enjoyed a successful day’s ski touring, taking in
the summits of Cairngorm mountain and Ben Macdui (second highest mountain in the
UK after Ben Nevis).

On day 3 of the tour Robin J and Johnny M teamed up to take on Hidden Chimney
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Direct Start (IV,4) on the Mess of Pottage, after it had been highly recommended by Sam
and Joe who had done it the previous day. Their ascent of the route was interrupted by a
request for assistance from two climbers from another university climbing club trip who
had strayed off their Grade II route onto the Hidden Chimney line, and found themselves
in difficulties. After belaying their leader to safety, Robin J belayed Johnny M as he
topped-out the route. We then belayed the two other climbers up the final pitch of the
climb. The two climbers expressed their gratitude for the assistance rendered.

Table 1: Activities undertaken during the six days of the tour.

Date Participants Climb (Grade) / Activity

Jan 3rd Robin J, Delphine, Robin M Central Gully (I)
Johnny M, Joe Central Left Hand (II)
Kunal, Johnny B, Fiona, Angela Aladdin’s Mirror (I) & Vortex (IV)
Justin, Gemma Winter walking

Jan 4th Robin J, Gemma, Robin M Aladdin’s Couloir (I)
Kunal, Johnny B, Fiona Fingers Ridge (IV,4)
Sam, Joe Hidden Chimney Direct Start (IV,4)
Johnny M, Dilan Winter skills
Justin Mountain running (22km)

Jan 5th Robin J, Johnny M Hidden Chimney Direct Start (IV,4)
Kunal, Fiona Red Gully (II)
Sam, Dilan, Angela The Runnel (II) & Central Gully (I)
Johnny B, Delphine, Robin M Broken Gully (III)
Gemma, Joe Snowboarding & downhill skiing

Jan 6th Robin J, Justin, Robin M Spiral Gully (II)
Kunal, Johnny M Fluted Buttress Direct (IV,4)
Sam, Angela Invernookie (III)
Johnny M, Dilan Winter skills
Gemma, Joe, Fiona, Johnny B Winter walking

Jan 7th Robin J, Kunal The Stirling Bomber (V,7)
Johnny M, Joe, Delphine Ski touring (15km)
Justin, Dilan Mountain biking (30km)
Fiona, Neil Invernookie (III)
Johnny B, Sam Central Crack (IV,5)
Robin M, Angela, Gemma Downhill skiing & snowboarding

Jan 8th Robin J, Gemma, Dilan The Runnel (II)
Kunal, Johnny B Belhaven (V,6)
Fiona, Robin M The Runnel (II)
Johnny M, Joe, Justin Mountain biking
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4 Finances

Due to a number of people having to pull out from coming on the tour at the last minute,
fourteen people attended this tour, thirteen of whom are full members, plus one life
member of the Union. All the attendees paid a £100 deposit online in advance of the
tour. The total cost of this tour was £2171.16, therefore an additional contribution of
£25 will be requested from the attendees. This tour received £241.23 of subsidy from
the Union, for which the club expresses its gratitude.

Bus Diesel = £382

Bus Hire = £400

Lodge Heating = £196

Lodge Hire = £815

Food = £378

Winter Tour Expenses: Total = £2171.16

Figure 1: Expenses incurred during the tour.

5 Conclusions

The primary objective of the tour was to pass on knowledge of winter climbing from
older members to newer members, and to further the winter skills and climbing abilities
of everyone on the tour. By looking at the routes completed in Table 1 it can be seen
that this objective was wholly accomplished, with several members gaining the confidence
to lead their own routes, and others increasing their climbing grade. Subsidiary objec-
tives were also completed; members enjoyed participating in downhill skiing, mountain
biking and ski touring, thereby broadening their skill sets and preparing them for other
mountaineering activities.

5



6 Photos

Figure 2: Early morning walk-in.

Figure 3: Coire an t’Sneachda: Aladdin’s Buttress (left) and Fluted Buttress (right).
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Figure 4: Angela, Sam and Robin M in front of Aladdin’s Buttress.

Figure 5: Angela topping out.
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Figure 6: Everybody packing up.

Figure 7: Evening preparations in the lodge.
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Figure 8: A rest day walk.

Figure 9: A pretty decent view.
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ICSE Tour Report 
Brighton January 2011 

 
On the 22nd of January 2011 ICSE went on its second weekend away to the seaside 
town of Brighton.  The trip was well attended with all 20 places filled.  Everyone turned 
up early on Saturday morning to get trains from London Victoria.  No-one got left behind 
despite a rescheduled train and an ill-timed trip to Burger King for breakfast.  We had 
time for a few hands of cards before arriving in Brighton, and went straight to the hotel 
on the seafront to check in. There were a couple of hours to stare at the blue sea, check 
out the local record shops, and drink hot chocolate in the Red Roaster cafe before 
rehearsal began. 
 

The rehearsal venue was Middle Street 
School, a primary school just off the 
seafront.  In the afternoon we practiced 
Mozart’s Piano Concerto no 12, Sir 
Roger de Coverley by Frank Bridge, 
Puccini’s I Chrisantemi, Festina Lente by 
Avo Part, and some film music by 
Walton.  Festina Lente was a challenge 
as it required some serious counting 
from some of the players.  Plenty of 
progress was made and a well deserved 
dinner at Buddies restaurant followed 
the four hours playing, then a trip to the 
local Weatherspoons, where the 
birthday boy Richard enjoyed himself 

perhaps a bit too much.  It was an eventful evening, with secret rule games driving 
some of us to madness trying to figure them out, some tense rounds of connect 4, and 
the invention of an all new game, which transferred well from a drinking game to a game 
to be played across the orchestra during rehearsals when no-one is looking. 
 
On Sunday morning everyone was up 
and out in time for check-out at 
10.30am sharp, which was more painful 
for some than others after the previous 
night. We took a half hour walk along 
the sea to get to our concert location: 
the charity care home Hyman Fine 
House, where we were greeted with a 
warm welcome, plentiful tea and coffee, 
and the furry mascot of the year (a cat 
this time).  We rehearsed again for two 
hours, had a lunch break, and prepared 
for our concert.  Concert dress was all 
black, so we got changed and set up 
some chairs and stands in the dining 
hall, and then performed everything 
apart from the Mozart (not having our 
pianist with us) for the residents.  
Concerts in care homes are always fun 
as you never know what will happen next; in fact, one man was so taken with our 
playing that he fell off his chair.  Another lady was less easy to please; she was not 
impressed when our conductor Scott forgot to mention the name of the piece we were 
about to perform.  There was a tricky moment when in one of the pieces, Festina Lente, 



several bars rest were mistaken for the ending of the piece, but apart from that, the 
performance went well.  It was a good learning experience, and Scott took a mental note 
to warn the audience about the pause for the next performance back in London. 
 
After eating taking more refreshment including plenty of cake generously provided by 
the volunteers at the home, we said our farewells to the hosts and had another wander 
around Brighton before our train home at 7pm.  It seems that group journeys are never 
simple; Toby nearly missed the train for a second time when it was noticed at the last 
minute that his ticket was for the wrong direction.  Everyone got back fine though, and 
went home for some very necessary sleep before lectures the next day. 
 
The tour fulfilled its aims and objectives as there were three very productive rehearsals 
followed by a concert.  The music played there has since been performed at a successful 
concert in aid of the Royal Marsden Cancer Charity at Holy Trinity Church, Sloane 
Square.  Numbers were greater than last year and the price was considered better, at 
£32 for members.  The tour also helped integrate members of the club, with many of the 
attendees being new for the academic year. 

Financial Breakdown 
 

Expenditure: 

Hostel Price £470.00 
Conductor Fee £50.00 
Trains £137.60 
Rehearsal Venue £95.50 
Conductors Train £11.00 
Conductors Expenses £25.80 
Saturday Lunch £0.85pp 
 
  
Income: 
 
Union Grant £47.07 
ICSE Subsidy £150.00 
Tickets - Imperial £32.00 pp 
Tickets – Non Imperial £40.00 pp 
 

Number of attendees: 

Imperial: 15 

Non Imperial: 4 



Waterpolo Tour –Aachen 

Dates: 5-7th November 2010 

Members attending: 11 

Non Members: 2 (old Imperial players) 

Aim 

To use the participation in an international tournament hosted by Aachen water polo club to 
introduce new members of the club.  

Was the aim fulfilled? 

The aim was fulfilled as we played in all games scheduled for the tournament and it was a great way 
for the fresher’s of the club to experience high level water polo and gain fitness by playing several 
games in one day.  

Day by day Account 

DAY 1: 

Following a prompt departure we began our journey and headed North to Dover then, after 
consulting a compass, we turned the map around and were on our way. Hydration was key for a 
successful tournament and to that end Tom BF provided the isotonic-like purple beverage. After a 
brief encounter with Customs, which included some inspired fuel saving measures, we were on our 
way to Calais. The inclement weather conditions during the crossing addled the brains of some of 
the younger team members but a combination of support and advice from the more experienced 
amongst us and a minibus journey through four countries rectified the situation. Following a brief 
loss of power to the Sat Nav, we decided we would circumnavigate AAcen before heading into the 
City Centre for our big arrival. Before turning in for an early night, Jamie decided he preferred a 
yellow pavement and Peter continued in the civic-minded nature of the trip by meticulously 
inspecting the pavement for cracks. He reported findings to the water department via a large 
porcelain telephone. 

DAY 2: 

Well rested and in high spirits we headed off for our first game of the tournament. Our draw was a 
tough one, we begun by facing last year’s champions where, after a well meaning by ultimately 
unsuccessful spell between the posts Ian WP decided to show his outfield prowess, maintaining his 
previous form. Despite this, and after a hard fought battle, we were narrowly defeated. 

After a light lunch we were ready for our next challenge. Some Alex Ferguson style negotiations in 
the transfer market brought some native knowledge into the team and resulted in David Martinez 
grabbing our first goal, followed by a dramatic vindication of our transfer dealings as Tim “The 
German” Detert snatched a second. Unfortunately, a late rally from the opposition saw the game 
just slip from our grasp despite a powerful defence. Later in the afternoon some dubious 



interpretations of the rules by one of our senior players, Jack Ellis, led to an early end to his 
otherwise distinguished career. 

After a brief tug of war, which the conscripted contingent assigned to the task claimed was only lost 
due to “waterlogged conditions”, we headed to the evening’s main event with lofty expectations. 
Mysteriously titled “The Beer Relay” we were hoping that the newly shortened course would be to 
our advantage. Fresher Will Stocker stepped forward to enhance his reputation by doing a double 
leg which put us into the lead , which was held for most of the race before Jack was thwarted by the 
high pool sides. Rich Thoburn helpfully provided post race analysis by demonstrating the 
effectiveness of a commando roll in Jack’s situation. 

The evening ushered in the renowned “Mid Tournament Party”, arguably the highlight of the 
competition. After several party games, David excelled at the “Fresher’s Challenge”, even providing 
free childcare for several of the parents at the party. Certain members of the team opted for 
different ends of the age spectrum, our tour sec showing us how its done by meeting us at the pool 
the following morning, bright eyed and ready for more Water Polo. 

DAY 3 

After a team reunion we exchanged fragmented memories of the previous night and a renewed 
sense of optimism set in as the team disposed of their hangovers as they plunged into cold liquid. 
Joe Gibbs defied the opposition and made his international debut on the score sheet whilst Will 
celebrated his birthday in style by following suit shortly afterwards. The second match was presided 
over by Alex Ferguson, who selflessly declined to play for the good of the team, opting instead to 
take on a managerial role. This was in sharp contrast to Thanasios Platon, who was the only team 
member to survive a whole match in the pool. With some members of the team feeling a little worse 
for wear, rolling subs took on a whole new meaning. 

The journey back was a welcome rest for many although the game of leapfrog between the minibus 
(speed limited to 62mph) and Nick Ball’s car (limited only by the passengers’ womanly bladders) 
provided an additional source of entertainment. In the end they “manned-up” to show us that the 
earlier ferry was not an unrealistic target (speeding tickets are in the post). 

The team now begins training for next year’s tournament, having bravely promised to both win and 
learn German. 

Results: England  0  -  11  Germany 

 England  3  -  9     Belgium 

 England  1  -  7  Switzerland 

 England  3  -  6  Germany 

 

 

 



Financial Breakdown 

Tour Fee: £100 

Accommodation £80 

Travel: 

Minibus Hire: £190 

Petrol: £136.32 

Ferry Costs: £137 

Any Major Problems 

There were no major problems that arose whilst on tour.  

Future Improvements? 

Future improvements could be to promote the tour at fresher’s fair and on the club website so that 
new members know about it before they join the club. This would give them more notice because 
the tour is so early in the university calendar.  
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Artsoc – Spring Tour 2011 
 
ArtSoc usually only undertakes trips within London, to shows and other 
cultural events. 
 
Spring Tour 2011 proved an opportunity to escape London and 
experience life in Budapest. A three night tour was undertaken, with the 
aim of discovering the cultural riches Budapest has to offer. 
 
The tour was enjoyed by all and included visits to all the major 
attractions including the chain Bridge and Fishermen’s Bastion. 

 



Boat club Tour Report – Spring 2011 

 

Financial Breakdown/student 

£340: accommodation including food. 

Approx £100: flights. 

£20: bus transport. 

= £460 in total 

 

Activities 

4th – 12th April 2011 inclusive. 

There was a 3 day training plan that repeated over the 9 days. This typically 
included a session after an early breakfast at 8am, followed by another session 
before lunch at 11am, with an additional training session in the afternoon at 
4pm before dinner. This allowed 1 afternoon off every 3 days to allow for 
recovery and more revision and studies. The schedule is show below: 

 

 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 

AM 
20km paddle on the 
water 20km paddle on the water 

8km warm up on the 
water 

AM 8km technical paddle 8km technical 12km with pieces (2km) 

PM 12km with pieces 12km with pieces 
  

The proposed aims were fulfilled as we envisaged, the activities went ahead as 
planned. We carried out the proposed training programme that would set our 
squad up for the summer racing season on our return to London. 

There were no changes to the proposed activities. The facilities were as 
predicted and enabled us to carry out our training as expected. There were no 
major issues regarding equipment, health, students, travel or facilities. 

Number of participants 

58 students 
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Canoe Easter Tour 2011 
i. A full financial breakdown of the tour  
 

 Cost Paid by Alby Alex  Ally Colm Derf Mark Paraic Rachel Rik Rob Rory Tom union 

Hostel deposit  £  399.00   Union  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    17.35  -£    34.70  -£    34.70  -£    34.70   -  

Bus hire  £  218.86   Union  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    20.70  -£    11.83    -£    20.70  -£    20.70   -  

Food  £    30.60   Rachel  -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78    -£      2.78  -£      2.78  -£      2.78   -  

Diesel  £    96.16   Paraic  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74  -£      8.74    -£      8.74  -£      8.74   -  

Food  £  188.00   Paraic  -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09    -£    17.09  -£    17.09  -£    17.09   -  

Diesel  £    71.52   Union  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50  -£      6.50    -£      6.50  -£      6.50   -  

Food   £    28.00   Paraic  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33  -£      2.33   -  

Chocolate  £       4.00   Paraic  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33  -£      0.33   -  

Diesel  £  101.43   Mark  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22  -£      9.22    -£      9.22  -£      9.22   -  

Hostel  £  566.00   Rachel  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    24.61  -£    49.22  -£    49.22  -£    49.22   -  

food  £    60.55   Rik  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05  -£      5.05   -  

Diesel  £    97.93   Union   -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90  -£      8.90    -£      8.90  -£      8.90   -  

Diesel  £    94.10   Union  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55  -£      8.55    -£      8.55  -£      8.55   -  

Food  £    50.93   Rob  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24  -£      4.24   -  

                

Trip cost £2007.08  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37  -£ 107.67  -£ 115.74  -£ 178.37  -£ 178.37   £           -    

Deposits    £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00   £    40.00    £    40.00   £    40.00  -£ 440.00  

Total  paid for   £           -     £           -     £           -     £           -     £           -     £  101.43   £  316.16   £  596.60   £    60.55   £    50.93   £           -     £           -     £  881.41  

                

Balance   -£ 138.37  -£ 138.37  -£ 138.37  -£ 138.37  -£ 138.37  -£    36.94   £  177.79   £  458.23  -£      7.12  -£    64.81  -£ 138.37  -£ 138.37   £  441.41  

 



ii.A day by day account of what occurred ie activities etc  
19th April: Driving 
20Th April: Spean Gorge & Arkaig 
21st April: Etive/saftey course 
22nd April: Garry  
23rd April: Meig & Findhorn 
24th April: Etive 
25th April: Driving 
 
iii. Number of members attending (full and not full members)  
Full members 5   
Non full members 7 
 
iv. Dates of the tour  
19-25 April 

v.Did it achieve the aims and objectives as laid out in the proposal  
Yes 

 
vi. Were there any changes to the proposed aims or activities  
Nope 

vii. Any major issues that arose whilst on tour 
Nope 

33. Tour reports may also include: 
i. Members impressions of the tour 
Best Scotland trip in ages 

  
ii. How to improve for the future  
Use crystal ball to better predict when it will rain. 

And the actual club trip report... 

19 April –Why is Scotland so far away? 

By some magical coincidence (possibly involving organisation) everybody turned up where 
and when they were supposed to: Alby and Tom got collected from a random station by the 
M42, Alex was picked up at some M5 services and Wardle abandoned his car on a bridge by 
the M6 near Wigan. The sunshine was appreciated with everyone stopping for icecream 
before Rannoch moor, otherwise the drive was a fairly uneventful 11 hours. On arriving at 
the hostel we found Rob had failed at his only task (buying milk).  

20th April –Spean and Arkaig  

In keeping with Scotland tradition we began the trip with the Spean followed by the Arkaig. 
The Spean was at a pretty low level, everybody took a wee at the start to increase flow. Derf 
kicked off the swim count at fairy steps, headbanger (?) also claimed a few victims. Next we 
headed over to the Arkaig which was paddled by most, with a disappointing lack of carnage. 
All paddled out, everybody headed to Fort Bill to do the shopping, while I took Alby on a 



tour of the local housing estates to complete his minibus test. It seems there are a lot of dead 
ends in Fort William; Alby is now an expert in 3 point turns!  

Tom Alby and Derf finally received their instructions from Tom Parker for the safety course. 
They proceeded to spend the evening creating first aid kits, to impress teacher.  

21st April –Hardcore on the Etive, swimming on the Leven or loser hillwalking  

We heard a rumour that the Etive was running, so after dropping the safety course people at 
the put in for the Leven we continued up to Rannoch moor. We found the Etive was running 
at a low level but the glorious sunshine made for a lovely photogenic run. Mark and Ally 
jessed out of paddling for some hardcore walking instead, Macrae decided to join them 
causing some faffy shuttling. Leaving the remaining group of Rory, Colm, Alex, Paraic and I 
to take on the Etive. After watching another boater make it look less than fun, everybody 
portaged ‘crack of dawn’. We ran all the other drops without incident, Right angle falls had a 
lovely dead sheep floating in the eddy at the bottom. We stopped off at the Clachaig inn to 
introduce Colm to haggis, we then collected the safety coursers’ from Kinlockleven and 
faffed about trying to find the walkers.  

22nd April -multitudes descend on the Garry 

The Garry was scheduled for a release, so every boater in Scotland turned up in the carpark. 
We set off fairly early to get a run in before the crowds turned up. We also made our first 
stop at some award winning public toilets (Rory was still feeling the night before)! Macrae 
was dispatched to collect Rik from Fort Bill, while the rest of us got our first run in.  

The Garry being a bouncy friendly grade 3 most had a few goes. Colm had a comedy swim in 
the hole on first rapid, everyone else kept their hair dry. Rik and Rob turned up and joined the 
masses on the river, Rik elected not to paddled the last rapid because there were too many 
spectators. While we were waiting for the safety course to finish an impromptu boater-X was 
initated. Paraic led all the way and almost lost it at the end by celebrating too soon requiring 
several roll attempts. Second third and fourth was closely fought between Mark, Alex and 
Colm.  

The sunshine and decent water gave the day an almost alpine feel. Having sat about in sun 
watching all manner of lines through the final hole, I finally manned-up and got on to surf the 
bottom wave (It was really Big!) Alex Rob and Colm also got on for moral support, while 
Paraic alternately, shouted encouragement at us and abuse at some playboater who doesn’t 
know how to queue. Colm got a lift to the pub with some ladies from Leeds, while the rest of 
us waited for the safety lot to finish. The group from Leeds we also staying at our hostel this 
included Dave Goadby (who it turns out went to India with some other ICCCers in 2008). 
Plenty of beverages were consumed, Colm introduced a new horse racing related game that 
should definitely make an appearance on future trips.  

23rd April -5 hours of driving for 5 hours of boating 

Some rain over night prompted excitement in the Leeds group, we however, wisely stuck to 
our plan and commenced our day of Epic Driving. We dropped the safety group at a low 
looking Spean and continued over to the Meig. Inspite of covering the length of Loch Ness 
we saw no evidence of Nessie, according to Rory she was in the pub with the locals.  



The Meig dam was running at decent compensation flow, so we walked down the bank to 
inspect the first serious drop. Ally decided he ‘liked his face the way it is’ and would be 
shuttle bunny, Rik had left half his kit at the hostel and didn’t fancy it either. Paraic managed 
to trip over and fall arse first onto a rock whilst inspecting; later Rory bought him an 
inflatable Barbie ring to sit on.  

Once in the gorge the only way out is down-stream, which makes for a fairly intimidating 
run. The first drop looked much bigger from in the gorge than it had from the top, Alex spent 
some time in the boils but everyone got down in one piece. Drop followed drop and 
eventually we got to the heinous portage. After some rope work and nearly losing Wardle’s 
boat we all got around the nastiness. The river continued in a similar nature, aptly summed up 
on UKRGB as “more-or-less continuous bedrock rapids for the whole 2k, ranging from 
constrictions to cauldrons and ledge drops”. The highlight or the river was paddling a small 
rapid under a natural rock arch. The Meig was definitely one of my trip highlights definitely 
worth doing again.  

Taking advantage of longer daylight hours we then headed over to the Findhorn where the 
keen people put on. We met a raft guide at the put on who informed us about the 3 mandatory 
portages on this section; the keen group proceeded to run everything. I elected to take a nap 
in the bus insstead, while Rik ‘hilariously’ tied me to the seat with roofrack straps.  

The safety group had some adventures of their own removing a tree from the Findhorn. 
Tom’s group also managed to miss the take out by about 2 miles. All eventually collected at 
the Findhorn take out, and we made our way to Inverness to sample the delights of the local 
takeaways, finally getting back to the hostel at about 1am.  

24th April -Return to the Etive 

Popular vote took us back to the Etive, we tested Alby’s driving skills on the way there by 
balancing items on the rear view mirror to see how long they lasted. Since it was Easter 
Sunday a chocolate bunny was procured and floated down river. In spite of the dead sheep 
still at the bottom of the falls four of us were still daft enough to eat the bunny, happily no ill 
effects were experienced.  

Some people headed to the Clachaig inn while others went for a second run. There was talk 
of inspecting the tribs however as someone put it: “if the Etive is like sliding off wet rock, the 
tribs will be sliding over moist rock”. We returned to the hostel to devour a small mountain of 
food.  

25th -Drive home 

Lots of driving- very boring, we stopped at three different services before finding a suitable 
one for lunch. Happily Wardle’s car hadn’t been nicked the bus finally got back the union 
sometime in the evening, completing and successful incident-free Scotland trip.  



Imperial College Caving Club (RCC 106)Spring tour reportSardinia 201127th Marh - 3rd April

1 SummaryThe aving lub's spring tour was held on 27th Marh � 3rd April 2011, and was attended by 10members. It was a great suess with lots of aving ompleted, inluding a 5 man undergroundamp whih we kept oupied for a total of 4 nights (two 5 man teams for 2 nights eah). Theaves in Sardinia are truly spetaular and well worth a visit, with intriate rystal formations,majesti underground lakes, and absolutely massive hambers that dwarf anything in the UK. Wemanaged to take quite a few photos underground, and are in the proess of ompiling an Englishguide to Su Palu (the ave we amped in) that will hopefully be of use to the aving ommunity.2 Aims and ObjetivesThe main aims of the tour was for members to experiene the aves of Sardinia, and to give ournewer members their �rst hane to ave outside of the UK and to amp underground. Overall, allthe aims were suessfully ful�lled, with every member on the tour amped underground for twonights. It ertainly was a urious experiene to be ut o� from any natural light for 60 hours!Our deision to set up an underground amp deep within the Su Palu ave system also enabledus to experiene muh more of the ave than would otherwise be possible. Though we are by nomeans the �rst UK visiters to the ave, few English route desriptions exist for the passages beyondamp ('El Alamein') as most parties are fored to turn bak due to time onstraints. However,amping underground enabled us to get to the far reahes of the system. This was extremelyrewarding, as many of the most beautiful formations and athedral-esque hambers were foundhere. (Another onvenient onsequene of half our party amping underground for most daysmeant that we managed to save on above ground aommodation and rent 5 person villa instead!)1



3 Tour diary3.1 27th MarhMiraulously, everyone turned up at stores on time (Myles wins the almost-didn't-make-it prizefor olleting his passport from the post o�e a mere 10 minutes before losing, after having topersuade them to give it to him as it was unaddressed.). Spent a haoti hour shoving everythinginto ruksaks and desperately trying to even the load out to get everyone to <16kg.Bus 52 to Vitoria station, then took a Terravision bus from Green Line terminal to Stansted.Promptly deposited ourselves around a passport photo booth, raked out the rollmats and grabbedsome shuteye.

Figure 1: Sleep at Stansted before �ightUneremoniously woken up ~4am by Thomas Cook lady for bloking their baggage hek in area.Cheked in ourselves and made it through seurity with nary a hith. All half-asleep but mostimportantly on the plane to Sardinia!At Alghero airport, Jarv and Gergely olleted their Fiat Bravas, and after a quik pepper up of ¿1expressos and roissants we rammed ourselves and our baggage into the ars. Divided ourselvesinto two groups whih more or less remained our aving teams:Team Dysfuntional/Vomit: Jarv, Kate, Thomas MCW, William, Clare`The Boys': Gergely, Myles, Niko, Eri, JeanDrive to Baunei was OK, with Thomas helping to navigate in front while Kate, Clare and Williamsu�ered from varying degrees of arsikness in the bak. Moment of hilarity when, without warning,William vomited his peanut butter spaghetti out of the window and onto the front step of someone'shome. We drove o� pretty quikly.The apartment/villa was only o�ially booked for 5 (sine half of us would be amping undergroundmost of the time), so The Boys (i.e. Jean) was given the task of sorting things out with the ownerwhile Team Vom was in full stealth mode. So we headed to the beah at Santa Maria Navaresseinstead. Jarv, Clare and William hillaxed on the sand, while Thomas raked out his shortiewetsuit + snorkel and joined Kate in the sea for a swim.Soon we reeived word from the boys that the oast was lear for our appearane in Baunei, thoughthey had puntured a tyre and were `taking are of it'. We wound our way through the mountainroads as the boys hanged their tyre, and met up in the middle of Baunei. Quik disussion and it2



was deided that we'd swap William for Eri, who'd show us the way to the villa while Gergely'sar paid the big supermarket in Tortoli a visit (everywhere else losed on Sunday).

Figure 2: View of Baunei from our balonyKate and Thomas almost immediately found the beds, while Eri, Jarv and Clare spent a ivilisedevening out on the balony sipping Nido-ed tea. Sometime then Jarv realised he lost his phone,and fretted for the rest the week. Oh dear. Boys eventually returned with food, and Thomaspromptly took harge of a supper of pasta. Tired from travelling, bed soon after.3.2 28th Marh

Figure 3: Breakfast on villa balonyLate start to the day. Epi breakfast of mushroom + smoked heese omelette, various heeses,layers of prosiutto, preserved sausage, vine tomatoes and bread. Loads of fa�ng follows as we tryto loate random items in people's ruksaks and pak for underground amp. Eventually we areready to leave with 9 taklesaks for a 5 man amp.3



Baunei is about 17km from the Su Palu/Codula di Luna turno�, and the arpark is a further 13kmor so down the road, next to a bridge over the river running through the Luna valley. We took ourtime hanging, underground for 5pm.

Figure 4: Entrane gate 'squeeze'The �rst pith is about 5 mins from the entrane (whih is gated but with a massive body-sizedhole to squeeze through) and is down a sloping rift that narrows as you desend but is nowherenear tight. This leads to a massive hamber with plenty of boulder hopping, at the bottom ofwhih you enounter a stooping, at times rawly stream passage.Follow the stream to the `duk' � the water is old but refreshing, with plenty of airspae (i.e. ahands and knees job, not on your bak). The route to amp is now marked with helpful re�etivearrows so route �nding is a piee of piss.

Figure 5: Dammed alite asade at start of Alta Loma passage4



We pass through pretty hamber after pretty hamber, with stunning alite dams, emerald pools,plenty of stal and deliate rystals. Soon we arrive at the White Nile, whereupon we bypass theasades by taking the high level route whih starts with a handlined limb to the right. It'spermanently rigged, with bolts that appear to be omfortingly new/shiny. Traverse, pith withdeviation, traverse, pith takes you right into the White Nile. Following the water takes youdiretly to Lago (massive underground lake!) and El Alamein (amp).

Figure 6: 'Lago' � huge underground lake, on�uene of 2 riversAt amp we say hello to the three Italians (Toddy, Claudia & Mauro) amping there for the night,and start to unpak our taklesaks while waiting for Gergely & o. to arrive. Camp is essentiallya massive underground beah, and is stoked with old roll mats, poly bags, 3 lilos, some tins of�sh, et. We hang around for a brew with the boys and help them set up amp, but time's tikingand we soon have to start making our way out.

Figure 7: Quik brew while setting up ampExit is surprisingly quik, despite Kate almost overheating to the point of heat exhaustion. Thomas5



spots some wild rosemary by the road on the drive bak; quik post-midnight dinner of pasta beforebed. Great days aving, really whetted our appetites for underground amp in a ouple of days.3.3 29th MarhSurprise surprise, ICCC on tour = another fa�y morning. We �nally managed to get our arses ingear and pak some rope for Su Spiria in the Luna valley, on bak of the reommendation fromthe Italians and after overruling Thomas protests.Caving gear on our baks, we began an absolutely lovely walk down the valley, mostly staying nearthe river though sometimes poking up the hill to searh for the Spiria entrane. Unfortunatelyall our e�orts were in vain, though we did pass a really ool wooden bridge built into the sideof the valley wall, and a omedy green metal stile over a dam of fallen tree trunks. Eventuallywe suumbed to the heat, gave up on �nding the entrane, and jumped into the river for swimsinstead.Drove to the Sisa supermarket in Tortoli to stok up on villa + UG amp supplies in the evening.Stayed up late talking, as we downed plenty of pots of tea + bottles of wine.

Figure 8: At the bottom of the pith to DisneylandMeanwhile, the other team were busy underground �nding the way to Disneyland.3.4 30th MarhWoke up, paked our daren drums for amp, and ooked some lunh in antiipation of The Boysreturn. They eventually got bak ~2pm looking deidedly grimier and we shared a meal andquizzed them for info. Started pouring so we hung around the villa waiting for the rain to let upbefore setting o�.Speedy trip to amp, familiarity with the route meant we reahed amp easily. Kate immediatelyfound the omf, splaying herself on all 5 sleeping bags; William loated the gameboy and startedplaying Super Mario. Jarv and Clare headed down to the Blue Nile to ollet water, while Thomasstarted preparing his underground feast that inluded panetta and dried mushrooms.
6



Figure 9: Huge boulder slope in LilliputDeliious supper later, Jarv, Clare and Thomas went to ree the next day's route through Lilliput(till `Morgan Tesoro'), trusting Kate and William not to kill eah other in our absene. Lilliputwas absolutely ginormous, with some really ool passages. Bak after a quik bimble to Tesoro diMorgan. More sauepans of tea (is there anything better than Nido tea underground?), sat aroundhilling in our thermals and barefoot, before bed + Blakadder. Sleep ~2+am.

Figure 10: Night time at El Alamein amp
7



3.5 31st MarhAlarm rang at 10am. William was the �rst to get out of the omfort of the sleeping bags, andooked us a breakfast of soup sahets with ~300g of peanuts to justify his bringing a kilo of itdown. It was edible enough, I guess..

Figure 11: Calite �owstone and grotto in Lilliput seriesAfter shrugging on our sweaty, wet, sandy furries and gear we set o� for Disneyland. Route �ndingwas mostly OK with only minor hiups, helped by Gergely's route desriptions in the logbook.It's a raking trip, marred only by the extreme warmth of the ave. Really good variety, withboulder hopping, some limbs, some rope work, and plenty of pretties to look at.

Figure 12: Pretties in Disneyland8



Figure 13: Disneyland; White NileTook loads of photos; Nie relaxed pae bak to amp � suh a joy not to have to worry aboutgetting bak to the surfae for a allout time, or to rush bak to London!Super sweaty after the day's aving, so we went for swims in the lake and washed in the river.More �shy soupy pasta and ous ous for supper, yums. Cola bottles also worked a treat as itstaved o� our hunger while dinner ooked. Thomas was in bed straight after dinner and neverquite managed to leave it till the next morning, but the rest of us sat around drinking more tea,the most amazing hot hoolate (opious amounts of Nido + water + hoolate blok) and relaxingin the luxury of amp.3.6 1st April10am alarm was promptly swithed o� and ignored by most till about noon. We were just lazingaround drinking tea and eating breakfast as the boys sans Jean arrived. Should have realised theywere planning something when we notied a huge time lapse between �rst spotting their lights andtheir atual appearane at amp, but being the trusting folk we are we fell right for their AprilFools joke (Jean's `broken leg', ¿500 parking tiket)!
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Figure 14: Terminal hamber of Mordor - Shelob's lair?We all sat around fa�ng for a bit, drinking more hot hoolate and eating more food. Soon it wastime for some aving ation. Thomas, Kate and William were ready to head out, so they took thear keys and made their way out with some of the amp gear, while Jarv and Clare joined Gergely,Niko, Myles and Eri on a trip to Mordor and Sand Creek. Great trip with plenty of laughs, andNiko's now lassi rendition of `Where have all the �owers gone?' that only gets more hilariouseah time he belts it out...

Figure 15: Last meal at ampBak at amp, we quikly de-amped as Gergely prepared a deliious meal of soupy meaty heesysmash and sweet, milky o�ee. Relaxed trip out as Jarv + Nio took plenty of photos and wemade videos of the duk near the entrane. Jarv was a real trooper/pervert as he re-entered theold water 5 times to shoot videos of eah of us passing through the duk! (http://www.youtube.om/wath?v=xxCWClxV0S0 ) 10



Soon we were asending the �rst pith of Su Palu for the last time, and before long we were bakat the ar park, where Kate William and Thomas weren't looking thrilled at having spent the last3 hours with nowt to do!Bak at the villa Jean had prepared a pasta dinner as his farewell gift to us, sine he was leavingpre-dawn the next morning. Expresso shots of Mirto, lots of wine, good times.3.7 2nd AprilOur last full day in Sardinia after a superb week. Unanimous vote for a relaxing day at the beah.Headed to the Santa Maria beah �rst, where rather miraulously Jarv found his phone half buriedin the sand, ompletely intat save for a �at battery. He was very happy.Then we went to a nier streth of beah 5 minutes up the road for a lovely day. Bisuits andhoolate in the sun, swims in the sea, Nerf ball, lazing in the sand, and general goo�ng around.

Figure 16: Last day at the beahMassive barbeque on the villa balony at night for our last big end to a fantasti tour. Moredeadene, more expresso shots of Mirto, exellent toasts/speehes from Nio and Eri, morebottles of wine, more musi whilst star gazing.Around 11 we remembered we had to leave in 6 hours for our �ight at Alghero, and we still hada villa to lean and kit to pak. Those sober enough to stumble around did the best we ould,washing up and leaning before sneaking in a few hours of sleep.3.8 3rd AprilGergely's alarm rang at 3:45am, and we spent an hour rushing about downing tea + o�ee and�nishing up in the villa. Then we set o� in the dark for the 3 hour drive bak to the airport.William started vomiting about half an hour into the journey and his plasti bag started leaking;it was swiftly double bagged. He kept his plasti bags of joy all the way to the airport, we keptour windows down for a good portion of the journey.Journey bak to South Ken went smoothly as we retraed our steps from a week ago. Dumpedruksaks in stores, yled home, hot bath, deleted a week's worth of emails, then slept till midnight:)
11



4 FinanesThis is the expenditure breakdown for the tour (EUR onverted to GBP where appliable):Item Unit prie No. of Units Total Cost Budget headFlights (London <>Alghero) ¿81.98 10 ¿819.80 TravelCar hire ¿164.60 2 ¿329.20 TravelDiesel for ars ¿141.90 1 ¿141.90 TravelCar tyre replaement ¿68.80 1 ¿68.80 TravelBus tikets (to and fromStansted) ¿14.00 10 ¿140.00 TravelVilla rental ¿215.00 1 ¿215.00 Ground hireFood (pp pd) ¿5.48 80 ¿438.20 HospitalityMis underground ampequipment (gas, freezerbags, et.) ¿17.09 1 ¿17.09 ConsumablesTOTAL ¿2169.995 ConlusionThe tour was a undeniable suess, with wonderful aving and good times had by all. Sardiniais de�nitely a aving destination worth visiting! The aves are generally horizontal with a bit ofvertial ropework needed, and extremely well deorated � quite possibly the prettiest aves manyof us have seen. Camping underground was an amazing experiene, no doubt helped by the relativeluxury of our amp.Logistis for the trip were simple enough to arrange, though it would have worked out to be muhmore expensive had we not saved on aommodation osts by amping underground.Sardinia itself is also a great holiday destination, with lots of stunning walks, great weather, beahesand breathtaking senery.

More photos an be found on our website at http://www.union.i.a.uk/r/aving/photo_arhive/tours/2011%20-%20sardinia/dirindex.html � they were too numerous to inlude here!More ontent (guides, logbook extrats, reports, et) will also be uploaded in due ourse.
12



 
CivSoc Athens Tour 2011 

Dates: 25th-27th Feb  
Members in attendance: 67 

Itinerary

Friday: 

: 

We arrived in Athens on the Friday evening and headed to the University for a tour of the civil 
engineering department and talks about the current ongoing research projects which ended late 
that evening.  The students were then taken to the hostel, to allow them to freshen – up and 
enjoy the rest of the evening.  

Saturday: 

On Saturday morning we received a civil engineering tour of the Athens Olympic Park and its 
facilities, which complemented the current ongoing group projects by Civil Engineering students 
at Imperial College London involving the 2012 Olympic Park.   

Sunday: 

For the last day, we organised a morning tour of the famous Acropolis Parthenon which was 
again aimed more towards the engineering aspects of the site.  This was followed by entry to 
the Acropolis museum and a continuation of the tour.  After exiting the museum, we had a brief 
few hours of free time before setting off for the airport to commence our return voyage back to 
the UK.  Following the arrival at Gatwick airport, a pre-booked coach ferried us back to the 
Union arriving early on Monday morning, bringing a successful end to the annual CivSoc Tour. 

Aims and Objectives: 

The general aim of the tour was to expose undergraduate civil engineering students to 
engineering projects in a practical setting, and with this in mind the tour was a success. The visit 
to the Olympic park gave us all a fantastic insight into the issues and complexities of a large 
scale project such as this, whilst the visit to the university enabled students to see what 
research is currently being conducted by our peers in Greece.  

There were no changes to the proposed aims and objectives. 

Major Issues: 

No major issues occurred, however small problems did arise as with all tours. An example 
would be when we landed in Greece it transpired that some members had left their passports in 
their hold luggage, and as such could not get through passport control. This situation was 
quickly remedied by our Greek speaker. 

 



Improvements for Next year: 

Over all the tour was a fantastic success, and enjoyed by all. It could however be improved by 
lengthening the trip by a day; we found that some of the major sites we wanted to visit were 
made impractical by the time constraints.  

Member's impressions: 

“I found the tour to Athens this year to be extremely well organised. Considering that we were 
only there for two and a half days, CivSoc managed to fit a considerable amount of scheduled 
events in without the weekend seeming too rushed. The university visit was a good insight into 
how research is conducted in other countries and we received an in depth guided tour of the 
Geotechnics laboratory, a privilege as Greece is renowned for their research in soil mechanics. 
 There was also a couple of organised tours which I found to be quite obviously tailored to 
engineering aspects, and we got a guided tour of both the new Olympic stadium and park as well 
as the Acropolis, a good balance between ancient and modern engineering techniques. CivSoc 
also took time to organise non-academic social events, such as the group meal where I met 
almost everyone who came on tour.” 
 
“Athens was pretty good! We had a great time wandering the streets and soaking up the culture, 
and the engineering visits were surprisingly interesting! I’m definitely going next year.” 
 
 

Photos: 

 



 

 

 



Cypriot Society 2011 

	 	 	 Spain Tour
	 	 	 	 	 Barcelona

Cypriot Society	
18 July 2011
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On 4th of March 2011 the Cypriot Society of Imperial College following the tradition 
organised a tour for its members. The destination of this year's trip was Barcelona. An 
amazing city with great history and culture was the perfect place for our members to come 
closer and have a great time together but also promote our country to the habitants.

We arrived in Barcelona on Friday night. Even though everyone was exhausted from the 
flight we couldn’t say no to a trip down-town. After a while everyone was gathered outside 
the St.Gervasi Hotel and the streets of Barcelona were ready to be explored! We were 
fascinated by the small streets around the city, passing by beautiful houses, churches and 
monuments. At the plaza we had to split to the local restaurants so we can all enjoy 
delicious  “tappas” acompanied with cold “sagria”. The dinner completed our first night in 
Barcelona as most of us collapsed back to the hotel. The rest enjoyed nice cocktails at the 
local bars.
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Next day in the morning the Cypriot Society committee arranged a tour (partially sponsored 
by the society) around the city  with a guide to show us around. The tour aimed the 
gathering of information about the huge cultural pattern surrounding the city which was 
rather unknown to the majority of our members.  After a quick breakfast we were all set to 
go! The first stop was the “Park Guell”, a magnificent place created by the famous architect 
Gaudi full of beautiful and extraordinary pavilions.  The whole place was inspired by the 
various gardens in London and specificly two of the buildings were designed to have a close 
resemblance of the Ginger House.  The most magnificent of all was the Guadi's 
multicoloured mosaic dragon fountain at the main entrance of the park.  The next 
destination was “placa Catalunya”  were we got time for some shopping and a cup of coffee. 
After that we set course for the “Sagrada Familia” church which is another outstanding 
structure by Gaudi. The interesting about the church is that after 200 years and the death of 
Guadi the church is still not finished. Inside the church we were all speechless by the 
greatness of the structure. The rest of the morning tour was in the Ciutat Vella, the old city 
of Barcelona where again Gaudi's creations where all over the scenery.  For the evening the 
city had more to show us, the huge pedestrian road “La Rambla”, with the market in the 
middle and the Colombus Monument at the lower end. Our next destination was Plaza de 
Spania and the Olympic Stadium, where we were able to observe the Montjuic 
Communications Tower the tour ended at the plaza where we splitted for the carnival parade 
and the Barcelona game against Real Zaragosa. The night ended with a couple of drinks at 
the Opium 
Club, on of the 
greatest clubs of 
Europe located 
next to the sea. 

A f t e r t h e 
C a t a l o n i a n s 
showed us their 
culture it was 
about time we 
show them 
o u r s . O n 
Sunday the 
c o m m i t t e e 
walked around 
the city all wearing shirts with The Cypriot Society of Imperial College London logo giving 
away to locals traditional “shoushouko” and “haloumi”  brought all the way from Cyprus. 
We had a lot of fun introducing our country and treading everyone with the delicious stuff. 
Lots of the locals were interested in learning more stuff about Cyprus, which we were more 
than happy to tell them despite the fact that most of the people were not speaking English at 
all. As previously explained the following year Cyprus is expected to have the presidency of 
the European Union. We made sure to transfer info about our country (including our 
political problems) to foreigners verbally as well as with the aid of brochures produced by 
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EFEK (the U.K. committee that brings together all Cypriot Students in the country). A small 
conference was held in presence of Cypriot tours from other universities (UCL had a 
number of students along with our party of registered members) and 4 groups set up  
information  centres around the Universidad de barcelona. External speakers from EFEK 
were invited to add to the task. 
 
The evening was free for the members to further explore the city and visit museums plazas 
and other points of interest. At night time a fabulous paella near the small marina was 
organised and the final day of enjoying the fine Catalonian sun and our trip came to an end.
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Cypriot gathering 
taking place on 
Saturday (main tour)

Carnival Parade 

A small party of 
Cypriots (students of UCL at the right end) exploring the 
traditional 
Catalonian cuisine



The cultural tour organised this year was successful in every aspect while no 
unexpected problems were encountered. All members were extremely 
enthusiastic and proud of participating in this event and the initial selection 
of destination was proved to be 100% correct. Cypriots were able to interact 
with Catalans share information and expand their knowledge in every 
aspect.  All targets were met and the mini conferences and information desks 
were organised in the right manner to allow our members to express 
themselves and have a great time while achieving the initial targets set by 
our committee. 
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ICU DANCE COMPANY SPRING TOUR REPORT 2011 

TOUR OVERVIEW 
DATE: 18th – 20th February 2011 

ATTENDEES: 20 Full Members, 2 Associate Members  

OUTCOME: Awarded 2ND Place for Beginners Ballet, 2ND Place for Contemporary, 3RD Place for 
Advanced Ballet and 3RD Place for Advanced Tap. Successfully competed in the competition and 
fulfilled aims to strengthen team building within the club and encourage new members to become 
active and fully immersed in club life both socially and with aspects associated with dance and other 
club related issues.  

OVERALL TOUR REPORT 
This year the ICU Dance Company took part in a national inter-university dance competition 

at Edinburgh University where 22 of the club’s dancers prepared themselves for some stiff 
competition from the likes of Edinburgh, Strathclyde, Newcastle and Kings College London. After 
arriving in Edinburgh on the Friday night, lots of sleepy dancers prepared themselves for a very long 
day ahead.  

On arrival at the theatre at 9am on Saturday morning, excitement and nerves buzzed 
through the auditorium. First up was the beginner’s ballet category which had been experiencing 
somewhat of a ‘competition-curse’ this year with two last minute illnesses threatening to cause 
havoc with the routine. The dancers stepped up to the plate though with a polished display of novice 
ballet at its best with a routine choreographed by fellow dancer and 2nd year Physics undergraduate 
Josie Bowler. The piece won over the judges, placing them at a well-deserved 2nd place for their 
category. Up next were the advanced ballet dancers, led by choreographer and also 2nd year Physics 
undergraduate, Francesca Boughey. The strictly classical ballet style of the highly musical piece stood 
out in a category dominated by ‘modern ballet to modern music’ and the advanced dancers 
pirouetted through a technically challenging piece and into 3rd place for their category.  

The highly competitive Jazz category saw Imperial compete with a high energy and dynamic 
routine (choreographed by Josie Bowler) only to lose out to some highly polished competition from 
universities around the country. The creative contemporary piece choreographed by Valentina 
Caorsi was the final piece to take to the stage. It was a challenging piece for the dancers not only 
technically but also in a choreographic sense with each dancer contributing their own ideas to make 
it a unique, collaborative piece that the judges placed 2nd in the highly competitive category. The 
final piece to be showcased was a fast-paced, street dance influenced advanced tap routine led by 
choreographer Georgina Stroud (3rd year Physics undergraduate). To top off a highly successful 
competition, Josie Bowler was awarded a well earned Judges Award for standout individual 
performance.  



After the competition, the dancers assembled in the Student Union for a buffet dinner and 
socialising with other universities. The evening ended, just as it should for a dance company tour, 
with some serious dancing on the dance floor! The tour was brought to a close the following 
morning as 22 exhausted dancers headed back to London, clutching a handful of trophies and 
nattering about the stories from the weekend on tour.  

Financial Breakdown 
 

EXPENDITURE AMOUNT 
(GROSS) 

VAT AMOUNT (NET) QUANTITY TOTAL 

Travel 30.00 0 30.00 20 600.00 
Accommodation 25.00 0 25.00 19 475.00 
Entrance Fee 8.00 0 8.00 20 160.00 
Awards ceremony entrance fee 5.00 0 5.00 20 100.00 
Costumes  13.05 0 13.05 20 261.00 
Total     1596.00 
 
INCOME 

     

Tour Ticket (Accommodation) 25.00 0 25.00 19 475.00 
Tour Ticket (Travel) 30.00 0 30.00 20 600.00 
CSB Tour Allocation 30.55 0 30.55 - 30.55 
IC Trust Allocation 56.35 0 56.35 - 56.35 
Total     1161.9 
      
PROFIT/LOSS: -434.10      
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i. Abstract 

This year’s Fellwanderers Spring Tour took  a group of 11 members to the North West Highlands of 

Scotland. Members were exposed to the remote wilderness and rugged beauty of this nationally 

unique region, with the primary activity of day hikes undertaken every day, bar one rest day where a 

cultural trip to the Talisker Distillery was made. 

 

As requested by the Union, this report details the day-by-day breakdown, objectives met, activities, 

future recommendations, issues arising and the eventual costs of the tour. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Throughout its history Fellwanderers has run annual Spring Tours, week-long trips to ambitious, far 

flung destinations, outside of the scope of feasibility for its standard activity of weekend trips. This 

year the Spring Tour took us to Glen Shiels, a mountainous region in the North West of Scotland. The 

primary activity, as planned, was day hikes, summiting various peaks in the region, offering members 

the opportunity to experience the joy of hillwalking in one of the remotest regions of the UK. The 

group was based at ‘Whitefalls Retreats’, a bunkhouse in the region, where they slept, recouperated, 

prepared food and planned walks.  

 

The tour was deemed a success, with all the objectives met, over and above what was thought 

possible with 17 Munros summited, and, more importantly, an enjoyable time was had by all. 
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2.0 List of members paying deposits to attend (12) 

 
Jim Carr 
Thomas Wood 
Sam Gonshaw 
Gavin MacAulay 
Terrance Lai 
Monique Tsang 
Alex Kendall 
Thea Powell 
Rafal Marszalek 
James Freedman 
Ivan So 
Jon Pritchard 
 

2.1 Number of members attending (10) 

 

Jim Carr 
Thomas Wood 
Sam Gonshaw 
Gavin MacAulay 
Terrance Lai 
Alex Kendall 
Thea Powell 
Rafal Marszalek 
Ivan So 
Jon Pritchard 
 

N.B. Monique Tsang and James Freedman dropped out due to personal circumstances. As their 

variable costs had already been paid, no requests for refunds were received.  
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3.0 Day by day account of what occurred [Munro Count] 

 

3.1 Day 1 – Into civilisation: The Journey North 

The journey to Scotland started at 0730 after a delayed start due to a member not arriving. This was 

later explained as a drop-out due to personal circumstances. The bus proceeded to Derby where the 

President (and the shopping for the first three days he had done) were picked up. The bus then 

proceeded to Scotch Corner, onto Glasgow, Fort William and finally the Shiel Bridge, whereafter a 

turning was made down the 30-minute single track road which led to the hut. The journey took 

fourteen hours in total.  

 

3.2 Day 2 – Forcan Ridge, George and the Birth of a Monster [2] 

The weather forecast was good for the first day, so it was decided to try something ambitious. An 

early 0700 wakeup was required to summit the impressive Forcan ridge onto the first Munro of the 

trip, The Saddle. The Forcan Ridge was an exposed scramble so provided an exhilarating experience 

on the first day of the trip. Reaching the top of The Saddle saw the group stop for lunch and 

celebrate with lots of whiskey, a theme which would be continued through the trip. As the good 

weather continued, it was decided to bag Sgurr na Sgine, the second Munro, in the afternoon. The 

group finally descended down a steep spur, just as the weather began to turn, taking between one 

hour to two-and-half to get down.  

The evening’s entertainment saw the creation of ‘The Beast’ - a calorific monster, made of 10kg of 

chocolate melted in with Crunchy Nut Cereals, brownies, cookies, shortcake, smarties and a host of 

other sweet-delights. The beast was to be eaten during the walks, and for dessert during the rest of 

the tour. It proved quite a challenge to finish.  
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3.3 Day 3 – When the Clouds Came Down [0] 

The weather on the second day was a great deal worse, with a low cloud base and winds forecast. 

Nethertheless, the group decided to aim for a Munro. The morning began promisingly, with a decent 

pace up to a pass where the path rose suddenly up the Munro. This section was surprisingly steep, 

slowing the group somewhat. As the group finished the steep section the wind and rain began to 

pick up. Clearly stuggling, a member of the group was asked to don his waterproofs. He only had a 

cheap waterproof, more suited for central London than the mountains. This forced the group to 

abandon their quest to bag the mountain, and they descended to the pass.  

 

At this stage the group split, with half going back to the bus and then to an outdoor shop to get the 

troublesome member some kit, whilst the other half opted to walk ten kilometres through a 

desolate, unmarked valley to observe an impressive water fall, before walking back to the hut.  

The evening was marked by the cutting of the Beast, which has spent the day setting, with many 

knives and a great deal of effort. Most of the party then overdosed on chocolate, resulting in 

temporary madness, before an inevitable sugar crash into bed. 

 

 
 

3.4 Day 4 – Snowfall [3] 

This day saw the group aiming for Aonach Meadhoin, a peak at the end of Glen Shiel. The bus parked 

at a pub, with the group departing quickly to begin the sudden, steep ascent. Half-way up heavy 

snowfall began, and the mountain was covered in snow. The group pace was then slowed by this, 

however they were still able to make it to the top for lunch. The group then opted to split, with half 

going on to summit two more Munros (Sgurr a Bhealaich Dheirg and Saileag) to much rejoicing, 

whilst the other half enjoyed a steady descent through a wooded mountainside. Pints were toasted 

when the two groups reunited at the pub, with one drunk for each Munro. The drinking continued 

into the evening where scrabble saw the creative use of obscenities boosting scores. 
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3.5 Day 5 – Skye’s Finest: Talisker Visit 

As the weather forecast for this day was awful, a rest day was decided upon. A trip to Skye and the 

Talisker Distillery was organised, where the group learned the sacred art of distilling and got to try 

the peaty goodness of the local produce. The gift shop was visited, and wallets emptied before 

departure (in horrendous rain) to re-fuel and re-supply with food. The stop was at the Bridge of 

Skye, with food brought for the rest of the trip and ales restocked. The group then left to return 

early to the hut, before a chilled out evening of games and cooking.  Low appetites reduced Beast 

consumption.  

 

 
 

3.6 Day 6 – Vertical Ascent of the Sisters  [3] 

As all were rested from a day of no hiking, an ambitious walk of 3 of the Five Sisters of Kintail was 

planned. The walk started with a familiar steep ascent, with the group rapidly gaining height, moving 
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up with a lifting cloudbase. As the ridge leading up to the first peak, Sgurr Fhuaran, was reached, the 

sun began to break through. However, as the group moved up, it was realised not all could hope to 

summit the three Munros so another split was organised, with half completing that Munro and 

heading down, while five others carried on to do two more Munros, Sgurr na Carnach and Sgurr na 

Ciste Duibhe. The first group pressed on, completing the next two in an unprecedented time, before 

descending steeply into the adjacent valley where they met up with the others for a second lunch. 

Walking back to bus together in the sunshine, the day ended well.  

 

The evening saw more ale consumed and haggis enjoyed by all for the most Scottish evening of the 

tour.  

 

 
 

3.7 Day 7 – A View of Torridon [2] 

It was decided that an easier day would be preferred by all, as many were objecting to another long 

day due to tired legs. So, a trip an hour up the coast to near Torridon was organised to summit two 

Munros, Beinn Liath Mhor 

and Sgorr Ruadh. The day started well with good weather, however, one group member had to head 

back due to an ankle injury. The rest pressed on summiting the first munro well before lunch and 

pressing on toward the next. At the pass between the mountains, another group member decided to 

head back to the bus and it was agreed that this was wise. The remaining members of the group 

moved on and summited the second Munro in the early afternoon, getting back to the bus nice and 

early for the long drive home.  

The second last night saw Tofu being consumed, along with a minor argument during scramble 

marring the evening.  
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3.10 Day 10 – Day of Days: 7 Munros [7] 

The final day called for something mad, ambitious and memorable. The plan formulated – those 

wanting to would be dropped off by the bus at the West end of the South Shiels ridge, with the view 

to walking East, climbing no less than seven Munros on the way.  

Five people decided to attempt this and were dropped off as planned, whilst the rest of the group 

did a walk at the East end of the ridge with a view to all meet up in the pub, sited there, at the end 

of the day. Two others decided against walking with recurring injuries. The five began well, rapidly 

gaining height and then continuing along the ridge to the first Munro, Creag nan Damh, early in the 

day. They then proceeded to Sgurr an Lochain, Sgurr an Doire Leathain (meeting some lost hikers 

here to much amusement), Maol Chinn dearg, Aonach air Chrith, Druim Shionnach, finally finishing 

the day with Creag a Mhaim. Rations were consumed throughout the day with limited to stops in 

order to finish the day in good time. The last Munro was summited at mid-afternoon, with ample 

time left for drinking at the local pub where they met the rest of the group.  

On returning back to the hut, all feasted on the remaining food, made sure to finish all their drinks 

and amidst all of this, packed their belongings. An even marred the evening, however, concerning a 

group member who had rested, cycled off to a train station and stranded himself, expecting a lift 

from tired drivers in the evening. This is later detailed. Despite this, all had a good time, and toasted 

to a fun tour, with many achievements made, a Beast eaten and experiences together with old and 

new friends.   

 

3.11 Day 11 – Back to the Wildlands: The Journey South 

The final day saw an early get up at 0600 with breakfast schedules for a stop at ‘The Green Welly’ 

once the journey home was well under way to minimise faffing. The journey saw several members 

dropped off on the way before the bus made it back to the Union after an epic 14 hour journey.  
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4.0 Objectives Satisfied 

 

4.1 Primary Activity 

The Primary activity of the tour was to complete day hikes, summiting the most challenging peaks in 

the area. All of the day hikes aimed to climb ‘Munros’, peaks over 3000 feet. This was achieved on all 

walking days bar one, where the group was forced off the mountain due to poor conditions and a 

group member not having adequate kit (see ‘Issues’).  

 

The mountains in the region were seldom traversed by marked paths, so most of the walking was 

along routes of our devising. These two feats set the tour day hikes aside from standard weekend 

walks, where such heights are not often reached on the smaller peaks of England and Wales, and 

where the hills are covered with easily located trails.  

 

Thus the primary activity was performed with the group engaged in the clubs usual activity of hiking, 

but in a more extreme environment to a more demanding level.  

 

4.2 Additional Aims Met/Not 

 

 Members exposed to remote wilderness unseen on standard trips in England and Wales.  

 More  demanding navigation needed, as the environment had few marked routes. 

 Members exposed to different climatic conditions. The weather featured intense sun on the 

first day, strong, snow and hail on the third, and atrocious rain and wind on day two. 

 Members were exposed to the culture of the region. A visit to Skye and the distillery showed 

members one of the chief exports of Scotland and educated them about its production, 

whilst the opportunity to sample haggis demonstrated the culinary delights of local cuisine. 

 An extended two-day walk was not undertaken in the end, largely due to the desire of the 

majority of the group not wanting to try this with variable weather conditions. This was fully 

understood by the President, who respected their wishes.  

 The tour continued the traditional highlights of our societies calendar, offering promotional 

material for the future popularity of the club and training members so they may have 

further involvement with the club in future years.   
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5.0 Issues 

Several issues arose:  

 One member of the group did not have sufficient equipment to be able to complete the 

ascent of a Munro in bad weather conditions. This not only compromised his own safety but 

forced the rest of the group to abandon their attempt to climb the peak.  

The individual concerned was taken to an outdoor shop that afternoon to purchase suitable 

equipment to correct this.  

Ultimate responsibility for this error is down to the individual himself, as required kit was 

circulated many times on emails about the tour, though the President does accept some 

accountability for not checking the individual at the start of the tour.  

 A minor issue occurred when, on the first day, the minibus got stuck whilst parting to let a 

vehicle pass on a single track road. The wheel left the road and got stuck in deep mud on the 

road verge. The group had to get out and push, succeeding getting the minibus out.  

 Several group members could not take part in all the walks for a combination of reasons 

such as tiredness, minor injury and revision. Suitable alternatives of shorter walks were 

offered near the hut to allow those concerned to get out for the day, whilst the hut provided 

a good space for revision. 

 On the last day, a member having a rest day, decided to act irresponsibly. He borrowed a 

bike from the hut custodian, Willie, and went on a three hour bike ride to the nearest 

station. He then proceeded to take a train to Inverness for a day trip, with no regard made 

to how he would return from the train station to the hut late at night. So, at 1800, with the 

group tired in the hut making dinner, he demanded a lift from the train station to the hut, 

one hour’s drive away. This not only forced the drivers to abandon the last night at the hut 

celebrating drinking, it forced them to drive tired. The individual concerned was 

reprimanded in front of the entire group and made to apologise to the drivers for his action. 

The apology did not sound sincere.  
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6.0 Financial breakdown 

 

6.1 Travel 

 

The Union Minibus had a hire cost of £528 for 9 days.  

 

Petrol Consumption on the tour came to around £400, with exact figures still unknown as cheques 

need to be written out still.  
 

6.2 Accommodation 

 

The accommodation which forms a base for our weeks hiking is Whitefalls Retreats, Camusluinie, 

Kyle IV40 8EA. The accommodation had already been booked at a price of £1050.00 (£10 pppn) ‘this 

includes bed linen and a regular supply of fresh eggs for breakfast’ as confirmed with custodian, 

Willie. 

However, Willie reduced the cost to £700.00 before the tour, as he had got our week mixed up with 

the Easter Week. 

 
Further details can be found at: 
http://www.holidayhighlands.co.uk/ 
 

                                                               
 

5.3 Food 

 

The food costs were kept to a minimum, whilst providing sufficient energy for during the walks and a 

hearty meal in the evening (3000-3500 kcal/p.d). Food was bought to yield a total of £350.00 food 

shop. Again cheques still need to be written out. 

 

5.4 Maps 

New maps were purchased whilst on tour coming to the total of £18. 

 

 

5.5 Cost Summary 

 

No of 
ppl 

No. 
Bus Accom. 

Bus 
Hire Petrol  Food Total Trip Total pp 

10 1 £700.00 £528.00 £400.00 £350.00 £1978.00 £197.80 
 

http://www.holidayhighlands.co.uk/
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5.6 Earnings 

 

The amount paid by members for the tour was £140, with an initial deposit of £50, and a final 

instalment of £90 online.  

Thus, total generated earnings were: 

2*50 + 10*140 = 1500 

 

The shortfall of £478.00 was covered using the spring tour grant received, the clubs equipment 

budget and a small sum from the SGI.  

 

5.7 Outstanding Cheques 

  

Three contributors to the tour costs are owed £350.00, £100.00 and £18.00 respectively from the 

club accounts. This is due to the long time lag of the management group to process the claim forms, 

which continues to grow.  
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5.8 Future Improvements 

 

One area that could be looked into would be a more rigorous equipment check before the tour to 

ensure the events of day two do not repeat themselves. Also, a stronger emphasis should be placed 

on the minimum fitness requirements, as a few members of this tour were clearly not in decent 

enough shape to attempt a week’s walking in Scotland, which is why the group had to split so many 

times.  

 

The spring tours for the last three years have been unbridled successes, with enjoyment had by all. 

So, a recommendation for future years would be to use past years tours as blueprints and add in the 

above minor changes. 

 



	  

	  
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  
	  
	  

ICGC	  Spring	  Tour	  Report	  2011	  
Lasham	  Gliding	  Society,	  Hampshire	  
26th	  of	  March	  2011	  to	  3rd	  of	  April	  2011	  

Attendance	  
Up	  to	  10	  current	  students	  (3	  committee	  members).	  	  Note	  that	  we	  allowed	  members	  to	  come	  and	  go	  
providing	  they	  came	  for	  a	  minimum	  of	  three	  days,	  as	  many	  keen	  people	  had	  other	  commitments	  
such	  as	  flights	  home	  arranged	  beforehand.	  Most	  attendees	  stayed	  for	  the	  majority	  of	  the	  week,	  with	  
5	  present	  for	  the	  entire	  period.	  
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during	  the	  week,	  Martin	  Judkins	  who	  also	  instructed	  during	  the	  week	  and	  all	  the	  other	  Lasham	  
instructors	  who	  flew	  with	  our	  members	  at	  some	  point	  during	  the	  week	  and	  indeed	  who	  have	  done	  
throughout	  this	  academic	  year.	  



Tour	  Report	  
The	  tour	  began	  at	  0715	  on	  the	  morning	  of	  the	  Saturday	  26th	  of	  March	  with	  an	  early	  morning	  minibus	  
ride	  which	  subjected	  the	  attendees	  to	  the	  usual	  poor	  music.	  	  Upon	  arriving	  at	  Lasham	  administrative	  
preparations	  were	  made	  for	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  week;	  Lasham	  accounts	  were	  created	  for	  those	  who	  
didn’t	  have	  them	  and	  a	  safety	  brief	  was	  given.	  	  

After	  the	  customary	  Lasham	  weekend	  movement	  and	  weather	  brief	  we	  got	  496	  out	  of	  the	  hangar,	  
which	  was	  inspected	  by	  the	  club	  Captain.	  	  Whilst	  Jielie	  Zhang	  took	  the	  first	  flights	  of	  the	  tour	  with	  
one	  of	  Lasham’s	  instructors,	  the	  other	  members	  arranged	  jobs	  between	  themselves;	  rotating	  
between	  towing	  landed	  gliders,	  attaching	  launch	  cables,	  keeping	  the	  log	  and	  driving	  the	  winch	  
retrieve	  truck	  whilst	  Ryan	  acted	  as	  Launch	  point	  controller.	  	  Colin	  Watt	  who	  flew	  with	  several	  
members	  in	  a	  Lasham	  K13	  throughout	  the	  day	  whilst	  496	  remained	  in	  use	  with	  other	  instructors.	  	  	  

As	  the	  day	  wore	  on	  turns	  were	  taken	  to	  go	  and	  set	  up	  camp	  with	  Ryan	  and	  John	  Davey	  in	  one	  tent,	  
Johannes	  Hoenigl,	  Guy	  Dutton	  and	  David	  Wilcock	  sharing	  two	  RCC	  tents	  and	  the	  remainder	  taking	  
places	  in	  the	  luxurious	  ICGC	  static	  caravan;	  where	  Andrew	  Chim	  braved	  a	  camp	  bed	  and	  Jielie	  took	  
the	  smallest	  room	  which	  has	  a	  cabin	  bed.	  	  The	  local	  pub	  was	  visited	  in	  the	  evening	  where	  everyone	  
enjoyed	  some	  traditional	  food.	  

Sunday	  saw	  the	  arrival	  Jon	  Westoby,	  Sam	  Lishak	  and	  Miresh	  Mistry;	  who	  quickly	  setup	  camp	  in	  the	  
caravan.	  	  The	  others	  continued	  to	  fly	  with	  an	  array	  of	  instructors	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  gliders,	  several	  
soaring	  flights	  were	  had	  which	  gave	  a	  few	  of	  the	  newer	  members	  a	  taste	  of	  the	  sport	  side	  of	  gliding.	  	  
Jon	  organised	  a	  BBQ,	  which	  was	  enjoyed	  by	  all	  and	  followed	  by	  fun	  making	  light	  paintings.	  

	  

Figure	  1:	  Taking	  off.	  



Gary	  Pullen,	  who	  would	  be	  our	  instructor	  for	  the	  weekdays,	  arrived	  on	  Monday.	  	  Gary	  quickly	  
established	  himself	  as	  a	  legend	  with	  the	  students,	  particularly	  once	  he	  expressed	  his	  displeasure	  at	  
Andrew’s	  skate	  boarding	  skills.	  	  496	  received	  excellent	  utilisation,	  thanks	  to	  the	  airfield	  being	  quiet	  
and	  Gary’s	  efficiency	  &	  keenness.	  	  Colin	  also	  flew	  with	  several	  students	  on	  Monday.	  Ryan	  took	  the	  
club	  Discus	  (296)	  for	  a	  90	  minute	  soaring	  flight	  despite	  the	  poor	  visibility.	  	  Having	  flown	  with	  the	  
students	  for	  the	  entire	  day,	  Gary	  declared	  that	  ICGC	  should	  be	  renamed	  ‘Imperial	  College	  Stick	  
Waggler’s	  Club’	  on	  account	  of	  the	  flying	  habits	  of	  several	  members,	  of	  particular	  interest	  was	  his	  
note	  that	  this	  was	  mainly	  exhibited	  by	  the	  power	  pilots	  in	  the	  group.	  	  In	  the	  evening	  another	  country	  
pub	  was	  visited	  in	  nearby	  Alton.	  

	  

Figure	  2:	  Getting	  out	  of	  496	  after	  a	  productive	  training	  flight.	  

In	  addition	  to	  Gary	  and	  Colin,	  Martin	  Judkins	  (who	  studied	  at	  Imperial)	  and	  Ingram	  instructed	  on	  
Tuesday.	  	  Tuesday	  saw	  another	  successful	  days	  flying	  with	  several	  more	  long	  soaring	  flights.	  Jon	  took	  
the	  role	  of	  launch	  point	  controller	  for	  much	  of	  the	  day.	  	  Several	  members	  had	  to	  depart	  on	  Tuesday	  
evening	  whilst	  those	  who	  remained	  enjoyed	  a	  beer	  and	  Dominoes	  Pizza	  at	  the	  campsite	  during	  



sunset.	  Unfortunately	  Ryan	  and	  Jon	  had	  a	  coursework	  due	  for	  Wednesday	  lunchtime	  and	  so	  worked	  
in	  the	  clubhouse	  until	  3AM,	  this	  was	  much	  to	  the	  amusement	  of	  the	  others.	  

On	  Wednesday	  morning	  the	  campsite	  woke	  to	  mist	  and	  unfortunately	  it	  remained	  non-‐flyable	  for	  
the	  entire	  day.	  	  Whilst	  Ryan	  and	  Jon	  completed	  their	  coursework	  the	  others	  enjoyed	  a	  fry	  up	  and	  
some	  banter	  with	  Gary	  in	  clubhouse.	  	  In	  the	  afternoon	  some	  DIY	  was	  done	  on	  the	  caravan,	  which	  is	  
under	  continued	  renovation.	  	  The	  forecast	  for	  Wednesday	  evening	  and	  Thursday	  was	  even	  worse,	  so	  
to	  avoid	  a	  soaking	  night	  at	  the	  camp	  the	  group	  decided	  to	  head	  home	  for	  shelter.	  

We	  returned	  to	  Lasham	  on	  Friday	  morning	  with	  Kenneth	  Chau	  in	  tow,	  the	  weather	  was	  initially	  poor	  
so	  half	  the	  group	  went	  to	  Basingstoke	  to	  buy	  food	  and	  some	  new	  flooring	  as	  part	  of	  the	  Caravan’s	  
on-‐going	  renovations.	  	  Shortly	  after	  lunch	  the	  weather	  improved	  sufficiently	  for	  flying	  to	  take	  place.	  	  
Ryan	  controlled	  the	  launch	  point,	  whilst	  Kenny	  and	  Andrew	  flew	  with	  Merv	  Saunders.	  	  Johannes	  and	  
Jon	  both	  flew	  with	  Gary	  who	  decided	  to	  make	  use	  of	  the	  quiet	  airfield	  to	  hold	  crosswind	  spot	  landing	  
practice	  on	  the	  main	  runway,	  which	  provided	  great	  entertainment	  for	  those	  on	  the	  ground	  –	  
particularly	  the	  massively	  overshot	  final	  turns	  and	  puffs	  of	  tyre	  smoke	  on	  landing.	  	  After	  flying	  the	  
group	  decided	  to	  visit	  the	  famous	  nearby	  Poham	  Little	  Chef,	  where	  the	  food	  was	  given	  mixed	  
ratings;	  though	  everyone	  approved	  of	  the	  massive	  ice	  cream	  deserts.	  

	  

Figure	  3:	  A	  winch	  launch.	  

Saturday	  and	  Sunday	  saw	  a	  great	  deal	  of	  flying	  in	  much	  improved	  weather.	  	  This	  was	  the	  first	  week	  
of	  the	  Saturday	  evening	  group;	  Jon	  cheekily	  stole	  Ingram	  from	  his	  usual	  youth	  group	  instructing	  
duties	  for	  a	  few	  extra	  flights.	  	  	  After	  flying	  we	  had	  another	  BBQ,	  where	  Johannes	  theory	  of	  BBQ’ing	  
an	  entire	  joint	  of	  beef	  was	  successfully	  tested.	  Ryan	  again	  flew	  the	  discus	  on	  Sunday	  and	  John	  Davey	  
completed	  his	  white	  card.	  Approaching	  solo	  standard,	  Jon	  and	  Johannes	  both	  did	  several	  cable	  
breaks	  over	  this	  second	  weekend,	  which	  involved	  much	  walking	  on	  retrieves	  for	  both	  themselves	  
and	  their	  instructor.	  



Overall	  the	  week	  went	  well	  and	  we	  were	  most	  fortunate	  with	  the	  weather	  given	  the	  time	  of	  year.	  	  
All	  the	  Pre-‐solo	  pilots	  made	  fantastic	  progress,	  with	  several	  members	  now	  very	  close	  to	  solo	  
standard	  –	  including	  people	  who	  joined	  this	  year.	  John	  Davey	  obtained	  his	  post-‐solo	  white	  card	  
rating	  during	  the	  second	  weekend,	  which	  extends	  his	  solo	  flying	  privileges.	  	  	  We	  thus	  feel	  that	  the	  
primary	  aim	  of	  the	  tour,	  to	  provide	  an	  environment	  for	  rapid	  progress	  in	  flight	  training,	  was	  
achieved.	  

Improvements	  for	  the	  future:	  
Though	  much	  progress	  was	  made	  by	  all	  those	  who	  attended,	  even	  more	  instructors	  and	  gliders	  
would	  have	  allowed	  even	  more	  progress	  to	  have	  been	  made;	  though	  since	  most	  instructors	  are	  
volunteers	  and	  have	  day	  jobs	  this	  is	  difficult	  during	  the	  week.	  	  A	  further	  issue	  was	  the	  weather	  in	  the	  
middle	  of	  the	  week,	  though	  this	  is	  clearly	  out	  of	  our	  control.	  This	  could	  however	  be	  negated	  by	  
holding	  the	  tour	  later	  in	  future	  years;	  though	  this	  is	  likely	  to	  be	  unpopular	  due	  to	  clashes	  with	  exams	  
held	  throughout	  the	  summer	  term.	  

Financial	  state	  of	  the	  Tour	  
Students	  paid	  for	  their	  own	  food	  bills	  and	  flying	  fees	  directly.	  	  Lasham	  are	  still	  calculating	  the	  income	  
we	  can	  expect	  to	  receive	  from	  the	  soaring	  fees	  charged	  in	  496	  and	  296	  during	  the	  tour;	  we	  
anticipate	  this	  to	  be	  of	  the	  order	  of	  £100+.	  	  The	  main	  expense	  for	  the	  club	  was	  minibus	  hire	  and	  fuel.	  	  
Income	  for	  transport	  will	  total	  £370,	  note	  that	  this	  has	  not	  all	  yet	  been	  collected	  due	  to	  the	  lack	  of	  
cash	  machines	  at	  Lasham,	  the	  fact	  that	  the	  total	  fuel	  cost	  (which	  contributes	  a	  sizeable	  proportion	  of	  
the	  total	  cost	  of	  transport)	  was	  not	  known	  until	  the	  final	  day	  of	  the	  tour	  and	  furthermore	  the	  club	  
committee	  having	  exams	  during	  the	  first	  two	  weeks	  of	  spring	  term.	  	  We	  foresee	  no	  problems	  
collecting	  the	  outstanding	  amounts.	  	  The	  total	  cost	  of	  hire	  and	  fuel	  was	  £503.49,	  thus	  the	  clubs	  
expects	  a	  loss	  of	  £103.49;	  the	  committee	  feels	  that	  this	  is	  a	  good	  use	  of	  club	  funds	  since	  the	  tour	  is	  
imperative	  to	  furthering	  the	  aims	  and	  objectives	  of	  the	  club.	  

	  

Figure	  4:	  A	  fine	  landing.	  



	  
Figure	  5:	  Making	  use	  of	  the	  dark	  Airfield	  to	  create	  an	  attempted	  light	  painting.	  

	  

	  

Figure	  6:	  Our	  Captain	  Elect.	  



	  

Figure	  7:	  Johannes	  is	  not	  impressed	  with	  Heston	  Blumenthal's	  work	  at	  the	  world	  famous	  'Popham	  Little	  Chef';	  as	  starred	  
in	  a	  famous	  Chanel	  4	  series.	  



 
 

 

Easter tour report 
Paris Trip 2011 

26th to 28th March 2011 
 

Tour objective 
 
Our main objective is to allow the members Leonardo Fine Art Society to visit one of the most 
prestigious artistic centres in the world within a student friendly budget. This complies with LeoSoc’s 
educational and developmental manifesto through stimulation the artistic and creative minds of Imperial 
College students. 
 
We wish to expand the opportunities of our members to visit museums and galleries beyond the UK. 
The primary attractions to be visited are Le Louvre, Le Centre Pompidou and le Musée D’Orsay. We 
also wish to hold some landscape drawing/painting session of the Paris scenery. 
 

Attendees 
 
Dacie, Sally Shooter, Claire 
Lopes, Susana Osborne, Hugh 
Thomas, Charles Lai, Kuok 
Kennedy, Benjamin Molina Atienza, Rocio 
Bruggemann, Mark Al-Khalil, Majid  
Monkcom, Emily Ball, Ruth 
Chkaiban, Marie Browne, Ryan 
 
Ball, Ruth is the only non member attendee. 



Schedule 
 
26th Saturday 

• Arrived in Paris at 10am 
• We headed to the hostel: Peace & Love Hostel, 245 Rue La Fayette, Paris, France where we 

stayed for two nights. 
• For the remaining of the morning we focused on impressionism and post-impressionism 

painting by visiting Le Musée d'Orsay. Study of works by Monet, Manet, Degas, Renoir, 
Cézanne, Seurat, Sisley, Gauguin and Van Gogh. 

• The afternoon was dedicated to the Centre Georges Pompidou, largest museum for modern art 
in Europe. Works by Picasso, Dali, Matisse, Pollock, Duchamp, Kandinsky, Matta and Klein 
were studied. The temporary exhibition by Jean-Michel Othoniel “My Way” was also visited. 

• The evening was spent exploring the Paris scenery: Ille de la cité, Quais, Notre Dame de Paris, 
and 6éme arrondissement. 

 
27th Sunday 

• The whole morning was be dedicated to visiting the Musée du Louvre, as it is one of the 
world’s largest collections. Each member was free to explore the museum individually at their 
own pace. Milo, Raphael, Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Velazquez, Van Dyck, and 
Vermeer are only a few of the almost infinite list of artists displayed in the Louvre. 

• Afternoon was spent visiting the Musée Rodin where the works of the French sculptor Auguste 
Rodin and his mistress, Camille Claudel, are displayed. 

• The evening was spent visiting le 7éme arrondissement. The main attractions were the Hotel 
des Invalids and the Eiffel Tower. 

 
28th Monday 

• This day was dedicated to city and nature sketching through extensive use of our newly bought 
portable easels. 

• Most of the day was spent in the Parc des Buttes Chaumont that offers panoramic views of the 
city. Sketches and watercolor paintings were produced. 

• We took the Eurostar back at 8pm. 
 





In Pictures 

 



Assessment of the success of the tour 
 
In order to assess the success of our tour, we carried out a survey in the end of the trip, asking our 
members to rate the tour in various aspects. 
 
Feedback was very positive overall. All ranking categories had the majority of votes in Good or Perfect. 
Members were extremely pleased with the location (Paris), the event time (Easter break), the art 
materials provided, overall agenda and the choice of the Eurostar as a way of transport (100% rated 
Good or Perfect).  
Accommodation quality was the least well ranked, yet having 41% voting it was Good and 25% voting 
Perfect. 
 
When asked to rank their preferred activities the results are very spread out since every member had 
their specific preference. As a general trend the favourite activities were the Easel Day, Musée d’Orsay 
and City exploring. Many members commented that it was difficult to rate in order of preference, 
arguing that they enjoyed all activities equally. 
 
75% of the attendees would be interested in attending next year’s trip, with the remaining members 
replying Maybe. 
 
A clear preference for tours to be held during Easter Break was registered. 

“I think the timing was a very strong point and should definitely be considered for all future 
LeoSoc trips: beginning of the Easter holidays means work for the previous term has just 
been completed and stress for exams has not kicked in, so everybody's relaxed.” 

 
All members reported that this tour helped develop their artistic awareness. 

“Trip really opened me up to sculpture having visited the Rodin Museum.” 

“Impressionists are fantastic as well as mind-bogglingly brilliant. But everything was 
fascinating, whether it be the weird and abstract cubism or the insanely realist sculptures by 
Rodin.” 

 
Comments for improvement suggested: 

• An extra day 
• More painting 
• More picnics and less restaurants 
• Less walking 

 
Ideas for future events: 

• Venice 
• Barcelona 

 
General comments: 

“I think the first weekend in the Easter break is the ideal time to hold the trip. I also liked the 
itinerary as we spent the first few days very busy seeing all the galleries then spent the last 
relaxing in the park; it was a lovely way to end the trip. Susana Lopes did an incredible job 
of not only organising the logistics of the trip before we left but also keeping us all together 
and informed whilst allowing us freedom to certain things we wanted during the time in Paris. 
Many Thanks!” 



“Highlight of my year. Maybe if we could get two rooms next time that would be better - so 
that people could stay up and chat in one and the people who think its cool to go to bed at ten 
could do so in the other” 

“It was awesome :-)” 

"Fantastic trip, thoroughly enjoyable. The very early Eurostar was good in that it got us to 
Paris at such a time that we could use the whole of Saturday but I think one slightly later, say 
at 8, as the early start meant going around the galleries on the first day very tiring towards 
the evening." 

"Perhaps another day and a bit more painting time, otherwise perfect." 
 
We continue to be pleased with the broad demographic in LeoSoc. This tour fully reflected this. The 
group boasts an even gender ratio and a broadly uniform spread of undergraduates and postgraduates. 
 
We are happy to report that the tour achieved all its stated aims. LeoSoc members were given the 
opportunity to explore all the institutions we intended. The group developed artistic technique in 
addition to a broadened awareness of art history, producing a significant quantity of work during the 
day of landscape drawing. 
 

Acknowledgements 
 
Leonardo Fine Art Society would like to thank the Old Centralians Trust for the generous donation of 
£300 towards this tour. This donation was spent on 13 portable easels. These made the landscape 
painting session possible. They will continue to be used during our normal sessions and in future trips. 
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The Pyrenees 
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1 Introduction 
During the Easter break of 2011 members of Imperial College Mountaineering Club (ICMC) departed 
on a 14 day trip that would take them through 3 different countries in their quest for climbing. 
Taking the union minibus these brave adventurers drove 2276 miles through tunnels, over 
mountains, off road and even on the flat. Due to several members dropping out and several other 
members lacking just one of the requirements to be able to drive there were only two drivers of the 
minibus for the duration of the trip. Most of the team returned with no injuries  

There were several aims and objectives for the tour, primary aim of the tour were to take members 
of the club to a number of locations and climb on a range of rock types and in styles unusual to that 
of the UK. Other aims were for members to improve their ability and to climb in styles that they 
were not so used to. The Pyrenees also offered some longer multipitch climbs that are far larger 
than anything available in the UK and these were the main target of some members of the tour. 

Four distinctly different rock types were seen on tour, these were limestone, sand stone, granite and 
conglomerate however within these broad rock types there were a range of styles from slabs to 
overhangs. All members felt they had improved and were stronger towards the end of the trip. 
Certain crags offered very interesting routs which combined different styles of climbing such as 
steep over hangs into technical slabs which was very rewarding to climb on. While multi pitch climbs 
were done by all members the attempt at Enfants de la Dalle was called off for concerns about the 
safety of the attempt. The Pyrenees mountain range has a lot to offer in the way of climbing, 
another tour could easily be run and not have to climb in any of the same areas. It would also be of 
value to return in the future and climb some of the routs that defeated the climbers this time 
around. 

For future tours there are some lessons to be learnt. While taking the minibus is a reasonable way to 
travel it is slower and more tiring than flying. The minibus did have the major advantages of being 
able to take all of the equipment and did allow the tour to visit a lot more areas than would have 
been practical if flights had been used. The main problem was the lack of drivers, only having two 
drivers meant that they were very tired at the end of long stretches of driving.  

A final issue, which only became apparent after the tour was finished, was the amount of things 
done on tour. So much was crammed into the 14 days that an extensive tour report was required to 
describe the events of the tour.  

2 People 
The people who went on the tour were: 

Matthew Lees (Murray) Edward Stott Tristan Pollitt 
Jonathan Price Elliot Carrington (Choss Master) Adrian Jeakins* 

Michael Jones (Fails) Jonathan Mason (The American) Justine Courty* 
 

All people on the tour were full members of ICMC at the time 

*These members were not present for the entire trip 



3 Tour Diary 

3.1 Day 1 – Beit 
While most students were finishing up for the term and moving over to the union to relax and have 
a few drinks before going home for Easter the ICMC members were busy packing the bus and getting 
ready for their 2 weeks away. Murray had spent the morning chasing various Sabbaticals and union 
staff for money, bus keys and tarps and had managed to get it all together in time for the bus to be 
packed and make a slightly delayed departure at 7 pm. Heading towards the euro tunnel took from 
South Kensington took the bus through central London which was packed, the time was past hurling 
abuse at bad drivers and wondering why so many people needed to drive at this exact moment. 
Eventually the motor way was reached and the lack of a 6th gear became annoyingly obvious with 
the engine droning away in 5th. 

The euro tunnel was reached in remarkably good time considering the traffic and late get away. The 
spare hour was used by most to wonder around the terminal but Ed took this opportunity to climb 
on top of the bus and have a snooze. The train was boarded just before midnight and departed on 
time 

3.2 Day 2 – Font 
Arriving in France shortly after departing and not 
being entirely sure of the time anymore Ed took the 
wheel and headed towards Fontainebleau. After 
deciding that there would be no driver change and 
minimum stops Ed drove all the way and arrived 
much earlier than expected. Since it was still dark all 
the members decided to find their own sleeping 
spots and have a good sleep before the day’s 
bouldering. Some members slept in the bus, some 
in the woods, and Ed chose the top of the bus again. 
The people who had chosen to sleep in the woods 
were woken first by the numerous dogs that went 
to investigate. 

After a good breakfast of cereal the group moved 
off into the forest to find the boulders they had 
come looking for. Murray, Ed, Fails and Choss 
Master set off on the purple circuit which proved to 
be just the right difficulty. There were some 
interesting problems as well as a high ball part and 
an impressive tunnel to crawl through. At lunch 
time the 4 decided to head back to base camp for food and while walking back Choss Master had a 
disagreement with a rock, the disagreement escalated into a fight. Choss Master decided that the 
best option was to head but the rock but this proved to be a bad idea. After sending someone for ice 
at the cafe and making Choss Master sit still for a while they continued back to base camp. 



That afternoon Fails found an impressive looking roof section that he managed to climb after a few 
goes, Murray and Choss Master both climbed it afterwards. Ed and Jon both slept on top of the roof 
being climbed while The American did some impressive spotting for those on the roof. After 
everyone had climbed themselves out for the day they got back on the bus and headed for 
Targasonne stopping in some services for Chilli. 

3.3 Day 3 – Targasonne 
After some more speedy driving at 100 kph by Ed and Murray Targasonne was reached ahead of 
schedule and again people decided to sleep by the road instead of going straight for the climbing. 
Just when everyone had got to sleep it began to rain, most people dived straight into the bus but Jon 
and Ed had other ideas, they slipped under the bus to use it as a shelter and both slept there. A 
couple of hours later an angry French man turned up and told us we were in the wrong place, the 
bouldering was further out of town, and he told us to get out of the lay-by we were in. Seeing the 
rain hadn’t stopped and not wanting to get in trouble the decision was made to make a break for the 
border. On the rout there was a rather long tunnel and the tunnel game was introduced to all 
(where one holds their breath while in the tunnel), unfortunately the 13 km tunnel proved far too 
long for anyone to finish. 

Later that day the bus rolled into their new home for the next week and set up camp, this time in the 
right place. On the Spanish side the weather was much more favourable with no sign of rain, not 
wanting to waste the rest of the day everyone jumped back into the bus and went to the closest crag 
that had things easier than 7a; Crestes De Conill. After getting spanked by the easiest of climbs and 
blaming it on being tired and on unusual rock the team returned to the campsite. Homemade 
burgers were on the menu that evening, after burning all of them in an effort to avoid food 
poisoning everyone turned in for the first good night’s sleep to be had in a couple of days. 



3.4 Day 4 – Conglomerate 
After waking up to surprisingly good health after dinner the night before a relaxed pace was adopted 
for this days climbing. The destination was an area called Collegats, quite a large area of 
conglomerate climbing. Most of the routs had a boulder start, easy middle and a difficult top section. 
The conglomerate rock had an interesting mix of hidden jugs and a lot of traps. Fails and Choss 
Master decided to demonstrate their punter like skills by setting up a top rope on a 6c and did not 
attempt the lead. Murray tried a 6a on lead but had to retreat and let fails rescue his quick draws. 

Some refreshing rain started at the end of the day making the decision to end climbing and go back 
to camp for everyone. Dinner that night was a tuna and tomato pasta dish. 

3.5 Day 5 – Lleida 
This was the first time breakfast had been porridge on 
the trip. The plan was to have a rest day and go into 
Lleida to pick up Adrian who had flown in late after 
needing to finish project work. In Lleida the food 
supplies were restocked and lunch consisted of 2 Kg of 
mystery mead purchased at the reasonable sum of €4. 
Decathlon was next on the shopping trip for people to 
restock on climbing equipment they had decided they 
needed. 

After a phone call from Adrian saying there was a delay 
and he would be getting into Lleida 2 hours later than 
originally planned the idea of a rest day was scrapped 
and the guide book was reached for. The closest 
climbing to Lleida was a cave with a number of routs 
ranging from 8a to unclimbed, deciding this was a bit 
hard bouldering  a bit further away was chosen. After 
about half an hour driving on a dirt track into the desert 
leaving a massive dust cloud in the wake of the bus the 
boulders were discovered with the tell tale chalk of a 
long history of being climbed. A number of hard 
powerful problems were climbed and many remained 
unclimbed even after ridiculous back breaking beta was 
used. Once Adrian was picked up from the train station 
and the short journey back to camp completed dinner 
was put on, this time it was carbonara. 

3.6 Day 6 – Accident 
The destination for climbing this day was Camarossa. Being a road side crag made access very easy, 
luckily the road lead to a hydro electric plant and had very little traffic on it. Being at the bottom of a 
valley there was no direct sun for much of the day. Fails had spotted a short 6c+ that had a powerful 
crux, ideal for the Westway climber. After some working he eventually got it clean, attempts were 
made by Murray and Choss Master but were unsuccessful. 



While climbing elsewhere Ed took a rather large lob (4 – 5 m) whilst trying to clip a bolt. 
Unfortunately during the fall he inverted in the harness and hit his head on the rock below, he was 
not wearing a helmet at the time. At first glance the injury was quite bad; there was a lot of blood on 
Ed and the rock. On closer inspection while the cut was deep it was not through to the skull so it was 
bandaged up. Within a short period Ed was feeling much better but decided not to climb anymore 
that day. 

Further up the road from the crag was an interesting looking cave which had a couple of inches of 
water in the bottom. The cave was large enough for a car to drive down and the tell tale tyre marks 
at the entrance confirmed this had been done. The cave extended about 100 m into the rock, made 
a turn and ended. It was concluded that this was a secret government facility with a concealed 
entrance and we would all disappear if exploration continued. Dinner that evening was a BBQ which 
was enjoyed by all. 

3.7 Day 7 – Schorchio! 
The morning was spent in the town of Balaguer stocking up on food. While the team were shopping 
Fails took decided to go for a haircut. On the return from the hairdressers to the bus he managed to 
get lost and needed to be rescued by Ed. Fully stocked the team left the town to find some climbing. 

After parking next to a bee hive the team walked up to the climbs at Cubells. This was by far the 
hottest day of the trip. The crag was south facing and right a t the end of the foot hills, from the base 
of the walk in the land was flat for as far as the eye could see. While the climbing was very good the 
heat was exhausting and the constant bees following the climbers up the crag were annoying. 



Returning to camp a curry was cooked up 
and eaten in very little time. Just before 
going to bed some members decided to 
take showers, one of these members was 
Fails. It turned out that fails had forgotten 
his towel and thought that the best solution 
was to dance in front of the hand dryer in 
his boxers until fully dried. This matter was 
not aided by people flicking water at him. 

3.8 Day 8 – Birthday 
After a day of being roasted by the Spanish 
sun a rest day was called for. Various 
activities were devised by members. 
Revision was a popular idea but very little 
was achieved. Some members went on a 
walk around the camp site and found a 
chain of 65 caterpillars following each other 
nose to tail. Attempts to join the 2 ends of 
the chain together failed so they were left 
alone. 

Later a trip was organised into Balaguer to 
restock on food again. While in town the idea of ice creams was put forwards, unfortunately at a 
mere 32 o the local ice cream shop felt it was too cold for anyone to buy ice creams and had not 

opened. While wondering around town a rather 
unusual shop was discovered that had many 
sweet deals, fails was in heaven and splashed 
out. 

Once all the entertainments of Balaguer were 
exhausted swimming in the river was suggested 
and all members agreed this was a perfect way 
to cool off, near to the camp site was a lake that 
looked ideal. At the entrance to the lake a small 
bridge crossed, at approximately 5 m high it was 
a good height for jumping into the river from. 
After extensive testing by throwing rocks of 
various size into the river it was deemed safe 
enough for Fails to jump in. Driving the minibus 
off the bridge and into the river was also put 
forwards as a more conclusive test but the 
barriers next to the road prevented this. After 
Fails jumped into the water with a small Spanish 
audience and survived it was then considered 
safe enough for the other more valuable 



members to enter. Murray took the longest to 
get over his psyche problem but did jump in the 
end. The water was very cold and quick exits 
were made by all. 

After some issues with the stoves catching fire 
due to leaky petrol canisters chilli was served 
but, rather unusually for ICMC, there was also a 
desert on offer. The desert was a quadruple 
chocolate cake hand crafted for The American’s 
birthday. It consisted of 2 chocolate sponges 
glued together with melted chocolate, covered 
in more melted chocolate, with chocolate eggs 
on top each with a soft chocolate centre. 
Candles were fashioned from the left over 
cheese wax wrapped around sticks and soaked 
in petrol. 

3.9 Day 9 – Policía 
This was to be the last day spent in Spain. The 
tent was packed up with impressive speed and 
everything was ready to go so fast that the 
reception was not yet open. After waiting for 
reception to open and paying for the camp site 
ICMC was on the road again. Heading north 
towards France they stopped to check out 
Pachamama, Chris Sharma’s famous 9a+, all were amazed at the size of it and how over hanging it 
was. While having lunch it was realised that more people had been to the moon than had climbed 
that piece of rock. With that sobering thought they got back on the road. 

The crag for the day was located on an abandoned stretch of highway that was left to crumble after 
the new highway was constructed that tunnelled straight through the rock rather than winding 
around the valley. The abandoned highway could easily be from a scene in a post apocalyptic film 
and as such everyone was on guard for zombies or gangs who might want our supplies. The walk up 
to the crag was steep and had a lot of loose rock, once at the top everyone immediately found a 
bush to hide behind as the sun was beating down again. Finishing climbing early as there was still a 
lot of driving to do that day they got back on the road and played the tunnel game, again being 
defeated by the 13 km monster. 

While on the road heading towards France the bus was waved over by the policía, they asked for the 
drivers licence and there seemed to be some problem with it not being valid for the type of vehicle 
being driven. Trying to explain it only had 9 seats so was not category D failed due to the language 
barrier. One of the policía seemed interested in what we had on the room and after shouts of 
“escalada” their attitude changed and they waved us on. Deciding that they would not hang around 
long enough for the policía to change their mind they made a break for the border. There was an 
interesting detour from the main road that the sat-nav seemed to think was better, while being a lot 



more pictures it was unclear if it was any faster. Arriving at the very cheap camping municipal after a 
long hill climb in the bus the team settled down for what might be a rather cold night due to the 
altitude. 

3.10 Day 10 – La Dent d’Orlu 
Waking up to a surprisingly warm morning considering the altitude the first views of the new scenery 
were seen and impressed all. There was still snow on top of many of the mountains and the ski lift 
was running. The plan for the day was to check out a mountain called La Dent d’Orlu, on the south 
and east faces were many multi pitch climbs, one of which was of particular interest: Les Enfants de 
la Dalle. This rout had been chosen by Murray and Jon as their main target for the tour, the total 
height was 1100 m of rock made of 28 pitches all needing to be done in 1 day. Today was going to be 
a reconnaissance trip in order to climb some smaller routs and work out where then needed to be 
for the main ascent. 

The town of Aux les Thermes was called at for fuel and food before heading to Orlu to find the 
mountain. Parking in a large car park at the bottom the first views of the climb were intimidating to 
say the least. A huge face of dark stone that looked much higher and steeper than expected with the 
top few hundred meters capped in snow greeted the climbers and they had not even done the walk 
in yet. The topo suggested a 30 minute walk in but this was more like an hour and 30 up steep 
woodland with a difficult to follow path. Reaching the bottom of the climbs a well deserved lunch 
was had. Part way through lunch a rock landed a couple of meters away from the happy picnickers, 
from the sound it was estimated to be going very fast and about toaster size. Helmets were donned 
by all who had them and the guide book was placed over the head of the one member who had left 
theirs behind. 

While scoping out routs, rain drops could be felt and the weather looked like it might be about to 
take a turn for the worse. Large seepage patches could be seen and few bolts could. The decision 
was made to abandon climbing here as it was unsuitable for teaching multipitch and would have 
been potentially dangerous even for the experienced climbers. The walk out was no better than the 
walk in and would have been near impossible if the sky had opened. 

A crag much closer to the camp site was located with a good selection of climbs and even some 
multipitch. It turned out to be an interesting mix of some technical slab and powerful overhangs and 
was very enjoyable. Fails and Choss Master climbed a 6c, when Murray attempted it he slid down 
the slab section losing some fingertips. Jon and Murray climbed a multipitch and had a difficult 
conversation half way up, they decided that it was not a good idea to climb Enfants as it would be 
too dangerous and getting benighted was a certainty. 

Returning to camp after an exhausting day of walking up hills everyone was in the mood for a less 
strenuous day the next day so bouldering was again on the table. Dinner was carbonara. 

3.11 Day 11 – The Mountain Pass 
Deciding to take an easy day after all the fell wondering the day before a group decision was made 
to do some hard bouldering Targasonne. Realising that it was on the other side of the 13 km an 
alternate route was looked for to avoid the toll, a mountain pass over the tunnel was found which 
was open so this became the new route, the sat nav objected heavily. Driving up the zig zagging 
roads was reasonably fun until the bus entered fog that was as thick as pea soup, then the drivers 



realised they had made an amazing decision and the trip was to be a lot more fun. After some time 
of driving with about 15 m visibility the bus suddenly left the fog into the sunny clear air on the other 
side of the mountain, turning a corner the team got a view of what they had just driven out of. It 
looked rather like someone had dropped a large amount of dry ice on France and the smoke was 
pouring through the cull. 

Arriving at Targasonne and not having a guide book meant finding the climbing was rather difficult, 
driving along the road many small boulders were pointed out until rounding a corner a gigantic 
boulder field appeared and it was obvious where they were meant to go. Parking in a road version of 
an oxbow lake, the bus was unloaded and everyone headed off in the direction of the closest 
boulders. The plan was to wonder around and find cool looking problems to try and not worry about 
grades or what was possible, a plan which proved to be excellent. The first big boulder that base 
camp was set up at had a number of problems on which were all enjoyable. The top out appeared 
flat when climbing but long chalk streamers ran down the top of the rock that guided the hands to 
hidden jugs. People wondered around for a while each picking out their own rocks of interest. Fails 
and Adrian found an impressive problem that they spent most of the day working requiring difficult 
moves into under cuts and a top out that was not particularly friendly. After many attempts and 
almost at the end of the day Adrian almost made an ascent but failed at the final move when he 
tried to pull onto the top but found there were only prickly bushes, making a dynamic retreat all the 
observers saw his grazed torso caused by the top out. Inspired by this effort fails put a tee-shirt on 
and managed to top out the problem grading it V6+ or V7. Several other problems were climbed and 
not climbed and overall everyone had a very good day. 

 



The sharp granite had taken its toll and everyone’s fingertips were feeling very thin. The journey 
back involved driving back through the fog again which was no thinner. Dinner that night was 
another BBQ. Some members decided to eat in to the next day’s lunch rations and cook some 
bananas with chocolate. 

3.12  Day 12 – Choss 
Looking through the guide book for some multipitch climbs that everyone could do the location 
Sinsat 1, Le Pubis, sector GR4B+ was chosen. Upon arriving the discovery was made that the climbs 
were half way up a mountain, the long walk in the baking sub began. While walking up the foot path 
it was noted that a number of the climbs on different walls could be linked to make a multipitch 
ascent which was much longer than the guide book had first indicated, some French climbers were 
doing this. The topo used for the Foix area was printed from the internet, if pictures had been 
included it would have been easier to identify the crags and it may have been noticed that the 
various climbs could be linked up sooner. The climbs were good quality with little polish. This was 
some member’s first experience of the slightly sparse nature of multipitch bolting. 

While climbing Fails and Ed reached the top anchor first, this anchor was shared between two routs 
and Murray and Jon were on the other route. While Murray and Jon had set off first, Fails and Ed 
had the advantage of one less 
pitch. Murray and Jon’s route 
finished with a good jamming 
crack that would have been a 
quality trad lead. With the 
French climbers closing in 
from the bottom Murray had 
to unclip some of Fail’s quick 
draws after Fails was safely 
on the anchor and build his 
own as there was not enough 
space on the existing one. 
The top out was covered in 
choss, some of which was 
knocked down by almost 
everyone. 

After the first set of groups 
topped out they began their 
walk down so that they could 
rest and prepare for the next 
climb. The second set of 
climbers topped out and 
descended without trouble. 
This left the Choss Master 
and the American as the last 
group to finish the climb. The 
Choss Master had earned his 



name previously by knocking off vast quantities of choss onto his b-layers all trip, and this climb was 
no exception. Using the radios to warn of the large quantities of choss descending the cliff allowed 
everyone time to run for cover, after the first load helmets were replaced. During the descent the 
two climbers took a wrong turn, after some time the other members became concerned about their 
absence. They were on the far side of a ridge, so radio contact was useless. After some time radio 
contact was re-established by walking to the top of the ridge and all was well. 

The decision was made back at camp to travel back to Font that evening so as to have more 
bouldering time. A curry was cooked up by fails and the tent packed in record time and ICMC were 
on the road again. 

3.13 Day 13 – Loughborough 
Arriving at Font very early in the 
morning a few hours sleep were 
had in the forest again. Another 
member of ICMC would be joining 
for just the 1 day of climbing; 
Justine who lived in Paris got the 
train to join us. Numerous 
problems were climbed including 
one with many monos in it, finding 
the monos difficult to hold Murray 
climbed it without the m. A slab 
next to base camp was found and it 
had few holds, a few finger nail 
crimps and smears, it was alto 
slightly slimy. Attempts were made 
by most people who all slid down 
its face. Murray used the incredible 
friction of his stealth onyx rubber 
to climb it using the crimps and 
later eliminated these as well 
proving once again that 5.10 make 
the best rubber. 

Going to a real campsite this time 
ICMC met Loughborough university 
mountaineering club. It turned out 
that they were on their annual trip to font for 10 days. They were all very impressed by our big red 
bus and were even more amazed after they found out what we had been doing for the last two 
weeks. Some members of Loughborough had slack lines and were very skilled at it, one member 
having a 100 m long one at home. The evening was spent sitting around the camp fire exchanging 
stories eating chilli with a slightly soapy taste. 



3.14  Day 14 – Blood, Sweat and Washing up Liquid 
Having a lazy start to the day everyone stayed in bed for a while before getting up and showering. 
While preparing breakfast washing up liquid was found all over one of the boxes and needed 
cleaning out, this explained the interesting flavour in the previous nights meal, on the positive side 
the cooking box was the cleanest it had been since it was new. The tent was packed up one last time 
and farewells were said to the Loughborough climbers. 

Travelling to a different area of Font this day. Jon was feeling very ill so spent most of the day asleep. 
A blue circuit was attempted but it was poorly sign posted so was abandoned. Murray found an even 
bigger, steeper smoother slab to climb which took him quite a long time to work but he got it in the 
end. A large overhanging bulge was found by Fails and Adrian who worked out beta and climbed it, 
other members tried and Murray managed it after many goes. While driving back to a different car 
park to have dinner Murray had a random nose bleed while driving so pulled over and let Ed finish. 
The last supper was carbonara and everyone was full to bursting after eating it. 

Setting off on the drive back to England the decision was made to avoid the toll roads since there 
was so much spare time before the train left. Most of the drive back was on minor roads and 
through villages, this didn’t have much impact as the speed limits were around 100 kph so the bus 
was maxed out anyway. Arriving at the terminal 4 hours early the bus was upgraded for free onto a 
much earlier train so that they arrived back into the UK in good time. Arriving at the union shortly 
after dawn the bus was unpacked and all the equipment dumped into stores to be sorted at a later 
date. Keys, first aid kit and minibus documentation returned to the SAC, all the members went their 
separate ways to get a proper sleep in a bed. 

4 Finances 

4.1 Income 
Item Price (£) Quantity 
Full price ticket 225 7 
Cheap ticket* 175 1 
Union Grant 129.54 1 
IC Trust 238.93 1 
Total   = £2108.47 

*Adrian flew in 4 days late so didn’t pay full price 

4.2 Expenditure 
Item Cost (£) 
Minibus 592 
Fuel 560 
Guide Books 56 
Camping 365 
Euro Tunnel 116 
Road Tolls 100 
Food 420 
Total   =£2209 
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1 Introduction

The Outdoor Club aims to provide members with the opportunity to get outside on a
regular basis and take part in a number of activities including: climbing, mountaineering,
hill-walking, mountain marathons, orienteering, mountain biking and river rafting. In
addition to regular weekend trips during term time, the club organises three breaks of
longer duration; these are the Winter, Easter, and Summer tours. These tours provide an
opportunity for members to visit more far-flung destinations and become more immersed
in the activities on offer. This report covers the Easter Tour of the Outdoor Club in the
academic year of 2010/11.

2 Objectives

The primary objective of this tour was to introduce the newer members of the club to
the discipline of sport climbing and to increase the level of skill of the more experienced
members of the club. Sport climbing is a distinct form of climbing which involves the
ascent of routes which have been previously equipped with fixed protection, typically
expansion bolts fitted to holes drilled in the rock, into which the climber clips their rope,
by means of a quickdraw. A route will be in the region of 10 to 30 m in length, with a bolt
every 1 to 2 m. At the top of the climb, two bolts fixed into the rock form the anchor,
where the climber threads the rope and lowers off the climb removing the quickdraws
during the descent. Gaining further experience of sport climbing will assist the club’s
members in other disciplines of climbing, such as trad and winter climbing and alpine
mountaineering.
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3 Activities

A breakdown of the activities undertaken on the seven days of the tour by various groups,
is included in Table 1. An account of the events of each day is included below.

Figure 1: The entrance to Bayrams.

Wednesday 30th March Having arr-
ived very late the previous night, to a very
friendly welcome by the staff at Bayram’s,
the first thing we did on the morning of our
first day was to take in our new surround-
ings; home for the next seven days. Our ac-
commodation was a 2-storey wooden hut,
equipped with bunk beds, with six of us
sleeping on the ground floor, and six on the
first floor. As the site was quiet (July and
August are the busy months) our nearest
neighbours were the local chickens: over
the course of the week we became accus-

tomed to being awakened by the cockerel unduly early in the morning. The Bayram’s
site is one of several such Treehouse Pensions in the valley, which is bounded on both
sides by towering orange limestone.

Figure 2: The Dershane area.

After tucking in to the Turkish breakfast of fresh
bread, jam, honey, tomatoes, cucumbers, and eggs, the
twelve holidaymakers had to decide on their priorities.
One group of six decided that climbing was the priority
and headed off to explore the Dershane climbing area,
the commute to which simply involved using the step-
ping stones to cross the river outside Bayram’s and then
a five minute walk into a canyon formed by a dried up
river. The six climbers had their choice of the routes
available here, with no other climbers around, and so
ascents were made of many routes graded 5a to 6a+.

The other group of six had more sedate aspirations,
and headed directly for the beach, which was a ten
minute walk down the road. The beach was beauti-
ful, we all knew this before arriving, thanks to Google
Images, what we hadn’t expected was the croaking of
a lagoon full of frogs right next to the beach. Unex-
pected, but not unpleasant. Unsurprisingly, the water
wasn’t that warm given that it was still barely April,
but this didn’t stop everyone from having a swim. On the way back from the beach, the
group temporarily misplaced the correct path, ending up on a trail leading to the top
of the nearest mountain. Deciding to make the best of the situation, the group spent a
few hours ascending to the top of this trail and back down again, by which time, another
swim was in order. The evening meal, which was always excellent and plentiful, was
served at Bayram’s at 8pm, followed by keeping warm round the fire.
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Figure 3: The Cennet cliff.

Thursday 31st March On the second day, those
who had lazed on the beach decided it was time
to climb, and headed to Dershane to check out the
routes recommended by the group who had been
there the day before. Meanwhile, the rest of the
group decided to explore Cennet, which is a soar-
ing, smooth, vertical, limestone cliff overlooking the
sea, about 30 minutes walk from the village. In
addition to the main cliff which comprised mostly
harder climbs, there were a couple of excellent 5b’s
at the entrance to the venue, the tops of which pro-
vided spectacular views of the beach and the emer-
ald coves below.

Friday 1st April The previous evening, some of
the group had decided it would be a good idea to
get up early and climb to the top of the hill near
the beach to watch the sunrise. The crux of this
sortie was definitely getting up at 6am, and due to
a horizon full of impenetrable clouds, probably wasn’t worth it. After going back to bed
for another few hours sleep, there was more swimming and climbing to be done. The
climbing area of Horguc was this day’s destination, just across the river from Bayram’s.

Figure 4: Woofy, the crag dog.

Whilst at the beach, a passing dog decided he
quite liked the look of us and stuck around for the
rest of the day, and for most of the rest of the week
in fact. His crag-dog credentials were clear to all,
with a faultless ability to navigate to and from re-
mote crags and an unsurpassed proficiency in sleep-
ing at the bottom of routes. He became known,
mostly, as Woofy.

In the UK, April the first is famous primarily for
being April Fools’ day, however, several of the trip’s
members introduced us to the French tradition of
April Fish Day, which apparently involves attaching
a fish to your unsuspecting friends. We were all a
little disappointed to discover only paper fish were
allowed. Three of the group teamed up with a few of
the other residents of Bayram’s to take the minibus
along the coast, get dropped off, and then spend
the day walking back. In the end, this was a 30km
sojourn, with the highlight being the discovery of
an abandoned airplane.
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Figure 5: Climbing at Cirali.

Saturday 2nd April The day
of sunburn and hail. From brows-
ing through the guidebook, every-
one quite liked to look of the reg-
ion called Cirali, although it was
further away than the rest of the
climbing. On Saturday, it was
decided that we should all go to
Cirali en-masse. The weather was
brilliant; warm, sunny and with
mostly blue skies. The 3km walk
along the beach was taken at a
leisurely pace and enjoyed by all,
including Woofy who was once
again in tow. Being more remote than the other crags, it appeared that Cirali received less
visitors, as such the approach to the climbs required negotiating a river, and scrambling
through dense undergrowth. But it was worth it. The climbing was gloriously slabby,
and in the sun all day (hence the sunburn), with grades from 5a to 6b being climbed.

Figure 6: Hail on the ground.

As the day drew to a close, various parties made
their way back down, at which point it started
raining. Before long it was raining more heavily
with occasional distant thunder and lightning. The
storm quickly reached us though, and the walk back
to Olympos was made in a torrential downpour,
punctuated by impressive bolts of lightning. By
the time the last group had reached the turning
from the beach back to the village (about 1km),
the storm decided it was time for hail (about 1cm
diameter). The path back up to the village was sub-
merged beneath several inches of streaming, ice-cold
water, and those who had decided to wear sandals

that morning began to regret that decision. The hail had transformed the sun-bathed
valley that we knew into an impressive ice-scape.

Figure 7: The hiking group.

Sunday 3rd April By the morning, the rain had
abated, so the group split into hikers and climbers.
The hikers explored the mountains around Cennet,
and the climbers visited Horguc once again. This
time, Horguc Magara was the destination; this was
the most obvious of the three crags which comprise
the Horguc area, as it is a vast, overhanging cave
cut into the cliff. It had been tauntingly beckoning
us from across the river ever since we’d arrived in
the valley. Some very nice routes were climbed, including a 6a+ straight up the back
of the cave, another round the left edge, and a 6b+ on the right edge. After lunch, the
climbers ventured to Cennet, and a 6c project was found.
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Figure 8: Jungle Speed.

Monday 4th April The rain
returned during the night, and
refused to go away, despite a
lengthy lie-in. Therefore the
group stayed inside willing the
rain away whilst playing such
classic card games as Wizard,
Saboteur, Jungle Speed and
Kent-Coupe. At midday, some
members of the group broke, and
decided to go back to the over-
hanging cave of Horguc Magara,
where it would hopefully still be
dry. More cards. By 3pm, the
remaining group members deemed the weather had improved sufficiently to venture out.

The Chimera Flames were the destination. This involved walking to the town of Cirali
and then carrying on a lot further, though stopping on the way for pancakes and then
later for ice cream made the journey bearable. We reached the Flames in due course,
and were suitably impressed. Geothermal activity gives rise to methane escaping from

Figure 9: The Chimera flames.

the rock at several spots across a
very localised area on the slope of
Mount Olympos. So, naturally,
marshmallows were in order! By
the time it was getting dark, the
climbing group had also arrived at
the flames, and after taking the
obligatory group photos, it was
time to walk back in the dark.

After dinner, some people dec-
ided to take a trip down to
the beach for a bit of night-
swimming. Tolerating the cold
water was well worth it, as the

bioluminescent Noctiluca plankton were out in force. Swimming out the few metres
beyond the surf into the still water meant that whenever you disturbed the plankton
with your movements, hundreds of them would light up for a couple of seconds.

Tuesday 5th April Departure day, but not until 6pm in the evening, and it was the
best weather yet. Time to get the last few climbs in. Most people decided to head to
Cennet, with some choosing Horguc. A group of four climbed for a few hours before
leaving for Antalya early, in order to explore the city before the flight home. Those
who climbed all day, rounded it off by descending the path down from Cennet to the
coves below for a last swim. Some suitably large rocks were found for climbing up and
jumping off. At 4.30pm we left the coves at Cennet, and 12 hours later we were back
home in London. Incidentally, Woofy had already found another bunch of tourists to
follow around!
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Table 1: Activities undertaken during the seven days of the tour.

Date Participants Activity

March 30th Dan, Rudi, Alejandro,
Climbing at Dershane

Ani, Mathias, Gemma

Amaël, Fiona, Matt,
Beach and Hiking

Robin, Michele, Delphine

March 31st Amaël, Delphine, Fiona,
Climbing at Dershane

Matt, Robin

Dan, Ani, Rudi, Gemma,
Climbing at Cennet

Alejandro, Mathias, Michele

April 1st Amaël, Gemma, Dan, Robin,
Beach

Michele, Mathias, Delphine

Dan, Mathias, Michele,
Climbing at Horguc

Amaël, Delphine, Gemma

Ani, Alejandro, Rudi 30km hike

Fiona, Matt Climbing at Cennet and Beach

April 2nd Everyone Climbing at Cirali

April 3rd Rudi, Gemma,
Climbing at Horguc and Cennet

Dan, Robin

Fiona, Matt, Delphine Climbing at Horguc

Amaël, Mathias, Alejandro,
Hiking around Cennet

Michele, Ani

April 4th Rudi, Matt Exploration of Ruins

Gemma, Dan, Fiona,
Climbing at Horguc Magara

Alejandro, Michele

Everyone Visit the Chimera flames

Robin, Matt, Fiona, Amaël,
Bioluminescent nightswimming

Michele, Delphine, Gemma

April 5th Alejandro, Rudi, Ani Climbing at Horguc

Gemma, Dan, Robin,
Climbing at CennetMatt, Fiona, Amaël

Mathias, Delphine, Michele

Amaël, Ani,
Visiting Antalya

Alejandro, Michele

Fiona, Matt, Delphine, Robin
Cove Swimming

Rudi, Dan, Gemma, Mathias
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4 Finances

The spring tour proposal submitted to the Clubs and Societies Board (CSB) was for
twelve full members to attend this tour. Twelve full members did indeed attend this
tour, although many had to pull all-nighters to appease their bosses sufficiently to be
allowed to come. No deposits were taken for this trip as, due to the logistics of this case,
it was easier for each attendee to pay their own way; i.e. everyone paid for their own
flights and accommodation. The total cost of this tour to each attendee is estimated to
be £308. This tour received £286.61 of subsidy, £100.76 from CSB and £185.85 from the
IC Trust, for which the club expresses its gratitude. This subsidy was spent on funding
the transfers from the airport to the accommodation, and also for the train from Gatwick
airport to Victoria on the return journey.

Easyjet Flights = £185

Half−board 
Accommodation = £70

Other Food & Drink = £20

Transfers = £23
Visa = £10

Easter Tour Expenses: Total = £308.00

Figure 10: Approximate individual expenses incurred during the tour. Each tour attendee
spent approximately £308 in total over the course of the week.

5 Conclusions

The primary objective of this tour was to provide an opportunity for new club members
to be introduced to sport climbing, and to allow experienced members to advance their
level of skill in this discipline. This objective was accomplished, as all participants of this
trip engaged in a great deal of sport climbing, three for the first time. Six participants
increased their confidence level sufficiently to be able to lead climb for the first time
during this tour. Most significantly, all members improved their level of skill, allowing
them to complete climbs of increasing difficulty as the tour progressed. In addition, all
of the members on this tour enjoyed themselves immensely, and had a very relaxing time
in Olympos. All were reluctant to leave at the end of the week.
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6 Photos

Figure 11: The Bayram’s campfire, very important - it was quite cold in the evenings.

Figure 12: Lounging around in one of the hammocks.
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Figure 13: Our local beach.

Figure 14: As Imperial students we could all appreciate the fine engineering that went in
to this bridge.
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Figure 15: An abandoned airplane found during a walk along the coast.

Figure 16: The overhanging cave of Horguc Magara, just across the river from Bayram’s.
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Figure 17: The beautiful coves below Cennet.

Figure 18: Spices at a market in Antalya.
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Imperial College Poker Society 2011 Spring Tour 
 
Date: 5th April -7th April 
 
Total number of participants: 4 
 
Financial Breakdown 
 
Return train tickets to Birmingham: £30*4= £120 
 
Two night stay in hotel: £35*4=£140 
 
UKSPC Entry Fee: £33*4=£132 
 
C&S Grant: £22.78 
 
Total Expenditure per person: £92.30 
 
Summary 
 
All in all, we did achieve what we proposed to do, to compete against other 
universities in this event and the result was satisfactory. 
 
Here I quote one of the participant’s impressions: 
Michael, Adam, Benjamin and I arrived at the casino around an hour before the 
tournament started, all with our sights set on Vegas! Having been knocked out 
pretty early the year before, I was determined to do better and hopefully make it 
through to the next day at least. Unlike last year I resisted the urge to lose £20 on 
roulette before the game started so the four of us just sat around waiting to be 
called to our seats. 
After around 15 minutes at my table I realised I was not playing with a load of 
fish. There was 5-betting all-in pre-flop with queen high and triple barrel bluffs 
happening almost every hand. Each hand was taking so long and players tanking 
all time that the dealer was becoming frustrated with us all. If there would have 
been a TV table, I was sitting at it. 
The first hand I played was after about half an hour. I picked up two Queens on 
the button, with UTG limping and the guy to my right raising. I decided to 3-bet 
and picked up the limper and the initial raiser. The flop came Jack high but I was 
still not feeling comfortable. UTG checked, the initial raiser bet and I raised. Out 
of the blue UTG re-raised me and the other guy folded pretty quickly. This was an 
obvious insta-fold as he must have flopped something huge but it was very 
frustrating as I had lost about 20% of my stack on the very first hand I played. 
Later in the day I asked what the guy had and he said he had flopped a set. Good 
fold! 
Adam was texting me throughout the first couple of hours telling me how passive 
his table was and how he was bluffing every hand. I was feeling pretty jealous as 
my table was the complete opposite. However, my most important hand of the 
day happened soon after. The guy who was the most aggressive player I've ever 



been up against, raised UTG for about the 4th round in a row and I was in the 
small blind with pocket 4s. It got folded round to me and I just called knowing if I 
make my hand I could get quite a lot by letting him bluff off his chips. Thankfully 
a 4 came down on the flop giving me middle set with the K, 4, 2 board. I checked 
and he bet. I called. Turn was an 8, still rainbow, and I checked. Inevitably he bet 
and I called. The river was another 8 giving me the house. I led out with about a 
30% pot bet, hoping to look very weak. He raised all in and I smiled and called. 
He showed 6, 5 for a busted gutshot and I had increased my stack to around 22k. 
Benjamin busted first. I think it was Aces vs Kings pre-flop which is pretty 
unlucky. Adam soon followed after he bluffed off all his chips so it was just 
Michael and I left. The next 5 hours passed by with nothing of note happening to 
me. I switched tables a couple of times, relieved to get away from the maniacs I 
was originally playing with. After the dinner break I was on around 17k having 
failed with a bluff a little bit earlier. I was seated on the table next to Michael in 
the evening and he was doing pretty well. We were chatting every time neither of 
us were involved in a hand, which was quite a lot for me as I had been card dead 
for about 3 hours... Then came my heater.  
I picked up Aces twice in the space of about 5 hands, doubling up on both and 
also I got A, Q and Kings shortly after. I was seated on the right of the insane guy 
at my first table who was now a huge stack so I had to be very careful. We played 
until about 1 a.m and I ended up with about 40k, with average around 60k. 
Michael was doing slightly better with around 50k but we left happy that we had 
made it to the final day. 
The next day didn't go so well. I was seated with a table full of short shacks so I 
knew I would probably be able to survive at least one bad hand but the blinds 
and antes were so high I was keen on avoiding getting into any tricky situations. 
However... After about 5 hands I picked up two 10s in middle position and raised 
to about 4.5k. The player directly to my left shoved for about 12k more and it got 
folded around to me. With about 30k in the pot because of the shove and the 
ridiculously high blinds and antes I had to called. I knew I was winning because 
his shove was pretty strained but I thought I probably wasn't going to be a big 
favourite. He turns over A, K and the race began. The flop was great, 5, 4, 3 
rainbow, and he was down to two cards to stay alive. Then came the deuce, 
giving him the wheel. Pretty annoying. If you're going to lose to A, K you don't 
want it to be with a straight. 
I was now down to around 15k, about 8 BBs. Picking up K, Q I knew I had to go 
all-in and I got one caller who obviously had me dominated with A, Q. However, I 
flopped a king with the K, J, 7 flop. Once again, the turn brought my opponent the 
straight with a ten and I was knocked out in about 55th position. Out of an 
original 400 or so, I was pleased with my performance but frustrated with how I 
was knocked out. I got up and went over to Michael to see how he was doing and 
he was going along nicely. I wished him good luck and headed off. 
While on the train Michael told me he was knocked BUT that he was the bubble 
boy. Oops. Everyone had cheered him when he was eliminated and he received 
an official BetFred poker chip set so it wasn't all bad. 
It was a pretty fun experience going so deep in a big tournament like that with so 
many good players. Unfortunately none of us won but I would definitely 
recommend going for the experience next year and for the opportunity of 
winning such an awesome prize! 



 
 

Imperial College Union 
Riding and Polo Club Spring Tour Report 

 

1. Financial Breakdown 
The tour ran within budget using a small proportion of the contingency sum planned into the ticket 
price; the contingency used was less than the total budgeted meaning the tour returned a small 
surplus.   
 
Alcoholic drinks were billed separately to cater for those participants who do not or did not want to 
drink.  

Income 
Member ticket sales  £        21,750.00  
Alcoholic drink contributions  £              507.31  
Group meal (sushi)  £              486.72  
Tour shirt sponsorship (JMP)  £              180.00  
Tour shirt sales  £              300.00  
Tour subsidy (CSB)  £              640.94  
Tour subsidy (IC Trust)  £          1,182.14  
Total income  £        25,047.11  

  Expenditure 
Flight Tickets  £      (11,443.20) 
Accommodation & Polo  £      (12,000.00) 
Alcoholic drinks  £            (507.31) 
Group meal (sushi)  £            (486.72) 
Tour shirts  £            (480.00) 
Excess baggage charges (polo sticks)  £              (77.74) 
Telephone costs  £                (7.76) 
Total Expenditure  £      (25,002.73) 

  Operating Surplus/(Deficit)  £                44.38  
 
 
2. Tour Account 
A summary of major activities is presented below, spare time around major activities was taken up 
with social activity, evening meals were significant social occasions with the meal and drinks 
frequently lasting into the small hours of the morning.    
 
Day 1: Arrival day, after transit from the airport to the estancia and sorting rooms, participants 

engaged in tutored stick and balling (skills practice) in the afternoon.   
 
Day 2: Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Practice Chukkas 
 
Day 3: Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Mini Tournament 



 
 

 
Day 4: Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Mini Tournament 
 
Day 5: Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Practice Chukkas 
 
Day 6:  Morning: Stick and Balling rained off, free morning.   
 Afternoon: Practice Chukkas (curtailed by thunderstorms) 
 
Day 7:  Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Mini Tournament 
 
Day 8: Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Mini Tournament 
 Evening: Sightseeing and Dinner in Buenos Aires 

Day 9:  Morning: Stick and Balling 
 Afternoon: Mini Tournament 
 Evening: Asado (traditional barbeque) and Tango Lesson 
 
Day 10: Departure day, transit to airport.   
 
3. Members Attending 
The tour was attended by a total of twelve club members, the maximum capacity that could be 
accommodated at the estancia.  
 
4. Dates of Tour 
The tour departed from London on 31st March 2011 arriving in Buenos Aires on the morning of 1st 
April.  The tour departed from Buenos Aires on 10th April returning to London on the morning of the 
11th April giving total tour dates of 31/03/11 – 11/04/11 with tour activity between 01/04/11 and 
09/04/11 inclusive.   
 
5. Success Level 
All participants on the tour showed marked and dramatic improvement in their competency and 
understanding of the sport as well as being immersed in the culture of polo in Argentina; as a result, 
the tour can be assessed to have fully achieved its aims and objectives. 
 
6. Tour Changes 
No changes w.r.t. tour proposal occurred. 
 
7. Major Issues 
Fortunately the tour did not face any major issues, however one participant had a fall serious 
enough that hospital assessment was sought as a precaution, the participant had no injuries other 
than soft tissue bruising and resumed activity after one rest day.   
 



 
 

There were a couple of minor issues during the tour including thunderstorms curtailing one day’s 
play and an unfortunate lack of petrol in one of the cars when heading back to the airport for the 
departure flight. 
 
8. Members Impressions & Comments 
The tour was extraordinarily well appreciated by all attending members. The atmosphere gave all 
students the opportunity to relax and focus on polo. The tour considerably and impressively helped 
every single player to improve significantly over the short period of time. 
9. Potential Tour Improvements 
Tour improvements are hard to suggest and are restricted to maybe a slight increase in cultural 
activity with maybe a second excursion to Buenos Aires. However travel-, food-, training- and 
accommodation-wise the conditions proved to be absolutely splendid. 
10.  Tour Impressions 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 



ICSM Subaqua  
Swanage Tour Report 13th – 15th May 2011 

 
 

1. Financial Breakdown 
Student cost - £106.5 (plus accommodation) 
Non-student cost - £110 
 
Weekend mini-bus hire - £220 
Mini-bus fuel - £70 
Pier entry (per person per day) - £2 
Air fills £3.50 (per person per dive) 
 
Dives: 
14th May 
Firth Fisher - 4 divers at £20 = £80 
2 trips to the Fleur de Lys (8 + 7 divers) 15 divers at £18 
(12 pay + 3 free) = £216.  
 
15th May 
Old Harry Drift dive 6 divers £20 per person (5 pay + 1 free) 5 at £20 =£100 
 2 trips to Tanville Ledge - (11 + 11 divers) 22 divers at £18 
(18 pay + 4 free) = £324 
 
Total cost 
£80 + £216 + £100 + £324 = £720 
 

2. Activities 
13th – Arrived in Swanage in the afternoon and settled in to bed ready for early start! 
14th – Early start, all members on the pier readying equipment. Small groups of 
divers dove underneath the pier. In the afternoon several groups of divers went out 
on the boat to dive a popular wreck and practise their skills. 
15th – Another early start! Several groups of divers went out for a drift dive and the 
ledges to practise and have skills examined. Packed up and returned to London. 
 

3. Members 
7 x Student members 
6 x non-student members/ instructors 

4. Aims 
During this trip 2 members managed to complete dive qualifications and all other 
trainee members considerably advanced in their current qualifications, this fullfills our 
primary aim of training. 
All members also had a good time and some great dives, exploring new sites. 
 
 
 
 

 



Imperial	  College	  Underwater	  Club	  (ICUC)	  
	  

The	  Lizard,	  Cornwall	  -‐	  Easter	  Tour	  2011	  

	  

16th	  -‐	  23rd	  April	  
	  

Written	  jointly	  by	  all	  participants	  on	  the	  ICUC	  Easter	  Tour	  2011	  
Edited	  by	  Dominic	  Andradi-‐Brown	  

	  
	  
Introduction	  
	  
The	   Lizard,	   Cornwall,	   is	   one	   of	   the	   best	   diving	   areas	   within	   the	   UK	   due	   to	   the	   large	  
abundance	  of	  wildlife	  and	  a	  number	  of	  ship	  wrecks	  located	  on	  the	  sea	  bed	  off	  the	  coast.	  Due	  
to	   the	   geographical	   orientation	   of	   The	   Lizard,	   whichever	   way	   the	   wind	   is	   blowing	   it	   is	  
possible	   to	   get	   in	   relatively	   sheltered	   water	   for	   diving.	   This	   makes	   it	   ideal	   as	   a	   training	  
location	  for	  new	  divers	  wanting	  their	  first	  experience	  of	  the	  sea!	  
	  
Our	  main	  dive	  sites	  were	  Porthkerris	  Bay,	  on	  the	  east	  coast,	  and	  Mullion	  Cove	  on	  the	  west	  
coast.	  
	  
The	  main	  wreck	  we	  dived	  was	  the	  wreck	  of	  the	  Volnay,	   located	  at	  a	  depth	  of	  about	  20m	  a	  
short	  ride	  out	  of	  Portkerris	  and	  not	  restricted	  by	  tide.	  This	  made	  it	  the	  perfect	  first	  wreck	  dive	  
for	  our	  new	  members.	  
	  
	  
Tour	  Participants	  
	  
We	  took	  21	  Full	  Members	  and	  10	  Associate	  Members	  of	  RCC	  Underwater	  on	  the	  trip.	  
	  
Full	  Members:	  
	  
Chris	  Wyatt	  
Mats	  Nyfors	  
Matthew	  Richardson	  
David	  Haddad	  
Will	  Ball	  
Ei	  Mun	  Chuah	  
Fabian	  Wanner	  
Jim	  Li	  
Zoja	  Nagurnaja	  
Luis	  Felipe	  Dominguez	  
Palomeque	  
Kehsey	  Mok	  
Sarah	  Skoff	  



James	  Iliff	  
Robin	  Bridge	  
Amber	  Emmerson	  
Gareth	  Naylor	  
Jonathan	  Ely	  
Richard	  Cameron	  
Si	  Russell	  
Theodor	  Bergstrom	  
Dom	  Andradi-‐Brown	  
	  
	  
Associate	  Members:	  
	  
Ben	  Thompson	  
Si	  Child	  
Louise	  MacMorran	  
Alex	  Caley	  
Andrew	  Norfolk	  
Jim	  Clark	  
Martin	  Selby	  
Oliver	  Walker	  
Rosa	  Macey	  
Sally	  Rouse	  
Thomas	  Jewell	  
	  
Detailed	  Tour	  Schedule	  Breakdown	  
	  
16th	  April	  2011	  
The	  day	  of	  travel,	  packing	  and	  bird	  poop.	  
	  
We	  met	  in	  the	  quad	  early	  on	  Saturday	  morning	  to	  pack	  up	  all	  the	  kit.	  Unfortunately	  despite	  
great	  organisation	  by	  the	  Easter	  trip	  team;	  our	  pile	  of	  drysuits	  ended	  up	  underneath	  the	  big	  
tree	  outside	  metric,	  which	  on	  that	  morning	  happened	  to	  be	  hosting	  a	  bird	  with	  a	  very	  
serious	  dietary	  issue.	  This	  made	  the	  start	  of	  the	  trip	  a	  very	  interesting	  one.	  Once	  we	  had	  
recovered	  from	  the	  horror	  of	  soiled	  undersuits	  and	  drysuit	  bags	  we	  continued	  loading	  up	  
the	  minibuses,	  squished	  ourselves	  in	  and	  got	  our	  wiggle	  on	  to	  Cornwall.	  
	  
Hours	  and	  hours	  of	  driving	  later	  (well	  sleeping	  for	  most	  of	  us!),	  we	  arrived	  at	  the	  caravan	  
park	  to	  be	  joyfully	  greeted	  by	  Tree	  (one	  of	  our	  instructors	  who	  had	  driven	  himself	  down),	  
who	  had	  bagsied	  his	  group	  a	  super	  duper	  deluxe	  caravan	  	  Certainly	  making	  up	  for	  the	  
lovely	  bird	  poop	  that	  greeted	  us	  this	  morning.	  
	  
The	  allocated	  caravans	  were	  somewhat	  interesting,	  with	  us	  being	  given	  caravans	  2,	  4,	  7	  and	  
finally	  (up	  the	  mountain	  and	  over	  in	  the	  next	  valley)	  100.	  After	  a	  quick	  Tesco	  run	  and	  dinner	  
everyone	  regrouped	  for	  a	  quick	  pint	  in	  the	  caravan	  sit	  bar.	  
	  



17th	  April	  2011	  
The	  first	  day	  of	  our	  Easter	  trip	  diving!	  
	  
After	  a	  granny	  drive	  to	  the	  dive	  site,	  courtesy	  of	  Mr.	  G,	  we	  arrived	  at	  Porthkerris	  Bay	  to	  find	  
an	  empty	  sunny	  beach.	  The	  new	  divers	  were	  quickly	  assigned	  to	  their	  instructors	  and	  taken	  
for	  their	  first	  open	  water	  dive.	  In	  a	  toasty	  12°C	  sea	  there	  was	  plenty	  of	  marine	  life	  to	  be	  
seen,	  “including	  fish	  of	  general	  fishiness”.	  New	  divers	  had	  fun	  practising	  their	  mask	  clearing	  
for	  the	  first	  time	  outside	  the	  pool	  and	  managed	  to	  complete	  OO1	  and	  OO2.	  
	  
Once	  the	  new	  divers	  had	  safely	  been	  taken	  into	  the	  water	  by	  the	  instructors,	  the	  
experienced	  sports	  divers	  got	  into	  the	  water	  to	  show	  the	  new	  trainees	  how	  it	  should	  be	  
done….......	  
	  
Half	  an	  hour	  later	  and	  Jonny	  and	  Tom	  had	  surfaced	  on	  the	  wrong	  beach,	  and	  Amber	  and	  
Sally	  had	  made	  a	  very	  impressive	  exit,	  needing	  four	  helpers	  to	  drag	  them	  out	  the	  water.	  
	  
18th	  April	  2011	  
Welcome	  to	  Mullion!	  
	  
After	  a	  having	  a	  great	  day	  diving	  at	  Porthkerries	  yesterday	  the	  wind	  conspired	  against	  us,	  
forcing	  us	  to	  cross	  The	  Lizard	  to	  the	  small	  village	  of	  Mullion.	  Here	  the	  harbour	  walls	  gave	  a	  
positively	  tropical	  appearance	  to	  the	  water	  –leading	  to	  many	  a	  diver	  dreaming	  of	  coral	  
reefs.	  
	  
Unfortunately	  low	  tide	  was	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  day,	  leaving	  the	  harbour	  virtually	  devoid	  of	  
water.	  However,	  it	  was	  a	  nice	  walk	  across	  to	  the	  waters	  edge	  and	  the	  new	  divers	  got	  their	  
OO3s	  and	  OO4s	  done.	  
	  
The	  experienced	  Sports	  Divers	  all	  got	  a	  boat	  driving	  refresher.	  
	  
Overall	  it	  was	  a	  tough	  day,	  with	  UZX	  breaking	  down	  on	  us,	  leaving	  us	  stranded	  at	  Mullion.	  
After	  some	  quick	  planning	  at	  the	  end	  of	  the	  day	  all	  kit	  and	  people	  were	  returned	  to	  the	  
caravan	  site.	  A	  quick	  phone	  call	  to	  Phil	  Power	  resulted	  in	  another	  minibus	  being	  sent	  down	  
the	  following	  day	  to	  us.	  
	  
19th	  April	  2011	  
Second	  day	  at	  Mullion	  
	  
With	  the	  wind	  still	  conspiring	  against	  us	  we	  returned	  to	  Mullion	  for	  our	  second	  day	  of	  
diving.	  The	  weather	  continued	  to	  be	  stunningly	  clear	  and	  hot.	  
	  
The	  new	  divers	  got	  a	  dive	  off	  the	  boat,	  with	  some	  being	  lucky	  enough	  to	  see	  dogfish	  
swimming	  in	  the	  kelp	  off	  the	  island	  outside	  Mullion.	  
	  
Si	  R	  arrived	  with	  the	  new	  minibus	  mid-‐afternoon	  and	  rescued	  all	  our	  dive	  kit!	  
	  
	  



20th	  April	  2011	  
Wrecks,	  BBQs	  and	  Night	  Dives!	  
	  
After	  another	  lovely	  day	  of	  diving	  the	  wreck	  of	  the	  Volnay,	  training	  and	  basking	  in	  the	  sun	  
we	  rustled	  up	  a	  yummy	  scrummy	  BBQ	  with	  the	  amazing	  cookery	  skills	  of	  ICUC,	  especially	  
Oli’s	  burger	  flipping	  and	  ability	  to	  breathe	  hard	  core	  BBQ	  smoke	  straight	  up.	  
	  
We	  set	  up	  all	  of	  our	  kit	  ready	  for	  the	  night	  dive,	  including	  having	  fun	  with	  glow	  sticks	  (purple	  
ones	  are	  the	  best!!!).	  After	  an	  encouraging	  chat	  from	  instructors	  and	  dive	  leaders....or	  even	  
from	  new	  divers...we	  all	  shimmied	  into	  the	  sea	  with	  amazing	  intentions	  of	  finding	  Atlantis.	  
	  
The	  night	  dive	  was	  brilliant!	  Lots	  of	  fish,	  spider	  crabs	  clinging	  onto	  kelp	  and	  a	  big	  whopper	  
trundling	  along	  the	  bottom	  of	  the	  sea,	  we	  even	  covered	  our	  torches	  to	  appreciate	  some	  
funky	  bioluminescence.	  	  Finishing	  of	  the	  evening	  with	  some	  late	  night	  kit	  faff	  and	  
educational	  stargazing	  we	  headed	  back	  to	  the	  caravan	  site	  for	  some	  well	  earned	  beauty	  
sleep.	  
	  
21st	  April	  2011	  
Almost	  there!	  
	  
A	  cool	  day	  diving	  in	  the	  clear	  waters	  off	  Portkerris	  beach.	  We	  finished	  off	  diving	  on	  teh	  
Volnay	  making	  sure	  everyone	  got	  a	  dive.	  It	  really	  is	  a	  stunning	  wreck,	  covered	  in	  a	  huge	  
amount	  of	  wildlife	  –	  including	  the	  rare	  pink	  sea	  fans.	  
	  
By	  the	  end	  of	  the	  day	  we	  were	  almost	  finished	  and	  through	  everyone’s	  SD	  training	  –	  just	  a	  
few	  rescue	  sessions	  left.	  
	  
To	  celebrate	  almost	  finishing,	  in	  the	  evening	  we	  headed	  to	  the	  pub	  up	  the	  hill	  from	  the	  
caravan	  site.	  
	  
22nd	  April	  2011	  
Last	  Day	  of	  Diving!	  
	  
Today	  was	  the	  final	  day	  of	  diving.	  We	  kicked	  off	  the	  day	  briskly	  with	  the	  last	  few	  lessons	  
needed.	  Unfortunately	  it	  looked	  like	  the	  lights	  had	  been	  left	  on	  on	  the	  boat	  overnight,	  and	  
so	  the	  battery	  was	  flat	  and	  couldn’t	  be	  started.	  
	  
However,	  despite	  the	  increase	  in	  crowds	  on	  the	  beach	  due	  to	  the	  bank	  holiday	  the	  diving	  
was	  some	  of	  the	  best!	  Cuttlefish,	  dogfish,	  starfish,	  ‘generic’	  fish	  were	  all	  seen	  in	  the	  good	  
underwater	  visibility.	  Jim	  and	  KC	  were	  even	  chased	  by	  a	  monster	  spider	  crab.	  
	  
In	  the	  evening	  we	  all	  headed	  for	  a	  pub	  dinner	  in	  a	  nearby	  village	  –	  it	  was	  nice	  to	  have	  a	  big	  
meal	  out.	  The	  traditional	  trip	  awards	  were	  also	  given	  out	  –	  reflecting	  the	  best	  muppetry	  on	  
the	  trip!	  
	  
23rd	  April	  2011	  
Heading	  back	  to	  the	  real	  world	   	  



	  
After	  a	  late	  start	  (after	  the	  celebration	  of	  the	  previous	  evening)	  all	  the	  buses	  were	  packed	  
up	  and	  we	  shimmied	  back	  toward	  London.	  The	  buses	  parted	  ways	  at	  Exeter	  Services	  as	  
some	  people	  felt	  the	  M5	  followed	  by	  the	  M4	  was	  the	  quickest	  way,	  and	  others	  wanted	  to	  
see	  Stonehenge.	  
	  
Around	  7pm	  we	  all	  rocked	  up	  back	  at	  the	  Union	  for	  kit	  washing	  and	  packing	  stuff	  away.	  
	  
Financial	  Breakdown	  
	  
Only	  Full	  members	  costs	  were	  subsidised	  using	  the	  Union	  Tour	  Funding.	  
	  
The	  full	  breakdown	  of	  the	  costs	  are	  below:	  
	  
Minibus	  Hire	   	   £1,230.00	  
Minibus	  Fuel	   	   £579.95	  
Caravan	  Hire	   	   £1,767.83	  
Mullion	  Entry	   	   £250.00	  
Porthkerris	  Entry	   £1,165.00	  
BBQ	  and	  Awards	   £240.94	  
Extras	   	   	   £353.60	  
	  
Meeting	  our	  aims	  
	  
The	  tour	  met	  it’s	  original	  aims	  of	  training	  new	  divers	  to	  Sports	  Diver	  level.	  We	  trained	  12	  of	  
our	  members	   to	   BSAC	   Sports	  Diver	   level	   on	   the	   trip	   and	   advanced	   the	   BSAC	  Dive	   Leader	  
training	  of	  another	  11	  of	  our	  members.	  
	  
Overall,	  we	  are	  very	  happy	  with	  how	  the	  tour	  went	  and	  feel	  it	  was	  very	  successful.	  
	  
Imperial	   College	   Underwater	   Club	  would	   like	   to	   thank	   Imperial	   College	   Union	   and	   teh	   IC	  
Trust	  for	  providing	  Spring	  Tour	  Funding	  to	  help	  support	  this	  trip.	  
	  



Wind Band Luxembourg Tour, 11th -13th March 2011 

Despite many years of music-making, Imperial College Wind Band had never been away on a tour, so 
when approached by Cosma Gottardi (our excellent tenor saxophonist from Luxembourg), inviting us 
to spend a long weekend with his home band we jumped at the chance. 28 of our finest players 
signed up for an incredible opportunity to not only visit such a beautiful country but also to engage 
in intense rehearsals and perform in a stunning concert with our hosts.  

Aims and objectives of the tour: 

• To spend focussed rehearsal time away from the college environment;  

• To perform in a large scale gala concert, working with another band in a new venue;  

• To allow the band members to spend time together bonding as a team. 

Day by day breakdown of activities 

We left on Friday afternoon for the long coach ride to Luxembourg. Spirits were high, until we hit 
roadworks somewhere in deepest, darkest Belgium (not quite sure where, it all looks the same...). 
Our coach driver carried on regardless, supported by our relentless energy and singing, to reach our 
destination of a chalet in Neihaischen, close to Luxembourg City. The hold-up meant we did not 
arrive until around 2am, at which point we all collapsed into bed, shattered from the journey and 
excited by the weekend ahead. 

After a well deserved lie-in, the morning began with a superb continental breakfast followed by 
team building fun in the woodland surrounding the chalet. Wildlife spotting and walks in the forest 
were complemented by the challenges offered by the Scout campsite linked to the chalet, from 
adventure trails to bizarre tepee tents, and we made plenty of our own amusement too, with 
sections and the new committee challenging each other to increasingly more bizarre races and 
challenges. This kind of bonding and friend-making is always invaluable in helping the band perform 
better as a unit, and great fun too. 

Just before lunch, the mayor of the local area popped in to formally welcome our visit, bringing with 
him a large amount of very well received Luxembourgish wine. Following this reception with local 
dignitaries a delicious meal was served by our hosts, and we moved onto the rehearsal and concert 
venue, via a walk through yet more stunning countryside. After a few hours of intense rehearsal 
time to perfect our performance and become accustomed to the new space, our host band began to 
arrive, and both bands came together to perform a joint piece. With well over 100 musicians in total, 
this massed band of epic proportions (including 7 euphoniums and 4 tubas!) created a phenomenal 
sound and blew everyone away. 

The evening’s concert was split with the first half to be performed by us, and the second half by our 
hosts, before everyone coming together for a rousing finish.  Our wonderful conductor Gilly led the 
band superbly through a programme of glorious British music, and her double act with Cosma to 
introduce our pieces went down very well. It was an excellent experience to perform to a packed 
hall of music lovers and the audience’s comments on our performance in the bar afterwards were all 
highly complimentary. The second half performed by “Schetter Musek” was also fantastic, and even 
left us with some ideas to take home for pieces to work on ourselves in the future. We then joined 



our hosts on stage for the grand finale, a piece composed specially for the Luxembourgish band, and 
the sound was even better than in rehearsal. An outstanding performance experience all round. 

As to be expected a fair few drinks were had that evening and despite the tiny amount of sleep 
resulting from this, everyone was up and ready to go on a tour of Luxembourg City the next morning, 
after wishing Hannah a very happy birthday! Despite some confusion with the coach driver meaning 
we had to take an unplanned train journey to the city centre, we arrived in time for our scheduled 
walking tour of the fascinating area, including the underground tunnels that run everywhere under 
the city. After a small amount of free time for lunch (which was both plentiful and delicious) we met 
up with our coach for the long journey home. 

Evaluation 

The only major problem to occur on tour was the coach driver not being aware of our plans to use 
the coach whilst away, and also not being physically given the pre-paid meals allowance by his 
company, meaning we effectively had to pay for his subsistence twice. Despite the itinerary bring 
sent to the coach company in January and confirmed again with them a week before the trip, he was 
unaware of our coach usage requirements over the weekend, and although initially agreeing to our 
plans changed his mind at the last minute regarding the trip to the city on the Sunday. With many 
thanks to Cosma and his parents, alternative plans were made to travel by train instead, and all 
activities continued as planned. A complaint was made to the coach company on our return, and 
following their investigation we have been refunded all of the additional costs incurred, rounded up 
to £100 to include compensation. 

Considering the tour financially, we had originally planned to take at least 30 members away, but 
due to many reasons some were unable to make it at the last minute, meaning the cost of the tour 
was raised to just above the £100 per person threshold originally promised. However, no objections 
were raised to this and all participants agreed that the tour still offered excellent value for money. 
We have been left with a surplus, entirely due to our hosts showing incredibly generous hospitality 
and refusing to accept payment for the food and drink that they supplied us, estimated to be around 
£400 in value (as originally budgeted for). There is the potential for the Luxembourgish band to visit 
London in the near future, and if they did so we would do all we can to assist them with their 
catering costs and activity planning in a reciprocal manner, but if their visit does not go ahead, the 
money will be put towards a another trip of our own being planned for 2012/13. 

Evaluating the usefulness of this tour in relation to its aims and objectives, all have been fulfilled. 
The band always seems to play better outside of London, when players can fully concentrate on their 
music, so the time spent rehearsing was perfect for everyone to really play well. Next year we hope 
to run a rehearsal weekend away early in the academic year, to take advantage of this. The gala 
concert was stunning and enjoyed thoroughly by all participants, and the compliments of the 
audience showed that all of our hard work in rehearsals was noticeable in our finished performance. 
The time spent together by the band is also crucial to helping us perform better and with a greater 
sense of community, the band’s ability to rise to new musical challenges increases greatly. 

 

 



Thanks 

Special thanks must go to the Wind Band committee and Gilly for all their hard work, particularly to 
John and James for going well beyond the call of duty on Sunday morning, helping load the coach 
and tidy the chalet after everyone else had left. Thanks also to the IC Trust and Imperial College 
Union for their financial support in making all this possible. But above all, huge thanks to Cosma and 
his parents, without whom this trip could not have gone ahead; we cannot thank them enough. 

Attendees: 

27 Full Union members 

1 College staff member and 1 external conductor 

Full Financial Breakdown: 

Income Amount 
Grant from CSB £107.12 
Grant from IC Trust £261.30 
Participant Ticket Sales £2920.00 
Goodwill gesture from coach company following the errors on their part £100.00 

Total £3388.42 
 

Expenditure Amount 
Coach hire £2080.00 
Coach driver accommodation £97.50 
Air travel (for those unable to come by coach) £210.80 
Accommodation £357.14 
Unplanned train travel £26.79 
Unplanned driver’s meal allowance £26.13 
Hospitality gifts for our hosts £39.95 
Snacks and drinks for coach journeys (approx.) £40.00 

Total £2878.31 
 

Final Balance £510.11 
 



 

 

 

 

John helping James with his big stick. 

Woodland related chaos, as old 
and new librarians attempt to 

prove who can walk in a 
straight line best. Different 

results were obtained after the 
drinks reception. 

Rehearsals for the main event, and what a superb concert it was too. 

Our incredibly civilised 
reception with the Mayor, out 

in the sunshine. 
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1 Overview

With a 10-month existence under their belts, ICU A Cappella Society took a bold step and organised a
maiden overseas tour for 25 members this summer. This was a joint excursion between two established
vocal ensembles at Imperial IC Chamber Choir (ICCC) and all male a cappella group The Techtonics
(TTs). The entire tour revolved around an invitation from Croatian musician Olja Desic to attend an
inaugural three-day a cappella festival, Vocal Marathon’, in Rijeka, North Croatia. Olja is the Croatian
Simon Cowell - judge and vocal mentor on the Croatian X Factor and prolific composer and arranger for
TV and radio (OK, quite a lot more talented than Cowell and nicer). IC Chamber Choir were invited
to open the festival but could not enter the contest, due to the competition restricted to groups of 10 or
fewer.

2 Aims and Objectives of the tour

• For both groups to perform music at a high level to an external audience

• To participate at the Vocal Marathon a cappella festival (workshops and competition)

• To observe and learn from other vocal groups at the competition

• For each group to rehearse and socialise in a concentrated fashion, improving the sound, dynamic,
blend and atmosphere within the group

• To provide a platform for interaction between the two groups for future joint events and activities

3 Day to day activities

3.1 Krk and Punat

We began by visiting the beautiful island of Krk, the largest in the Adriatic and a popular holiday desti-
nation since Roman times. We arrived in Krk city to discover a beautiful coastal old town complete with
narrow pedestrian stone paths and stunning views of the Adriatic. The city was awash with tourists none
of the English stag-do types; this was a city with a thriving tourist industry attracting happy-camping
Germans, Italians, Slovenians and other continental Europeans for several months each summer.

Figure 1: Not the best hostel in the
world...

Undaunted by the lack of English speakers, we checked
in to our hostel, which was a shoddier version of the
hotel featured in this summer’s blockbuster The Inbe-
tweeners Movie. Seriously. Police tape covered room
doors not occupied by us, unisex bathrooms had no
washbasins and the staff had a combined English vo-
cabulary of about 50 words. Still, in true Inbe-
tweeners form we managed to enjoy our time there,
give or take the broken bunk bed (Figure 1), the
TC in the shower and the hostel owner who threat-
ened to visit London and take our TV because we
used his cutlery! Nonetheless, we managed to re-
hearse each morning at the hostel, providing free mu-
sic to the passers-by who wondered what was going
on.
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Figure 2: Rehearsing in the hostel

After a few rehearsals and several bemused
discussions with 5 different tourism boards for
the same city (they take outsourcing to a whole
new level), we set to work wowing the locals
and tourists. IC Chamber Choir and Techton-
ics each performed one evening concert in the
main square of the city of Krk, to apprecia-
tive and enthusiastic crowds, with the other group
providing crowd support and handing out flyers
where possible. Several members of the Tech-
tonics were surprised to discover they’d attracted
a teenage German fanclub (see Figure 3) we’re
still hoping these girls won’t find us on Face-
book!

Figure 3: I think these ones were pretty
young...

No ICU tour is strictly business of course. We took pa-
tronage at a few of the local bars on Krk, looking to break
the ice and get to know each other better. The bonus of
the tour was free shots at multiple watering holes for singing
our songs after a few drinks the locals couldn’t get enough of
us!

We also managed to visit the nearby port town of Punat,
where the groups performed a joint concert on the ter-
race bar of the swanky Park Punat Hotel on the prome-
nade. Passers-by stopped to listen, hotel patrons swooned,
and we received a generous round of figs and brandy from
the manager! That evening was definitely one of the high-
lights.

Figure 4: ICCC in concert
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Figure 5: Yes, we might just submit this for the Felix Centrefold

Krk island also featured great excursions. There were plenty of beaches and a wakeboarding centre
not far away, which several members visited. Many of the group hired bicycles and visited, amongst
others, a nudist beach, where our pasty skins, brash English accents and faff about undressing attracted
more than a few onlookers! We salute the brave few (many!!) who did the Full Monty. It’s not everyday
you can say ‘When in Croatia... get naked’ !

3.2 Rijeka

Figure 6: View from Trsat Castle

We finished our time in Krk with a slightly unpleas-
ant hostel check-out (see later), and took a pub-
lic coach to Rijeka. Upon arrival we travelled to
Trsat Castle, a 13th century fortress at the top
of a steep hill, overlooking the Adriatic (Figure
6).

On the castle terrace that evening, IC Chamber
Choir kick started the Vocal Marathon, performing
jointly with award-winning youth choir ‘Josip Kaplan’
to a full house audience and several TV cameras. IC
Chamber Choir director Jess Gillingwater conducted
both groups as they performed several folk songs to-
gether, and the concert rousingly finished with ICCC
singing ‘Over the Rainbow’.
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Figure 7: ICCC Joint concert with Josip Kaplan choir

The next day featured vocal masterclasses with Tomaz Kozlevcar, Slovenian composer/arranger known
for his arrangement of Toto’s Africa, which has gained 11 million YouTube hits. Both groups participated
in this, and we were joined by members of the Josip Kaplan choir, other groups and members of the
public. We worked on group exercises, and split up to learn and perform several vocal arrangements - O
Happy Day, Africa and Jump.

The performances were great fun and individuals were invited to perform improvised solos with the
group providing back - well done to Luke Johnston, Ayman Osman and Jess Gillingwater for the terrific
freestyle solos!

Figure 8: Singing Africa in the VM Workshop
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Next up that evening was the main event of the festival – the Vocal Marathon, a 4 hour concert
featuring 25 minute sets from various a cappella groups including the Techtonics. With vociferous support
from IC Chamber Choir, the Techtonics sang their hearts out on top of the range sound equipment and
microphones.

Figure 9: Performing in the Vocal Marathon

We performed our own arrangements of This Love (Maroon 5), Dreadlock Holiday (10cc), House of the
Rising Sun (The Animals), Dock of the Bay (Otis Redding) and a Go Your Own Way mashup (Fleetwood
Mac). We like to think we brought the house down; many of the other groups came to tell us how much
they enjoyed our set. We finished the evening on our charter coach full of singers from all groups, singing
girl band tunes, The Lion Sleeps Tonight and a host of vocal favourites. Probably the most harmonious
vocal coach journey ever!

Figure 10: Group photo with ‘fii’, beatboxer extra-
ordinaire

THE highlight of the contest was the per-
formance of Austrian solo loop beatboxer ‘fii’
who blew the entire tour group away with his
range, personality and ability – his hit ‘Power
To The People’ got us all dancing, and did
the same to TV judges on German X Factor
3 weeks ago! Definitely worth checking out on
YouTube!

The final awards show of the competition fea-
tured each group performing a song for TV record-
ing, to be broadcast later in September – Techton-
ics reprised Dreadlock Holiday. In the end, compe-
tition results did not go our way, but we were up
against several professional and semi-professional
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groups with years more experience, and we were grateful for the experience and opportunity to perform
and interact with such fantastic vocal groups such as Lubricanti, Zuckerrohren, Cappella’A, the Slash,
Octachord, and Akvarel we have been invited back next year and who knows how much our game will
have risen by then!

Figure 11: Beach fun on the last day - where are all
the girls?

There was time for one final beach visit on the
Saturday, and one final night of partying with other
groups on a floating nightclub along the seafront,
before our weary trip back to London.

4 Tour logistics

4.1 Personnel

The original tour was planned for 25 full Union
members and 5 associate members. We had a take-
up of 25, including 1 Life member. We had two late
drop-outs to the tour from IC Chamber Choir, one
due to a medical injury (she is due to submit a
claim to IC travel insurance. We drafted in two
last-minute replacements 5 days before tour, for
a reduced tour cost per person. They were both
from Nottingham University but were not mem-
bers of the Union.

During the week, ICCC performed as a group of 16, with TTs a 10-piece ensemble. We were grateful
to ICCC member Phil de Grouchy for stepping in to the TTs, and having double the workload of singing
during the tour!

Figure 12: Inter-group love!

Both groups integrated well after a few
evenings. Having the extra personnel to carry
out publicity work for the other group was incred-
ibly helpful, given the difficulty to pre-publicise
our events before tour. It also ensured a de-
cent number of photos and videos could be taken
at each concert, which has been excellent for
Freshers’ Fair preparation. The two groups fin-
ished the final night on the tower of Trsat Castle
overlooking the Adriatic sea, singing each other’s
repertoire and reflecting on a great tour. We
can foresee some joint events at Imperial over
the coming year as both incoming committees
were present on tour and have got to know each
other.
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4.2 Krk hostel

Whilst in city Krk, we stayed in a Hostelling International accredited hostel named Krk Hostel. The
co-organiser of this tour made a £500 deposit payment 4 weeks before the tour, which the hostel owner
claimed to not have received. This prevented us from paying the balance before tour started as we
thought there might be a problem, and we fully expected to make a credit card payment upon arrival
at the hostel. However the hostel owner was extremely unprofessional, and did not have clear accounts
or credit card payment facilities. He waited until our departure day at the hostel to charge us the full
amount for the stay - we had to frog march him to his bank 40 minutes before our coach departure to
find that our deposit payment was there all along. Because of this trouble, we had asked selected senior
members of the group to withdraw the full amount of money in Croatian Kuna 2 hours before departure,
in case there was a problem with the deposit payment. As it turned out, we paid the remaining balance
at the hostel in cash and were left with a large sum of money (about £450) which each member would
have lost money on if we changed it back post tour. We took the decision to spend the money on the
tour and to reclaim the money through the Union, making up the deficit from extra contributions if needed.

Additionally, the hostel facilities were not in good condition. One set of bathrooms did not have
running taps, and the showers would flood after use. The hostel had only two other patrons other than
us, and most rooms unoccupied by us were sealed with police tape, with a letter notifying that it is an
arrest-able offence to enter these rooms. Many of the bunk beds did not have enough slats, which resulted
in one member of tour falling through the upper bunk (Figure 1) - thankfully without harming himself.
We would recommend any other ICU group not to stay at this hostel in the future should they visit City
Kirk.

4.3 Publicity

Extensive publicity for the Vocal Marathon competition was provided by the Vocal Marathon organising
team, who sent a team to film the Techtonics for a 30 second trailer before our TV competition. We were
very fortunate to have TV cameras filming us at all of our performances, with the details listed below:

• The details of the competition are available on http://www.vocalmarathon.com.

• Videos of ICCC at the opening joint concert can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=F1ptxALRF8I&t=2m26s

• A brief edit of the Vocal Marathon on 2nd September is at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

T3i0hc-t5IU&t=3m12s

• The TV Awards show for the Vocal Marathon on 2nd September, featuring the Techtonics singing
‘Dreadlock Holiday’ and the results of the Vocal Marathon, was broadcast on Croatian national TV
on HTV2 at 15:40 on Saturday 24th September 2011.

The Techtonics will be given a hard copy DVD of the entire Vocal Marathon after it is made.
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5 Finances

As tabled, with reference to notes:

Detail Unit Quantity Income Expenditure

Tour subs (basic) 175.00 2 350.00

Tour subs (full) 300.00 23 6900.00

Replacement tour subs 225.00 2 450.00

Union Tour subsidy 1307.65 1 1307.65

Techtonics subsidy 300.00 1 300.00

IC Chamber Choir 150.00 1 150.00

Vocal Marathon subsidy 325.16 1 325.16

Accommodation 121.09 25 3027.31

Tour stash 252.00 1 252.00

Flights 4889.47 1 4889.47

Domestic transport 1408.40 1 1408.40

Vocal Marathon workshop 16.26 25 406.50

Tour dinner subsidy 11.24 25 281.00

Misc expenses 25.44 1 25.44

Topup from group 20.00 25 500.00

Subtotal 10282.81 10290.12

• All figures given in GBP, with a conversion rate of 1GBP = 8.05 Kuna where appropriate

• Tour subs were £300 including flights, or £175 for those making own flight arrangements

• Income for tour subs includes deposits from those who didn’t make it on tour

• As a result of the incident in Krk hostel, we have asked all members of the tour to contribute an
extra £20, with any unpaid money to be underwritten by the respective group.

6 Summary

We believe that the tour was overall a success and in keeping with the aims and objectives of the society
and of the tour. There was an incident involving the hostel in Krk which marred our tour slightly and
resulted in us making a loss on the tour (including having to spend cash to subsidise the group on tour)
which has resulted in us requiring a top up contribution from the members. However this does not
detract from the fantastic time we had on tour, socialsing within the group, meeting and learning from
professional singers and improving our own sound. We have been invited back for next year’s Festival -
time will tell whether we will make a return to the sunny shores of the Adriatic!
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Tour Report: Summer Tour 2011 

Destination: Norway 

Derfogail Delcassian, ICCC President 2011-2012 
  



Logistics  
Dates 

15.7.2011- 31.7.2011 

Attendance 

Full Members: Alistair Cott , Alby Roseveare, Colm Hartigan, Alex Robinson, Will Eldred, Tom 
Haywood, Ralph Evins, Gabriel Mecklenburg, Natalie Staffurth, Tom Leeman, Derfogail Delcassian 

Life Members: Rob McRae, Rik Williams 

Non-members: Tim Lamb, William Raffiki, Rachael Spanton 

Aims and Objectives – To prove Norway isn’t just for gnarly boaters! 
The main objective of the tour was to run the world’s first ever (we think) club trip to Norway and 
paddle a good selection of grade 3/4/5 rivers, suited to the range of abilities within the group. 
Norway has a name for being a hard-core location for hard-core paddlers due to the quality and size 
of white water rivers available, but often overlooked is the scope for more intermediate paddling 
opportunities – we wanted to take advantage of these and prove to developing and intermediate 
paddlers that Norway isn’t just for pros! 

Trip Outline 
8 members of the club met at stores on Friday afternoon and left South Ken by 1700 in the minibus 
packed with all the kit and 12 boats. A further 4 drove in a private car and the other 4 arranged 
flights out and hired a car whilst there. After catching the ferry from Dover to France we drove 
through northern Europe (30 hours with 5 drivers) until we reached our destination of the Sjoa 
region of Norway (central) where everyone re-grouped and began the tour proper.  

Sjoa 
We found a free camping spot on the 
riverside of the Lagan which became 
our first base for 4 nights. Our time in 
Sjoa mostly consisted of warm-up runs 
and practicing some basic safety skills 
(safe swimming techniques and rope 
work) to ensure everyone felt 
comfortable with the scale of water 
and surroundings – rivers in Norway 
tend to be much larger in volume than 
others most of the club have paddled in 
the UK and therefore take some time 
getting used to. The first warm up 
section we did was the Lagon ‘warm-
up’ run – a large volume but friendly 



grade 2 section of river with some nice waves – for which the get-out was at our camping spot. 
Members who had been on safety and rescue courses (most) got some throw lines out and carried 
out a safety practise session, ensuring everyone knew how to use a line and swim safely through 
white water.  

The next day we paddled the Sjoa play-run – a classic grade 3 run and ideal for introducing people to 
large volume paddling. Everyone ran the grade 4 feature – the ‘washing machine’ – at the bottom of 
the section with varying success but after a swift and well organised rescue all kit was collected. 

Some of the more experienced members of the 
group went on to paddle the Amot Gorge 
section (grade 4) with other paddlers who we 
met at the get-out of the play-run.  

Over the next couple of days we did another few 
runs of the play-run and ventured to near the 
source of the river to do the upper section of the 
Sjoa- another wide and slower moving section 
which was ideal for skills practise and photo 
opportunities. The family run of the Lagan was 
also paddled – again a nice grade 3 section with 
some play-waves on the way down. 

Whilst in Sjoa we also enjoyed a trip to the 
famous ‘old man shop’, where we purchased a stuffed mongoose (which came to become the club 
mascot) and had our first experiences of the high quality Norwegian delicacy – the ‘Polser’. Wild 
camping, and all the associated paraphernalia, was an immediate hit for those who had not had the 
pleasure of experiencing the joys before. 

Ostri 
From Sjoa we drove north to Lom where, after stopping at the famous bakery to enjoy the view and 
an oaty biscuit, drove up the Bovra to inspect the water levels. We decided to leave it for another 
day and continued up to our campsite in the woods on the banks of the Ostri.  

After dropping off our kit we all got on and paddled down the family-run section – a good run which 
towards the bottom split into a number of tree-lined small rivers which were fun to navigate.  A 
selection of people (6) paddled the upper section leading from the lake at the top. The level turned 
out to be higher than initially expected, resulting in one of the party taking a swim and walking out 
with no injuries. Chase boating commenced and the boat was recovered (unfortunately not the 
paddle). All enjoyed a dinner of whole salmon cooked on the campfire with cheap German ‘Schloss’ 
(beer) to wash it down.  

The next morning we paddled the family run again, in hope of spotting a moose (which had been 
seen the day before) and continued out journey north to Valdal in the bus. 

  



Valdal 
After a long drive with stunning scenery and long roads hugging the 
cliffs above Fjords we arrived in Valdal and found another campsite, 
again on a riverside, this time on the Valdolla. It’s worth noting that 
this was the first campsite we paid for – with a high price of €1 per 
person per night!  

The next morning we ran the middle section of the Valdolla - a fairly 
continuous grade 3/4 section of fast flowing whitewater with many 
notable features. A huge portage faff ensued to avoid the only grade 
5 feature on the river after which we continued down to the get-out. 
Half the group continued down the river (now the lower section, 
grade 2) which led into the huge Storfjord whilst the rest of the 
group borrowed a power socket in a local rafting centre to weld a 
couple of the boats which had taken a few big hits.  

Early the next morning some of the keenos 
paddled the middle section again (whilst 
others enjoyed freezing but liberating river 
showers) before we all drove to the upper 
section (grade 4) and most paddled a 
stunning section of water, above the tree 
line and surrounded by glaciers and 
mountain ridges. Made up mostly of long 
slides and clean drops this section was loved 
by all and was rounded off by a spectacular 
location for the club’s first naked centre fold 
picture (Felix watch this space). We 
continued our journey across Norway heading to the Rauma. 

Rauma 
We arrived at the Rauma to find it at a very high level. The upper section is a grade 4/5 pool drop 
however some of the drops are relatively easy and all have very large pools at the bottom to rescue 
people and kit. With this in mind we put on with the entire group to give everyone a go at some 
more difficult stuff. The first rapid however was a deemed above the level of the group so only a few 
of the more experienced members ran it with varying success. Everyone had a cracking time and 
Tom was on fire with the throw line, roping everyone out of the river after a slightly sticky hole. 
There was a really good swim to win attitude on the river and everyone arrived back at the campsite 
wet but with big smiles. Once back at the campsite the civil engineers engaged in some serious tarp 
erecting to keep us all dry.  

Driva 
On the way to Hedmark we stopped in Oppdal to visit an awesome outdoors shop called Vertical 
Playground. We then headed for the local rafting run on the Driva. Will had run this section two 
years before and remembered it as a very scenic float. However on arriving at the river it was clear 
that the levels were a lot higher and the water, rather than clear and blue, was angry and brown. We 



therefore approached with caution and the first two groups set off. Will, Rik and Colm then sat and 
waited for Ali and Rob to run the shuttle. And they waited. Eventually Ali returned to report that Rob 
had driven into a ditch and was awaiting the Norwegian equivalent of the RAC. Will, Rik and Colm 
therefore set off while Ali drove back to the get on to see how Rob was getting on.  

Having set off an hour after the others, they rounded the second bend and saw some of the others 
paddling into the next rapid. After inspecting they ran the rapid and caught up with the others who 
had got out at a bridge. It seemed that as the river was a little too pushy they had got out at the 
bridge and sent Alby and Ralph to head downstream to find the bus. Everyone had a rather steamy 
couple of hours in group shelters before Alby and Ralph returned. As they had been unable to find 
the rather well hidden takeout Will, Tom, Tom and Alex decided to mission down to the takeout and 
get the bus to drive up. An exciting hour later after paddling through stunning gorges we arrived at 
the takeout to find the bus and Rob’s recently rescued car. After rescuing the others from their 
group shelters we camped the night in a forest, and headed to Hedmark early the next morning. 

Hedmark 
As we searched for a campsite in 
Hedmark we ran into several 
reindeer (figuratively speaking) and 
stopped to take pictures. We then 
found an awesome campsite next to 
a stunning lake. There was a nice 
little grade 3 section running into the 
lake which a few people ran while 
the others set up camp. 

The next day we ran the Fermund 
section of the Trysilelva which turned 
out to be a nice bouncy grade 3 and 
we had some rolling practice at the 
bottom. 

We then found a campsite near the Atna River.  

That afternoon a few people with Tom’s friend Nathan headed to the Setninga; a 15km 
continuous grade 4, the club stayed in Hedmark. Unfortunately Will cut his chin and thumb and 
decided to get off. The others finished the river while Will was attended too. 

The next day everyone headed down the Atna from the campsite and had an eventful run with a few 
comedy swims.  

At the campsite was a newly constructed fishing lean-to and with the help of a tarp and some hot 
rocks from the fire we had a working sauna/steam room. After a long sauna session, punctuated 
with running into the river, everyone headed to bed.  



The Drive Home 
Everyone got up, packed the bus, and started the epic drive back. After a long drive involving driving 
the wrong way for a few hours we arrived in 
Bruges. We were then told we couldn’t kayak 
through the city centre so most people went site 
seeing while the others paddled around the canals 
outside the city centre and even tried a bit of 
windmill boating. The drive then continued 
uneventfully to Calais and finally South Kensington. 

Financial Breakdown 
Contributions for the Norway trip were received from Imperial College Union and the RCC C&S 
Board. £416 was contributed from the Union, which went towards the minibus hire (Total cost 
£532). Additionally, a contribution of £45 from the RCC C&S Board went towards the RAC European 
travel insurance (Total cost £50). All other funding from the trip was made by private support from 
members of the club. Costs of the trip overall were kept to a minimum by economical travel and 
accommodation expenditure (wild camping in most locations); total trip cost per person (including 
all food, transport and accommodation) came to £278 (approx. £70 food, approx. £200 transport). 

 

Conclusions 
Overall the trip was a great success. We achieved our main objectives of exploring a fantastic 
selection of rivers for all abilities and ran the first ever documented club trip to Norway. We paddled 
in a good number of regions across the country to experience different river types and hunted out 
something for everyone. Each member of the group noticeably improved their paddling ability over 
the tour and had a good time snuggling up with mother nature and wild camping for 2 weeks. 
Unfortunately, some of the kit was lost (1 set of club paddles and 2 sets of personal paddles) and we 
incurred some damage to club boats, this was primarily due to the nature of the trip 
(intermediate/advanced paddling in White Water) and all situations were handled quickly, efficiently 
and safely by our trained members. In summary the trip achieved its main objectives and the visit to 
Norway was hugely successful.  
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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

From 15th July-14th August 2011, 20 ICCC cavers went on the Izgubljeni Raj
('Paradise Lost' in Slovene) expedition to Tolmin, Slovenia for periods of be-
tween 1 and 4 weeks for our summer tour. The aim was to explore the caves
in the area around Tolminski Migovec; in particular, the Vrtnarija cave system.
To this end, an underground camp was set up at -550m in Vrtnarija to facilitate
deep exploration. A total of 15 ICCC cavers camped underground, including
3 �rst-time expedition cavers, 2 of which had only been caving for less than a
year! They were also joined by 7 Slovene cavers from the local JSPDT club.

Exploration-wise, the expedition was a resounding success, with 2.229km of new
passage discovered and surveyed in the Vrtnarija system. 81m of depth was also
added, taking Vrtnarija to 11025km long and 888m deep.

In addition to camping trips in Vrtnarija, a large number of day trips were also
undertaken; this included shaft-bashing in search of new cave entrances, and
'tourist trips' to introduce less experienced members to alpine caving and other
caves previously discovered by the club.

ICCC will look to return in 2012, as there are still many leads in Vrtnarija
that have to be pushed, including a couple of very exciting ones that look to be
heading into blank mountain.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The main aim of the expedition was to give members a chance to discover
completely new cave, and to practise techniques such as bolting and surveying
that are exclusive to exploratory caving, all things which the club cannot do
here in the UK.

In that respect, the expedition was extremely successful. As a club, we found an
amazing amount of cave � making it one of the most successful UK expeditions
in the year. Perhaps more meaningfully, exploration and deep caving was not
restricted to a select few experienced cavers. On the contrary, even members
out on their �rst expedition camped underground and discovered new cave.

2 Expedition diary

15th-16th July Spent the afternoon packing the minibus: 18 green crates,
4 large barrels, 20 Daren drums, over 1km of rope and 15 sets of caving and
camping gear all somehow found their way onto the van. Left Beit Quad around
7:30pm. Arrived in Tolmin, Slovenia after 24 hours on the road, travel weary
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but nontheless glad to be back in Tolmin and excited at the prospect of �nding
yet more cave on Migovec. Pizza for dinner, or as Myles warned the freshers,
�the best meal you'll have for a month!�

Figure 1: Unpacking the van at Ravne

17th July 6am alpine start. Half asleep, the �rst wave of cavers trundled up
to Ravne (altitude ~920m) in the minibus, the end of the road and the start of
the walk up to the plateau (altitude ~1850m) on which we would camp for the
next four weeks. We unloaded the minibus, storing our many crates and barrels
of food, camping and caving gear in a barn, the use of which was generously
granted to us by the Koblucar family.

We spent the rest of the day doing 'carries', with the too-keen transporting two
loads up the mountain. Despite being tired and wet from the carries, spirits
were high as the old hands got reacquainted with the bivi (a shakehole where
all the communal activity such as cooking takes place), and the �rst timers
were introduced to the delights of the 'Shit Pit' and 'Sunset Spot'... Migovec
welcomed us back in its own special way, with a proper electric storm overnight.
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Figure 2: Bivi life

18th-19th July Carries all round. String marking the route to cave entrance
laid, and the entrance series was rigged by Jarv and Jan. Only a few days in, but
the bivi already felt like home. Rain, clag and thunderstorms were the default
weather conditions.

Figure 3: Underground camp at -550m
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20th-21st July Carries continued, as they did throughout the expedition,
but the caving also began in earnest. Tetley took Jonny on a bounce trip to
the top of Tessellator (~220m underground) to get used to alpine caving and
dump tackle. A four man team consisting of Jan, Jarv, Myles and Clare rigged
the rest of the route to camp, set up Camp X-Ray, our underground camp at
-550m, and spent the night underground.

The �rst little lead was pushed by Jarv and Jan the following day; only a small
trip but more importantly, they con�rmed that Serpentine goes!

22nd July Tetley and Jonny headed underground on a 3 night camp. With
Jonny happily installed at underground camp, listening to Blackadder on the
underground sound system, Tetley successfully rebolted Zimmer, a 50m pitch
just before camp, to achieve a drier hang.

Figure 4: Snow on Migovec!

23rd-24th July 48 hours of incessant rain was rounded o� by a snow storm
overnight, scuppering all plans to go caving. Tarps (for collecting rainwater)
collapsed under the weight of the snow! Multiple layers of clothing mandatory
to ward o� the cold and wet. Spirits remained surprisingly high, despite the
snowpocalypse..

Underground, Tetley and Jonny pushed an exciting lead o� Kamikaze, found
by Dave W. on last year's expedition. They found about 75m of passage and
named it the Red Baron, stopping at a traverse over a pit for the next team to
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push. They were then hit by the �ood pulse from the surface, and were con�ned
to camp for 36 hours. Somewhat counterintuitively, the surplus of provisions
and entertainment options (we have a small Dingoo video player and a sound
system) at camp meant that they were actually the most comfortable people
on/in the mountain that night!

25th July-7th August 2011

Figure 5: Pushing underground

Pushing various leads in the Vrtnarija system was the main thrust of caving
activity, and a continuous rotation of cavers kept underground camp busy. The
Kamikaze extensions were one of the most exciting leads and rightly received
a lot of attention. Picking up where Tetley and Jonny left o�, Jarv and Clare
bolted across the traverse to �nd about 200m of huge boulder-strewn phreatic
passage, naming it the Throne Room. Next, Jan and Kate completed an im-
pressive bolt climb to a window in the Throne Room to �nd yet more horizontal
passage, Amazing Grace � so named because that was what Kate was learning
to play on the harmonica while Jan was bolting! Tetley and Clare followed,
digging through an easy boulder choke to �nd the Magic Dragon, replete with
beautiful calcite crystals on the walls and �oors of what was obviously an old
fossil streamway. An extremely muddy pitch (later measured to be 69m) was the
next obstacle to be overcome. This was the triumph of persistence and team-
work, for it took no less than 3 separate trips (Jarv and Dan, Jana and Gergely,
Izi and Gergely) and 18 bolts to successfully bottom it. Below, Izi and Gergely
were justly rewarded with almost 500m of horizontal passage, Lost Miles and
Penitence (leaving the survey book behind on their way back to camp, hence
the names). Finally, Tetley and Clare dug through another choke at the end of
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Penitence to �nd Salvation, which ends with a draughting squeeze, a lead left
for next year's team.

Figure 6: Getting ready to go caving

Another major section of the cave pushed was an active cascade series below
Insomnia (-802m), at the very bottom of the system. This series, called Day-
dreamers, was pushed by Tetley and Clare on two separate trips. It follows the
streamway through rift passage, periodically punctuated by a short drops which
had to be bolted and rigged. The last pitch dropped turned out to be a blind
pitch, with the water disappearing down a 10cm-wide rift with no possible way
for humans to follow. A dry bypass was sought at the top of the pitch, and this
abandoned bedding plane level was called the Penguin's Egg. Soon after, Frat-
nik, Jim E. and Jarv followed and extended the bypass, but eventually found it
to close down into a too-narrow rift, despite the sound of water nearby. This is
the deepest point of the cave at -888m and was named Winter Journey.

Two leads o� the Serpentine series was also pushed. Below the �rst pitch in the
series, Izi and Samo successfully completed a climb to uncover a pitch series,
Let Na Drugi Svet. This was subsequently pushed by Tjasa and Grega, Karin
and Samo, and Tjasa and Eric. The streamway is active with wet pitches and
beautiful rift passage, and was left with an open lead. The other lead was
the continuation of the main Serpentine series. Jarv and Jan pushed a short
pitch, followed by Jarv and Clare, who dropped a few more pitches to �nd the
water disappearing into cracks in the �oor of a chamber. Iron stained straws
were also found in this chamber � our �rst straws in the cave! A dry bypass
was successfully sought, and the water was rejoined. More classic clean-washed
streamway led to the start of a big pitch series, pushed by Myles and Mike F.,
Jarv and Dan and Jarv and Jim. On the last pushing trip, the pitch looked like
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it was going to connect and drop into the Republika chamber, though Jarv and
Jim were forced to turn around as they got too cold and wet.

Figure 7: Kate waiting while Jan puts in bolts

Work was also done in a few other parts of the system, including a successful
breakthrough dig in Friendship Gallery by Jana and Gergely to gain a pitch,
subsequently dropped by Mike and Ari. The passage continues below. Gergely
and Izi also attempted an ambitious bolt climb in the Queen's Bedchamber, but
was unable to get past a muddy band of rock despite their best e�orts. Jan
and Kate traversed to a window in halfway down Cheetah pitch, but found it
to close down. Finally, Dave and Jonny had a look at a huge window partway
down Big Rock Candy Mountain, and found it to be a completely seperate pitch,
the dimensions of which dwarf the already impressive Big Rock! This is very
exciting, and de�nitely demands another look next expedition.

Apart from camping trips, many day trips also took place. Though some of
these were 'tourist' trips (i.e. no exploration), they were nonetheless important
as it served as good training for the less experienced and gave newcomers to Mig
to get a feel for the caves in the area as a whole, and not just con�ne themselves
to Vrtnarija. For example, Kate and Nia visited M16 to Hotline; Tetley, Jonny,
Clare and Matej went on a Mig classic to Bikini Carwash in the Sistem (via
M16); Dave and Nia had a look at M17, the ice cave, and subsequently, the
Sistem; Izi and Antonio, and Kate and Nia also had some enjoyable trips down
Vrtnarija.

Some shaft-bashing by Jana and Tjasa also took place despite unconducive
weather conditions. They explored a cave near M4, �nding it to be a possibly
worth more attention in future expeditions.
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8th-9th August Another 48-hour spell of continuous rain disrupted caving
plans again. This time, Eric and Tjasa were stranded at camp while the rest of
the expedition resigned themselves to deep fried poppadoms and prawn crackers
in the bivi. We were worried that it would a�ect the derigging plan, but the
weather cleared at the last minute and it proceeded as planned. Tetley and
Gergely formed the advance team, going down �rst to make sure Eric and Tjasa
were alright and to pack the bags. Dave, Izi, Jana, Karin, Kate, Clare and
Jonny then followed in waves to take the bags out of the cave. Jarv was the
designated derigger, removing all the metalwork and pulling all the ropes to the
top of pitches to prevent damage by water � a tedious task that only saw him
exit the cave at 5am!

Figure 8: Last night on the mountain
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Figure 9: Packing up the bivi

10th-11th August Following the cave derig, we proceeded to derig the bivi/mountain.
Carries of rubbish, personal and communal gear down the mountain, and the
last carries of food up the mountain for storage over winter. Pots and pans
were �nally scrubbed clean, food and equipment were sealed in big blue barrels
and Daren drums, solar panel packed away, tarps dismantled... until the only
evidence that the bivi wasn't just another shakehole amongst the many that dot
the plateau was the stone circle and table.

Figure 10: Goodbye for another year...
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Figure 11: End of expo party by the Tolminka river

12th August Our 'fuck up' day, which we thankfully didn't need, became our
rest day instead. Some obligatory packing for the journey home, but otherwise
everyone was free to do what they pleased down in Tolmin. Swims in the Soca,
lazing in the sun, ice creams at Bar Paradiso... In the evening we enjoyed our
traditional end of expo party with the JSPDT by the river. They generously
provided the food and drink, which was extremely delicious. It was also Janet's
birthday, which we celebrated with no fewer than 4 cakes.
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Figure 12: Last meal at the pizzeria in Tolmin

13th-14th August One last afternoon by the river and pizza at the pizzeria
before it was time for the minibus to begin its 24 hour journey home. Arrived
safely in London, unpacked the many rucksacks, crates, barrels and drums,
before heading home for a well-earned rest.

3 Summary of Accounts

Outgoings Amount

Travel (Minibus hire and fuel costs) ¿1,834.77
Food ¿1,832.69

Camp expenses (Bivi and underground camp) ¿911.28
Caving equipment ¿2,142.86
Miscellaneous ¿92.93

Total ¿6,815.18

Income Amount

Ghar Parau Foundation grant ¿750.00
Union subsidy ¿346.58

Wilhelm Putick Prize (for best exploration in 2010) ¿333.93
Members contributions ¿5,384.67

Total ¿6,815.18
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4 Personal stories

4.1 Clare Tan describes a typical caving trip on expedition

Morning. The weather was glorious: the sun was shining, and the sky more
blue than white � both rarities on this expedition. I knew there was heavy rain
forecast for the next few days, but for now, I sat on the outcrop of limestone
outside my tent, relishing the warmth of the sun's rays on my cheeks.

Soon my need for my morning cup of tea became too great to ignore and I
ambled to the bivi, the shakehole that I'd already come to love and see as home
in a scant three weeks. This early in the morning, the bivi was still relatively
quiet as the masses snoozed in their tents, though Tetley and Dan already had
the volcano kettle going � perfect.

Brew in hand, I settled myself onto a `McGowan' (sofas made of dwarf pine
needles wrapped in tarp material) as talk naturally turned to people's plans for
the day.

�Samo's in a pretty bad shape, but I think I've managed to persuade him to go
down with me,� said Tetley. They'd made plans to push Daydreamers, an active
cascade series at the very bottom of Vrtnarija, but Samo had been a touch too
liberal with the vino the night before. �I messed up last night,� he continued,
frustrated. �All I had to say to him was `Be Ready', before I went to bed...�

Sure enough, it wasn't long before Samo staggered into the bivi, looking like
he'd seen better days.

�Maybe we could go tomorrow instead. I'll be ready then,� Samo suggested.

�Nah, I want to go caving today...�

Dan and I looked on in amusement. However, when a couple of mugs of tea
did little to alleviate his hangover, it soon became clear that Samo wasn't in �t
enough state to go pushing at -850m in the next few hours.

�Maybe...� Tetley began, in a tone of voice I've grown to be wary of, �maybe
I could go down with Clare today, push Daydreamers, then you and Karin can
come down together tomorrow to meet us at camp, and we can swap partners?
Of course, I haven't even discussed any of this with Clare yet...�

�Yeah!�, I nod, eyebrows raised.

Then Samo voiced his agreement, and it was up to me. I hesitated; I'd already
made plans for a fun, relaxing jolly to Pico with Kate and Nia... and Tetley's
proposal was a trip of a very di�erent nature indeed. But the cave was calling.
I thought of the lead we'd left in Daydreamers on our previous trip, the promise
of extra depth, the uncertainty of what we'd �nd below the next pitch... And
I was all too aware, as I am sure Tet was too, that this might well be the last
opportunity of the expedition to push the deep stu� � the Republika streamway
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and the Insomnia/Daydreamers series below it are not places you want to be
when the �ood pulse hits. I looked out of the bivi to the same blue sky and
bright sun I woke up to. Fuck pleasant bimbles, I thought, I'm going down.

�When do you want to leave?�

�As soon as possible,� the Sly One grinned back. It crossed my mind that he
knew I couldn't have said no.

And so, by sheer serendipity, utter jamminess of being in a particular place at
a particular time, I found myself on yet another storming camping trip. It's
interesting how much chance a�ects who you cave with and which trips you do.
Neither of us had planned to cave with the other again this expedition, and
yet here we were, at the entrance to Vrtnarija, ready to face the darkness once
more.

�Well,� one of us said, �here we go again.�

Tetley in front, we both danced down the pitches, comfortable with the pace,
knowing where to place our feet at each rebelay and the little quirks of each pitch
head. I savoured the rare feeling of competence; the back and forth of �rope
free!� and �okay!� that I'd come to associate with expedition caving. Innocuous
though it may seem, I remember thinking: this is one of the reasons why I love
caving.

We soon reached camp, and there we shared a congratulatory brew with Gergely
and Izi, who had just pushed 500m of storming horizontal passage (below Stuck
in Paradise). We chatted excitedly about the new leads for a while, but we were
on a mission and time was ticking...

Once we �nished packing our tacklesacks for the second half of our journey, we
bid them goodbye and set o�. The deep, horizontal stu� below Big Rock Candy
Mountain has some of my favourite caving in the system. Not unlike Welsh
caving at its best, the meandering rift passages of Highway 32, or labyrinthine
tunnels of the Leprechaun series possess a distinct, individual beauty; its exis-
tence alone this deep in an alpine cave system is incredible.

We nipped along the passage, familiarity making the journey pleasant. Before
long we were back at Republika, then Insomnia, and �nally the cascades of
Daydreamers. I love returning to little bits of cave I've pushed. It was wetter
than before, but the water levels were still safe enough � nonetheless, we kept
a watchful eye on it throughout the trip. We established `base camp' in a little
sandy alcove, picking up a bottle of meths and a mess tin along the way �
remnants of a sneaky little outpost that Tetley and Samo set up in Republika
2 years prior.

Tetley started bolting the pitch, and serenaded by the �tap, tap, tap� of hammer
against driver, I busied myself heating up a tin of tuna with the meths, and
brought out the slices of fresh bread, transported carefully down in a Daren
drum.
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�Would you like the sandwich there, or are you coming back here to eat?� I
shouted down the passage.

�Here, please!�

So there we were, 840m underground. Myself, clipped into the traverse line, legs
dangling over the lip of the pitch, and Tetley, a metre below me, swinging about
on the rope midway through his second bolt, each enjoying a hot tuna sandwich.
And what a sandwich it was! What luxury! Princes Tuna in Sun�ower Oil, king
of all underground edible matter...

Then � �Do you think you could roll me a fag?�

�Sure. Well, I'll try my best...� Unbidden, the memory of Myles prophesying
that rolling is a life skill that will one day come in handy came to me... Don't
drop the bag, don't drop the bag, I told myself. I knew Tet would kill me if I
lost his baccy. I rolled a passable cigarette, lit it, and he disappeared down the
pitch. I, of course, followed.

Daydreamers continued in the same vein for a while, short 5-15m cascade pitches
which we took turns bolting. How it teased us! Would it go? Would it sump?
Never knowing what exactly we'll �nd around the corner, a thrill of exploratory
caving I doubt I'll ever grow tired of. Eventually, the last pitch we dropped
turned out to be a blind one. The water gurgled mockingly into a 10cm-wide,
angled bedding plane rift, and we were unable to follow it.

I couldn't help but feel a little disappointed, suddenly becoming more aware of
how cold it was... Camp X-Ray and hot, sugary tea seemed far away. Tetley,
perhaps sensing my de�ation, o�ered some consolation, �Don't worry, we'll �nd
a bypass!�

I grinned back. This was still a stonking good trip, regardless.

�On station!� We began to survey.

Though our callout was beckoning and we still had surveying to complete, we
knew we couldn't leave a quasi-lead hanging like this, not when the pushing
front was so far from camp. So we pushed on through an old fossil level that
continued above the blind pitch, which I'd explored brie�y while Tetley was
bolting earlier. It didn't look too promising, but it kept going, so we went with
it. With each metre gained in the abandoned bedding plane, I allowed myself
to hope a little more. But the higher one's hopes, correspondingly, the greater
one's fear of killing the lead. Such is the paradox of deep cave exploration. It
is both a blessing and a curse, and I would not change it for the world.

Finally, we got to a roomy chamber with the unmistakable rumble of water in
the distance. I �ashed Tetley what I'm sure was a jubilant grin. It seemed as
good a lead as any to leave; we shook hands, and the whole dry series we named
the Penguin's Egg, for `if you march your winter journeys, you will have your

reward, so long as all you want is a penguin's egg.'
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4.2 Jonathan Hardman, a �rst year caver, writes about

his �rst expedition

It had been less than a year since I had embarked on my �rst trip in a cave. I had
emerged from OFD thrilled by but following a less enjoyable trip in Yorkshire
that had knocked my con�dence slightly I had been apprehensive to accept a
place on the trip to Slovenia. After being convinced to come on another caving
trip I found myself hooked and it was with a nervous excitement I looked forward
to the expedition, unsure of what to expect.

After a week of �nal preparations -unfortunately I was absent for most of them-
we loaded the university minibus full of crates of food and caving gear and left
London on the 15th of July and, departing across the English channel, I watched
the sun set over the white cli�s of Dover: it �nally seemed like the expedition
had begun.

Unfortunately, not all of the sights to be seen on the drive to Slovenia were so ro-
mantic. The van sped through Belgium and Luxembourg before the monotonous
Autobahn provided an apt lesson in `how to fall asleep in uncomfortable posi-
tions.' Despite the long journey time (roughly 24 hours), it didn't seem like
all that long before we arrived in Slovenia where the scenery took a turn for
the more dramatic. Upon crossing the border we were at once surrounded by
dramatic mountains cut through by rivers of striking turquoise: our home for
the next month.

Arriving in Tolmin - the local town and `base of operations' if you will - we were
greeted by three more members of the expedition and a sweet can of Lasko, the
local beer, at the �at of James �Tetley� Hooper. Already dark we headed to the
local pizzeria, an ICCC staple in Slovenia, and listened to the older members of
the group exchange stories of various caving trips that had taken place within
the mountain. I listened intently, �lled with excitement and trepidation knowing
that soon, I could be seeing the vast cavernous pitches that apparently dwarfed
anything I had seen in the UK, the thoughts of which ensured I had a restless
sleep that night.

The �rst task that was to be faced was the setting up of a camp on top of the
mountain. The supplies that we had stocked the van up with before leaving
London had to be carried up the mountain for use and the only viable way of
doing this was by loading up our rucksacks and carrying the loads up ourselves.
To make this a little easier, we drove an hour outside of Tolmin up some precar-
ious mountain roads - special mention to the drivers who did an excellent job
- to the small village of Tolminski Ravne. Here we were greeted by the Skalar
family who allowed us to use their barn to store our supplies in. The family
were, like almost every Slovenian I met, very welcoming and greeted us with
a strong co�ee to waken us up for the carries and a shot of ºganje , a spirit
fermented from pears. With my body now trying to �gure out what the hell I
had just drunk we unloaded the van and, for the �rst time loaded our rucksacks
under the shadow of Migovec for the �rst carry.
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The carries up took roughly thee hours to (by the end of the expedition) two
hours for myself and, as perverted as it may seem, I really enjoyed them. The
�rst half of the carries were, to be honest, fairly uninspiring as the path ascended
quite steeply through a forest towards the tree line. On hot days, this section
seemed to drag on but once a few carries were out of the way and all the
shortcuts learnt it was possible to briskly trudge through the steeper sections
and enjoy the more level sections and the breaks they provided. Upon exiting
the tree-line the passing hiker is greeted by three shepherd huts. This made a
sensible halfway home from Ravne and was also a welcome drinks break.The
next section of the hike was much more spectacular and enjoyable. A group
of zig-zagging bends lead up to a path that then curves round the side of the
mountain, negotiating a couple of quite tiring scree-slopes. Below the raw a
river can be heard as it descends into the Tolmin valley whilst the mountain
Krn - the site of a front in WW1- rears imposingly out of the other side of the
valley. After negotiating round the back of Migovec the portal was eventually
reached. Quite simply, this was the point that, upon crossing, lead into the
Migovec Plateau: the site of our camp.

Stepping through the portal for the �rst time I was excited to �nally see the
Bivouac where we would set up camp, a site I had repeatedly read about in
previous expedition reports. I would say that it immediately felt like home but,
really, when I arrived it was just a fairly unassuming rock bridge that was yet
to be set up as camp. After having a break and enlisting some help to setup the
tent I would be sleeping in, I was given a guided tour of the plateau and then
headed down the mountain to embark on the second carry of the day.

Returning to the Bivi it felt more like home with more people occupying it
and with many more supplies laying strewn across it's �oor. Already, however,
it had begun to rain quite heavily on the plateau. The expedition sat for a
while, as we ate our fondly named `slop' (although it was anything but; we ate
very well most of the time on the plateau) and exchanged stories and plans
whilst warming ourselves up with whiskey. It wasn't long before I retired to the
comfort of the tent I was staying in, nicknamed the Casino for it's large size that
can accommodate card games. Upon �nding sleep I was awakened at around
One O'clock in the morning by the sound of thunder and heavy rain pounding
the side of our tent. Feeling quite exposed being so high up on the mountain
I lay still, wide-awake, listening to the thunder move closer and closer to our
position. It wasn't too long before I heard the zip of our tent �y open as Kate-
another fellow undergraduate- �ew into the Casino. Having been convinced to
pitch her tent on a stretch of ground that she would later �nd out was called
lightening ridge she was understandably nervous and so, came to ours for some
comfort. It also became apparent that we had all been awake and, after some
joking about the storm, I settled down and fell into a deep sleep.

Over the next few days we continued with the carries yet moral seemed to be
rather low after the storm and the soaking of peoples equipment and tents that
came with it (I learnt quickly it's never a smart idea to leave books in the porch
of the tent overnight). Slowly and sombrely, the more experienced cavers began
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to move underground and rig the cave. It was prior to the rigging of camp that
one of the older cavers o�ered to take me underground in Slovenia for the �rst
time.

The caver in question was Tetley, somebody I had been caving with once before
in the Mendips. The cave in question was Swildon's hole and, as such, he had
no idea if I was any good at SRT and had to place a lot of faith in me not to do
anything stupid. I, on the other hand, had a lot of trust in him knowing that he
had a lot of caving experience having been on the expedition for around 10 year
prior to that attending the Oxford expeditions in the Picos. He did, however,
seem slightly mad but that only added to the sense of adventure.

The cave that we were to be surveying this year had once been known as `Ben's
Crap Lead' but was renamed to `Vrtnarija' (meaning Gardener's World) when
the cave went big upon the discovery of a 60m pitch named Pico. Since the
initial years of discovery the cave had now reached a length of 8776m and a
depth of 877m and had presented a number of exciting potential leads for the
expedition. My trip was a much more pedestrian a�air that was to take me
to the top of a pitch named Tesselator, just over 200m down. To me this was
no laughing matter. Prior to Slovenia I had acquired limited SRT experience
to put it lightly. The three trips I had been on that contained SRT, moreover,
had also not been very deep. Finally, I hadn't necessarily performed very well
and wasn't very con�dent. In the grand scheme of things, the trip was merely
a brief peak into the entrance series of the cave; for me it was already deeper
than I had ever been containing more re-belays and deviations than I had seen
throughout the whole year in the UK.

Descending down the �rst few pitches I felt fairly rusty as I bumbled through the
cave yet, despite this, I felt at ease with my SRT, certain that I could make it
up and down the rope safely, if not e�ciently. Descending through the entrance
series I had the opportunity to make a mess of my �rst attempt at putting a bolt
in which gave me my �rst glimpse at the patience needed for expedition caving
(even if it was only one bolt). Otherwise, the cave was fairly unassuming until
I arrived at the �rst large(ish) pitch named Laurel. Descending �rst, Tetley
told me to watch out for an annoying deviation and descended down the pitch.
Soon after I heard him call out from the dark, �JOONNYY!! I'VE GOT THE
FEEAARR!� followed by his unmistakable giggle. Wondering what was down
there I descended down the pitch passing the deviation with a small amount of
annoyance and reached the re-belay he was talking about. Walking out onto a
rock bridge below me there was a large drop leading to a ledge about 30m down.
Head to the edge of the rock ledge, safely secured by my cowstails I clipped onto
the rope with my descender, knees shaking and descended down to the ledge. I
must have arrived at the bottom beaming. Despite the descent becoming `just
another pitch' by the end of the expedition it had given me my �rst taste of the
large drops and exposure that made Slovenia so di�erent from the UK- I was
hooked.

The next set of pitches was known as the Urinal Series, much smaller in scale
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yet much more annoying due to their awkward pitch heads. Not being the most
graceful of cave-goers I went for the questionable technique of pushing my way
through the tighter pitches despite being warned about the sharp rock that is
to be found in caves not worn down by generations of cavers (this would later
come back to haunt me in the form of a torn oversuit).

Following the Urinal Series I arrived at my �rst big pitch. Before me the cave
opened up into a seemingly bottomless hole. Tetley asked if I wanted to go
any further and, excited at the thought of going further into the cave I eagerly
agreed. The pitch itself was really quite nice the �rst time down. It was a nice
amble down six re-belays- good practice for my SRT. At the bottom we decided
to head down a few more pitches to the top of a pitch named Tesselator, the
pitch head of which was supposedly quite tight and, not being a small guy, had
me slightly nervous. Arriving at the top of the pitch I realised I had nothing to
worry about and, as it had taken me a while to get this far, we decided to turn
back, especially as it was my �rst trip.

The journey out was more of a challenge. At this point, whilst my SRT was
getting better, my prussiking hadn't been assessed yet and, frankly, it was fairly
awful. Moving slowly up through Pico and awkwardly making my way out of
the Urinal series we met up with another group of cavers on their way down
to set up camp. It's generally always enjoyable to meet other cavers in a cave
and this was probably an exception for the others as Tetley had early changed
an awkward deviation into an awkward re-belay much to their contempt. They
passed by quite grumpily much to our amusement, a feeling that may have been
heightened by the miserable weather we had had on the surface. Arriving at
the entrance of the cave after roughly 4 hours I was quite tired yet I felt much
more con�dent in my SRT, even if I was yet to learn how to be e�cient.

On the surface, a can of beer was exchanged and we made a plan to go to camp
in the next couple of days. I spent the next day lazing around reading and
partaking in another carry up the hill. The day after, we set up our gear and
descended into the cave for me �rst trip to camp.

Already I felt much more at ease with the cave as I made much quicker progress
to the bottom of Pico than I had done on the previous trip. In what felt like
no time at all I arrived at the top of Tesselator and slipped through the narrow
pitch-head with no trouble at all. Suddenly, my nerves became more apparent
as the thought of descending deeper into the cave. Almost all the pitches from
now on were roughly the same height as Pico, if not larger and in no time at
all, I felt myself committing myself to a much greater depth to ascend from.
Despite my nerves, I knew that I would be able to get out from where I was
and we continued deeper and deeper down, as the maximum depth I had found
myself in a cave ratcheted up as did the number of pitches: Tesselator, Space
Odyssey, Concorde, Alchemy, Fisful of Tolars. Now, vertically I was very close
to camp, I just had to pass through an awkward section of cave that followed an
old fault line known as Pink and descend a couple of pitches. Despite being told
that I may �nd Pink slightly awkward (I'm quite a broad person) I found it no
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problem going down compared to some of the tight sections I had experienced
in the UK as was the case with most of Slovenia. Finally I was at the bottom of
Zimmer, the �nal pitch before camp staring up at the seemingly never-ending
blackness above me.

Arriving at camp, we decided to undertake a tour of the horizontal section of
cave we were in known as Friendship Gallery. Here, the caving was much more
like the phreatic sections of cave I had experienced in Swildon's. It led to one of
the largest pitches in Gardener's World, the wonderfully named Big Rock Candy
Mountain. The entrance, however, was pretty unspectacular: just a man sized
hole leading to a mud slope. Following this we decided to return to camp where
a meal of �shy soupy cheesy smash and a long sleep waited.

The following day we woke up and got ready slowly to go to look at a lead that
had been found the previous year. The weight of the surface was beginning to
weigh on me but I was excited to see if we could discover some new cave. Heading
back to Zimmer we descended down a pitch named Cheetah, a wonderful pitch
with a welcoming mud slope at the beginning. Following instructions left from
last year we made our way through some passages known as the Wonderland
Series before arriving at what seem liked a ledge of boulders halfway down a
pitch. Quite remarkably, a caver known as Dave had found a lead underneath
this pile of boulders last year whilst waiting for another caver to rig a pitch. We
were to explore this section of the cave. First, however, I had to get through
my �rst truly awkward piece of cave in Slovenia. To get through to the section
of cave he had found, Dave had descended through a narrow hole that to others
may have been a fairly easy squeeze. To me, however, it was impassable and,
arming myself with a hammer I began to chip away at the hole whilst Tetley
had a look at the lead. Further down the passage he seemed excited at the
prospect of a horizontal lead and returned to chip in with the hammering. It
didn't take too long before I was through and walking into unchartered cave.

Rather unassuming to begin with, a section of cave with low roof seemed to
following a bedding place before opening up into a fairly expansive chamber.
At the end of it was a 10m hole in the ground, on the other side of which there
was what seemed to be another horizontal section of cave. I was ecstatic and
couldn't quite get my head round being the �rst two people ever to step on this
piece of the earth. We returned back to the beginning and surveyed the section
of cave, naming it The Red Baron after the Blackadder episode we had watched
the night before.

Before considering the traverse to the other side of the hole we decided to have
a look at the lead that had been found the year before, Kamikaze, and to
see if it continued. Kamikaze turned out to be an uncomfortable stretch of
cave. It quickly degenerated from a crouch to a crawl up a bedding plane that
was anything but enjoyable for me at this moment in time, especially as I was
beginning to feel how exposed and isolated I was. With some persuasion we
made it to the end of this stretch of cave and found some nice crystal pools.
Unfortunately, it ended in a boulder choke, through which roaring water could
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be heard. Without explosives, however, the lead was dead. Retracing our
tracks I felt slightly more disheartened and didn't believe I was up to the task
of crossing the traverse in Red Baron. I also hadn't had a drink since Zimmer
and was beginning to feel drained. Tetley seemed to pick up on my lack of
enthusiasm and we returned back to Camp. The trip up Cheetah proved to be
especially tasking; I still hadn't got my head round good prussiking technique
and I was quite thirsty and mentally exhausted by the time we got back to camp.
Following some tea and meddles at camp I felt much better yet we decided to
call it a night.

We woke in the morning to the sound of roaring water, which seemed quite
strange. Usually the sound of the water in Zimmer, one of the wetter pitches in
the cave, cannot be heard clearly from camp. We went to investigate and found
the drizzle of Zimmer had become a torrent of water. Clearly something was
not right on the surface.

By this point in the trip, physically I felt �ne but mentally the journey to the
top was getting to me. I made the decision to avoid leaving camp for the day
so that I was certain I would make it the top the following day, the water at
Zimmer permitting. Following this decision a day of dossing commenced. This
did nothing to help my nerves as I let the journey up prey on my mind. Some
bolt practice helped to take my mind o� of the task at hand yet stories of water
logged caves from Tetley did quite the opposite (as interesting as they were).

We were awoken at night by two cavers, Jarv and Clare, who looked very tired
and muddy. They brought tales of apocalyptic weather on the surface that had
lead to the conditions of Zimmer, there had even been snow on Migovec! By
this point, the water was beginning to subside and we made plans to get up
early and leave for the surface.

I awoke feeling con�dent and after breakfast we made a bid for the surface.
Having thought about my prussiking long and hard I found myself at the top
of the 70m Zimmer in what felt like no time at all feeling a lot more con�dent
(admittedly, we had decided I wasn't to carry a tackle bag out). Pink went by
with ease and by the bottom of Concorde I felt happy and con�dent that I had
had nothing to worry about.

The sunlight that greeted me at the entrance was blinding and I felt overjoyed
to feel the cold breeze of the plateau blow on my face and to smell the sweetness
of the air once again. I had spent roughly 72 hours underground and descended
to a depth of roughly 700m but suddenly all the low points of the journey faded
and away and I was �lled with the euphoria of being above ground again. I
couldn't wait to descend once again.

Arriving at the Bivi, everyone was huddled together seemingly battered by the
recent weather conditions and moral seemedquite low. Some of the Slovenians
had begun to arrive though, and it was especially great to meet Izi again who
I had been down Swildon's hole with earlier in the year.
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In addition to Gardener's World the other large cave on the plateau is Sistem
Migovec, the cave that had originally the primary focus of the expedition. One
of the classic trips within Sistem Mig was to bounce down to an area known
as Bikini Carwash, a trip that takes in many great traverses and serves to
highlight the striking di�erence between the two caves. After exiting Gardner's
world Tetley agree to take myself and a couple of other cavers on this trip.
Despite working in a group of 4 cavers feeling quite odd to begin with, the trip
was relaxed and it was inspiring to see what the generation of cavers before me
had pushed, especially the traverses above blackness. The trip ended in colossal
horizontal section of cave that was magni�cent. I can't begin to imagine how
the cavers must have felt upon �rst discovering it, especially after the relief of
passing the tricky traverses that lay before it.

The journey out was again relaxed and gave me another opportunity to work
on my SRT technique. One hiccup occurred at the �nal pitchhead, however,
when I decided to dive head �rst through a fairly small hole with my cowstails
clipped in to the rope. Finding myself stuck, I decided to roll over so that I
could dislodge myself. In doing so I managed to wrap my leg quite �rmly in my
cowstails. In such a moment it was quite di�cult to remove from my thoughts
�PANIC, YOU'RE GOING TO LOSE YOUR LEG� despite how foolish it may
seem now. Nevertheless, untangling myself wasn't too much of a problem and I
left the cave with my leg intact.

The next day I was slow to wake up and make my way to the Bivi. Two
weeks into the expedition I had convinced myself that I would head down to
Tolmin for a couple days of rest before returning to underground camp. Tetley
had been due to head back underground that day with another caver named
Dave but Dave hadn't been feeling very well and had opted to pull out of
going underground. Tetley o�ered me Dave's place but I had no problem with
declining. I made plans to go underground with Dave following a weekend
in Tolmin and promptly headed to Ravne. From Ravne, I took a bike down
the twists and turns to Tolmin before arriving in the town. Now, when you
live on top of a mountain with a group of cavers, not washing for a couple of
weeks seems perfectly viable. As you become dirtier and smellier it's di�cult
to notice it as you only seem to compare yourself with everyone around you.
Considering that they haven't washed either you seem perfectly at ease with
your cleanliness. Upon entering Tolmin by myself however, it became apparent
to me that I wasn't exactly clean as passing onlookers stared at me with mud
still caked on my face since my previous trip underground. I arrived at Tetley's
�at, where we stayed in Tolmin, and treated myself to one of the best showers I
have ever had, watching the water draining from the shower turn a dark shade
of brown with every shake of my hair.

Just as I was beginning to become tired of how quiet the �at was I saw a pair
of �gures striding across the front lawn to Tetley's �at. Not recognising either
of them I went to greet them. One of them turned out to be the much spoken
about Fratnik, the senior caver of the JSPDT and another man named Hugh
who had been on a few of the earlier expeditions. Hugh had been close to
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Slovenia undertaking a pottery course and had decided to stop by. He also
happened to have an in�atable raft with him and, after a few pints and some
ice cream we decided to raft down the easier sections of the stunning river that
is the Soca. The next day we waited to see if a coupe of other cavers who we
were expecting to come down the mountain would want to come rafting too but
by lunchtime it seemed that they wouldn't be in Tolmin any time soon. We
promptly drove further up the Soca and, in the midst of torrential rain, took to
the river.

The journey was majestic as thunder clashed around us and rain piled into the
deep turquoise river. As the rain began to let o�, a thick mist rose from the river
only heightening the sense that we were in a truly beautiful country. Despite
kayaking down one of the quietest sections of the river we still came across a
few rapids which, in our poorly balanced in�atable raft, posed the threat of us
being �ung into the freezing waters of the Soca. Thankfully, we avoided the
water although the act of Hugh abandoning me to stand on a precarious rock
as I �oated down the rapids solo almost sunk our raft.

We returned to Tolmin elated by our journey to �nd one of the cavers we were
expecting, Jan. So that I could avoid the bike up the twists and turns to Ravne,
Jan gave me a lift up so that I could spend the night there and set o� early. We
were greeted by the once again hospitable family at Ravne who served us some
fruit tea and cake before Jan and Hugh returned to Tolmin and I retired to the
van to spend a night in relative comfort.

I was awoken by the sound of Hugh's voice joined by someone who sounded
familiar. One of the caving freshers, Ari, had �nally arrived in Slovenia to join us
on top of the mountain. We set o� with our bags loaded, the company providing
a very welcome change from the now repetitive carries up the mountain. Up top,
everyone seemed to be in much better spirits as three sections of the mountain
had begun to yield new cave. The Red Baron had lead to an extensive horizontal
section of passage that ended in a pitch soon to be named `Stuck In Paradise'
due to it's extremely muddy nature. The other extensions below Cheetah that
had lead to a group of wet pitches ending in Serpentine the year before were
now being pushed down some more pitches that I believe were called `It Will
Rain' and, �nally, the deepest section of the cave had now been pushed to an
area known as Daydreamers adding the instant grati�cation of increasing the
depth of the cave. The hard work of the various cavers on the mountain was
�nally paying o�.

Even more determined to get underground now, I rather lazily set to work
patching my suit together. On my previous excursion through the Pink series I
had ripped it badly. It was now almost entirely missing a backside/ back, one
of the arms had a rip as long as my forearm along it and the knees had large
holes in them that threatened to widen. As we spent a sunny afternoon in the
Bivi catching up, the covering of my suit began more and more to resemble
patchwork yet it also meant I was almost ready to return to underground camp.

Unfortunately, the next day came and went as Dave still didn't feel entirely
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certain about his own physical state. Then, late in the afternoon of the following
day, we �nally headed down to camp. The trip down was over much more quickly
than my previous journey to underground camp. Our `mission' for this pushing
trip was to investigate a hole in the side of big rock candy mountain that Dave
had noticed the previous year. After a nights rest, we set o� to do just that.

Lugging a drill and some rope to the other end of friendship gallery (the drill,
to hopefully make rigging down this monster pitch an easier task. The plan was
to rig a traverse across the mud slope that formed the beginning of the pitch
to the other side then drop down from there. Hopefully, this would have then
provided access to the hole much easier. In hindsight, it would have been best
to have a look down the pitch �rst and ensure that we were going about this
mission the best way possible but due to the size and the precarious nature of
the pitch itself, we both seemed reluctant to do so.

Hear, I enjoyed an entirely di�erent style of pushing to the style I experience with
Tetley. Not being experienced with a drill or with putting bolts in myself, it was
down to Dave to lead the pitch, this required a tremendous amount of work from
him and a large amount of patience from me. Three to four hours of shivering in
the strong draft above the pitch and the traverse had only extended about ten
metres horizontally and about �ve metres vertically owing itself to the weakness
and unreliability of the rock. That, and it appeared that bolting on a mud slope
was tricky. Upon this futile �rst attempt we decided to head to the bottom of Big
Rock Candy Mountain to assess our situation. Before heading down on this trip
I'd heard all manner of things about Big Rock Candy Mountain. To summarise,
it wasn't seen to be one of the nicer pitches in Slovenia and I'd been warned
about a particular free hanging rebelay. I descended tensely at �rst humming
the tune to Big Rock Candy Mountain to calm myself. It didn't take long before
I started to enjoy the pitch and, aesthetically it remains my favourite one in
Slovenia. The mud slope soon changed into a vertical pitch that descended into
a large rift. Beyond this rift the whole cavern opened up spectacularly before
the rope left the wall at an overhang and dropped into space. It was hear that
I came to face the rebelay that I had been warned about. Being freehanging,
it wouldn't have been particularly enjoyable without any added complications,
especially with the drop below me. What made matters worse were the many
ropes that had been attached to the rebelay, seemingly going o� in di�erent
directions. Upon reattaching my descender, they helped to make unclipping my
cowstails slightly more di�cult than on a normal rebelay. It's at this point,
the pace that I was humming Big Rock Candy Mountain at increased. Realised
that I would have to use my hand jammer to help release my short cowstail
I attached it to the rope above and removed the cowstail, feeling an immense
relief. That is, until I noticed that all my weight was now on my hand jammer.
Standing up in the length of rope above me I �nally freed myself and began to
descend down the remaining length of the pitch, quite shaken. It was from here
we noticed that our initial attempt had been futile. The small hole that Dave
had noticed previously turned out to be what looked like a separate chamber
of comparable size to BRCM. Unfortunately, climbing over to it would have to
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wait for another team. Feeling defeated we returned to friendship gallery and
had a look at on of the other leads that had been discovered out of curiosity.
Unfortunately, we were unable to push any further cave. We rested, discussed
our �ndings with other cavers and exited the cave the next day, this time taking
a tackle bag. Whilst carrying the equipment out made sections such as Pink
and the Urinal series more awkward, it helped to increase my con�dence within
the cave.

Myself and Dave exited the cave the day before there was to be a birthday
party held for the current head of the JSPDT, Z. The next day, we deserted the
plateau and made headway for the Shepherds Huts further down the mountain.
Here, we were greeted warmly by a glass of ºganje, as is and served up some
delicious Slovenian food. One of my favourite memories of Slovenia will be
watching the sun set over Tolmin that night as I �nally felt at home on the
expedition and with caving. As the night continued, the night became more
hazy as we all drank a large amount of red wine and watched what was a crazy
yet hilarious birthday ceremony involving someone dressed up blessing Z. The
wine eventually took its toll and somehow I found my way to sleep.

The following morning, I awoke feeling worse for wear missing one of my trouser
legs (I still don't know what happened to it) and made plans to head back to
the plateau. It was the �nal week and the expedition was �nally coming to an
end. Thoughts were turning to the mammoth derig that awaited us in cave.
Throughout the year just over 2km of cave had been found by the ICCC and
JDSPDT and I'm sure everyone on the mountain felt immensely proud. The
cave was now at a depth of 888m and a length of 11025m. Now, however, camp
had to be packed up and brought back to the surface whilst the rope from the
pitches down to camp had to be taken down and all the hangers and maillons
removed and brought to the surface. All the cavers available and able to help
were to embark on a bounce trip down to camp to collect at least a tackle bag
each. Throughout the day we all set o� at di�erent times for what was to be
the last trip of the year.

Once again, descending was enjoyable, the trip down now feeling familiar and all
the awkward pitches now being much more manageable. We arrived at the top
of Zimmer in good time where myself and the person I was caving with, Kate,
were to collect a tackle bag each and head back the way we came. Unfortunately,
not all the bags were at Zimmer yet so I was elected to head to camp and carry a
couple of tackle bags back up Zimmer. I made it down to camp to �nd a couple
of furious cavers who couldn't understand why I was sent down to camp when
I was a fresher. They also worked out that one of them would be carrying two
tackle bags the whole way out of the cave, something not many people would
envy. Nevertheless, we pressed on and I enjoyed my excursion down to camp:
it gave me a last chance to say farewell for the year.

The cave, however, seemed much wetter than usual and Zimmer, especially the
middle third, was really quite unpleasant. As such, I felt quite cold upon making
it to the top: it wasn't serious, just a minor inconvenience. Myself and Kate
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began to head out the cave at a steady pace. By the end of Pink, Kate was
beginning to feel quite tired and I was beginning to feel cold.

A lot of the more experienced cavers �nd ways to keep themselves amused
whilst waiting for people to head up the rope. On my �rst couple of trips with
Tetley he took a book with him that he would read. Dave would constantly be
analysing the geology of the cave and looking out for interesting pieces of cave
(a hobby that led to him discovering Kamikaze, the most extensive lead of the
year). To keep moral up, both of them would sing: Dave, quite sparingly, Tetly
incessantly. So, in no way an experienced caver, I just sat in silence with my
thoughts. Ascending this time however, Kate asked me to sing to help boost
moral. I have no idea what she must have thought but all I know is that, to
begin with, I can't sing very well and secondly, the only songs I could think of
that day were excerpts from the Lion King soundtrack. I was glad when another
caver, Clare, caught up with us and began singing herself.

At this point I was beginning to feel quite cold and disheartened myself so, to
avoid becoming too uncomfortable and to also help avoid a potential tra�c jam,
I began to follow a Hungarian named Gergely out of the cave (as he sped along
with two tackle sacks) and left Kate with the dulcet tones of Clare shouting
`You Are My Sunshine.' We emerged to a breezy rainy night at around 10pm.
The last caver out, Jarv, emerged with the hangers and maillons at �ve O'Clock
in the morning, a Herculean e�ort.

And so, the last caving trip of Slovenia was over. We spent the next day
beginning the carries of equipment down the hill, particularly caving gear. That
night, we �nished o� the remainder of the alcohol and stayed up late, enjoying
our last night in the Bivi next to a roaring �re, accompanied by an excellent
meal cooked by Gergely.

The next day, the tents were packed up, the Bivi emptied and the rest of the
supplies packed messily in the mini van and taken to Tolmin.

Once again taking the bike down to Tolmin, this time with another ICCC mem-
ber, Alex we took a di�erent route to Tolmin. This proved to be much more
spectacular providing us with an incredible view from a bridge know as the
Devil's Bridge that the JSPDT use for their SRT training. It left me certain of
the knowledge that they must have a head for heights. Furthermore, we passed
the cave that `apparently' was the inspiration for Dante's Inferno. However, it
was decided that we had done enough caving for the trip and that lazing in the
sun at Tolmin was more desirable than exploring a muddy show cave.

A �nal party was held on the last night by the JSPDT and I think we were all
glad when we had a thoroughly relaxed night of wine and food. After saying
our goodbyes, the minibus departed Tolmin for the last time, this time in the
direction of the UK. It was with excitement and sadness that I saw the White
Cli�s of Dover appear before me, marking the end of what had been one of the
hardest and most rewarding experiences of my life.
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Imperial College Cross-country & Athletics Club 
Summer Tour Report 

Chudleigh 
 

Location: Chudleigh 
Address: The Old House, Chudleigh, Exeter, Devon 
Dates: Friday 15/07/2011 – Friday 22/07/2011 
 
Account of Tour 
 
The objective of the tour was to enable our members to experience a tough training schedule to 
improve their athletics performances over the summer holiday. To achieve this, a training schedule 
was created catering for athletes of varying abilities and was adhered to. 
 
Day 1 – Friday 15/07/2011 
Members of the tour arrived at Imperial College and drove down via mini-bus to our 
accommodation, a 6-bedroom let holiday house. We arrived at approximately half-past nine 
allowing us time to unpack and have an early night. 
 
Day 2 – Saturday 16/07/2011 
After a relaxed breakfast, we set off for our first run; an exploration of the local town and 
countryside.  For our second session of the day, we drove to the beach in the afternoon and enjoyed 
a run along the promenade and back. 
 
Day 3 – Sunday 17/07/2011 
After hearing about a local orienteering race, it was decided that it would make a welcome change 
to training. However, during the journey, the mini-bus experienced a sudden loss of power, causing 
us to pull over in a lay-by and wait for the RAC, missing the event (more details about this are 
included). A hill session was arranged later in the day as compensation, while the tri-athletes of the 
group went for a long bike ride. 
 
Day 4 – Monday 18/07/2011 
Mid-way into our training week, the longer-distance runners fancied running a half-marathon route 
through the surrounding countryside, a run which started in the late morning eventually took up 
most of the afternoon after a member had to slow down with blisters. The shorter-distance runners 
meanwhile enjoyed a 20 minute hill-session nearby and followed it up with a swim in a nearby pool. 
 
Day 5 – Tuesday 19/07/2011 
With the half-marathoners suffering from their ordeal the day before, it was necessary to have a day 
of rest in order to recover from the numerous training sessions. The day was spent exploring the 
sea-side town of Salcombe and ended with a night out in Exeter. 
 
Day 6 – Wednesday 20/07/2011 
After a day of recovery, it was decided that we would venture up Hay Tor in Dartmoor, a challenging 
run with an anticipated rewarding view at the top. However, as we ascended, the top of the tor 
became misty, preventing good views. To compensate for this, we undertook several hill-reps. 
 
Day 7 – Thursday 21/07/2011 
As the day was sunny, it was decided to perform another beach run, but at a different location. After 
a study of a map, another cove was found and a fartlek (speed play session) was performed along 



Dawlish beach. During the run, recovery consisted of jogging back to pick up the slower runners, 
ensuring everyone finished together and no-one was left behind. 
 
 
Day 8 – Friday 22/07/2011 
On the day of departure, all there was time for was a short run, with some runners clearly suffering 
from the effects of heavy training. We then departed before lunch and began the journey back to 
London.  
 
Major Issues 
On Sunday 18/07/2011, the minibus experienced a sudden loss of power driving to an orienteering 
race. We safely pulled over into a nearby lay-by and called the RAC. The problem was a hole in the 
coolant hose, which then triggered a temperature switch, cutting the power to the minibus. The RAC 
mechanic fixed the coolant hose and gave us a report, saying it should be good for another 10,000 
miles and to beware that this is a common problem with Ford transits/minibuses. We experienced 
no further problems thereafter. 
 
Number of attendees: 16 members in total, with 1 member leaving and another joining on Monday. 
 
 
Financial Report 
 
Receipts 

  People Amount paid Total 
13 100  £  1,000.00  

3 50  £     150.00  

  
 £  1,150.00  

   Union Grant 
 

 £        29.60  

   
  

 £  1,179.60  

   Payments 
  Accommodation  £  1,505.00  

   Minibus Hire 
 

 £     230.00  

   Fuel 
 

 £     185.00  

   Food 
 

 £     250.00  

   
  

 £  2,170.00  

   
   Loss 

 
-£     990.40  

   
   
   
   
   
  



  
   
 Notes 

• Cost of a member attending the whole training week: £100. 
• Cost of a member attending the first weekend: £50. 
• It was the club’s intention for the tour to be subsidised by £1000. As the grant we received 

from the union was much lower than this (£29.60), the tour made a substantial loss, which 
will be covered by SGI. 

 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, the tour was successful, enabling a good week of training in a variety of locations. The 
tour was successful in encouraging a tough training schedule and good running technique, and the 
benefits of the training were felt by many over the next month during the summer athletics season. 
It is planned to repeat this tour next summer, as we are now aware of the good facilities available 
and local runs. Of particular importance for the tour was the ability to travel to areas where a long, 
flat run along a beach was possible, but also having hills nearby to vary the training, something 
which the geography of London does not allow! 
  
 



IC Hindu Society Tour: Snowdonia, 16-18th September 2011 

The aim of our retreat was to encourage new committee bonding and team building, 

alongside introducing basic aspects of spirituality and Hinduism, so they can familiarise 

themselves with the fundamentals of our society. Due to the nature of the events we hold 

(their being some small, frequent events and other larger one-off events requiring a lot of 

planning), it is vital that committee members support each other in their roles and get to 

know each other well. By going away, and participating in various outdoor activities, the 

committee were able to build some strong relationships which will become incredibly 

important to our success as a society.  

These aims were met on our tour, as planned.  

Attendees: 14. All members.  

DAY 1: Friday 16th September  

All attendees met in London at 0900 to depart for Wales by minibus. Following a six hour 

journey, and a gentle transition from sunny to wet weather, we arrived in Gwynedd, to the 

High Ropes activity centre. Two hours of outdoor activities ranging from rock climbing to 

high rope courses surrounded by wonderful scenery proved to be successful as members 

encouraged (and laughed at) each other through the courses. Following this, we swiftly set 

up camp at a site nearby and enjoyed a barbecue and evening around a fire together. 

 

 



DAY 2: Saturday 17th September 

Following a stormy night, a session of meditation first thing in the morning and a sandwich-

making session in preparation for lunch, we began our climb of Mount Snowdon. As the 

hours passed, we began to realise that we may have taken an alternative, longer and more 

challenging route to the one we had planned to take. Nevertheless, the views were 

incredible, and definitely worth sacrificing a couple of hours and strength. 7 hours later, 

having experienced a huge drop in temperature, become submerged in clouds and having 

drawn upon a lot of mental and physical strength, together we reached the peak. It was a 

great moment for the members as we celebrated our achievement together!! Following a 

hot chocolate and several pictures of course, we began our descent down the path we had 

originally planned, and got back to camp around 1900. Dinner was in the barn as the 

weather was too inhospitable, and following this, a night of games and plenty of chilling.  

 

DAY 3: Sunday 18th September 

A late wake up was much appreciated on this day, although the torrential rain pours as we 

tried to roll a drenched tent into what seemed like a tiny bag, were not. A minibus journey 

back to London was the order of the day, and compared to Friday, where there wasn’t a 

second of peace, today the bus was silent for a couple of hours at least, as everyone slept 

after a strenuous couple of days. Arrival in Edgware was at 1800 and members made their 

ways home a packed, fun-filled, enjoyable weekend. 

 



Financial Breakdown: 

Minibus Hire: £950 

Campsite: £140 

Outdoor Activity: £310 

Food: £80 

TOTAL: £1480 
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Introduction	  
 
July 2011 saw thirty of Imperial College Hockey Club go on tour to Malaysia. 
Following hot on the footsteps of ICHC’s 2009 tour to India we were 
determined to make it just as successful as that one. 
 
Overwhelming thanks go to our Tour masters Jess Poore - who was in charge 
of transport and the day to day organisation of the tour and without whom 
we’d no doubt be stranded on the top of the Cameron Highlands or lost - and 
Ewan Quince, who set up all the matches we played against opposition who 
were just as welcoming and sociable off the pitch as they were on the pitch. 
The hard work of Jess and Ewan made the tour the success that it was.  
 
Additional special mentions go to Ben Bell - who designed and procured the 
outrageously bright, flowery playing kit that was proudly worn during our 
matches, and Jill Tombs who managed the flight bookings. In the end neither 
Ben nor Jill actually came on tour due to commitments to their summer 
internships which makes their contribution all the more great. 
 
This tour report summarises the antics of our journey to Malaysia and back in 
the summer of 2011. 
 

Attendees	  
Our Summer Tour to Malaysia was attended by 30 Full Members of Imperial 
College Hockey Club. The initial tour proposal was for 31 members but one 
dropped out due to internship commitments in Australia – for which his flights 
had already been paid for by himself through the Club. 

Financial	  Breakdown	  
 
Imperial College Hockey Club received £1095.74 from the Clubs and 
Societies Board and £1431.91 of funding was received from the IC Trust fund, 
making a total of £2527.65 of Tour funding, equating to £84.26 per Full 
Member. 
 
The cost of the Tour to each of our 30 members after Union and College 
funding was around £800, which included: 
 

•  return flights from London to Malaysia (via Doha) 
•  accommodation 
•  all major transport in between locations 
•  ICHC branded tour playing kit 
•  ICHC branded casual wear (polo shirts etc) 

 
Once all expenditure claims are processed by the Union, the Tour will break 
even. 



Tour	  Log	  
	  

Days	  1-‐4:	  Kuala	  Lumpur	  
 
Upon touching down at Kuala Lumpur International Airport at around 8pm it 
took a horrendously long time to clear immigration. A couple of us even had 
fingerprints taken - a sign of the heightened security there. 
 
Kuala Lumpur literally translates to ‘Muddy Estuary‘ in Malaysian, and has 
evolved from its humble beginnings over the last hundred and fifty years to 
become a bustling metropolis filled with a vast array of shops, great food and 
a bustling nightlife. We visited some major landmarks such as the Petronas 
Towers 
 

Chow	  Kit	  
In Kuala Lumpur we 
stayed in the district of 
Chow Kit which was in 
the North east portion of 
the city centre. After we 
cleared immigration at the 
airport we encountered 
the first reality of 
Malaysian culture - the 
(over)friendliness of the 
taxi drivers. After 
traveling in an airplane for 
over fifteen hours the last 
thing we needed was a 
2am tour of the city in a 
smelly Nissan at our 
expense. 
 
Additionally, the hostel 
that we booked to stay in, 
like so much in life, 
looked immensely better 
on the internet. While the 
pictures online seemed to 

suggest that it would have great views of the Petronas Towers, it was in 
reality next to a bustling market stall, overlooking a concrete wall. 
 
A familiar sight to many who had previously been on tour were the massive 
dorms with ten people to a room. 
 
On Sunday morning we all got up to tour the city. Immediately after leaving 



the hostel however, the humidity hit us and we started a familiar pattern of 
smelling like we needed ten showers a day because of all the sweating. 
 

Batu	  Caves	  
Around 13km north of Kuala Lumpur lie the Batu Caves – a limestone hill 
inside which lie a collection of caves and temples. We experienced a tour of 
the site in which we saw a huge wide-ranging array of wildlife, particularly 
inhabiting the darkness of the caves, such as bats. 
 

 



First	  matches	  vs	  UPM	  
Our first matches were against Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM). We played 
two men’s matches, two ladies matches and a mixed match. 
 
The UPM teams were extremely skillful, describing themselves as ‘semi-
professional’. The Men’s 1st team won their match 3-2 in a tightly contested 
game, but the humidity and the pure heat meant that by the time the Men’s 2nd 
XI, Ladies and mixed teams got onto the pitch we were almost exhausted 
despite the copious amounts of bottled water our hosts had kindly provided 
and subsequently lost 2-0, 3-0 and 3-1 respectively. 
 

 

	  
	   	  



Jalan	  Alor	  
On our last night in Kuala Lumpur before setting off for the Cameron 
Highlands, we all had a group meal at Jalan Alor - literally translated as ‘Food 
Street’. This road in central Kuala Lumpur had a ridiculous number of 
restaurants lined up choc-a-bloc either side and stretched down for around a 
mile. Picking a suitable place was mind-boggling and we were so spoilt for 
choice that we ended up asking the taxi driver for advice. 

Street	  Sellers	  
One of the relative downsides of having a meal at a location so popular with 
tourists as Jalan Alor was that there were many opportunists who were keen 
to sell various products to us. 
 
The prime example of this was a purchase of an absolutely pointless wooden 
sculpted fruit bowl that was able to fold up into a tray. This soon turned into a 
game with whoever bought the last product nominating a fellow tourer to buy 
the next random item that the vendors came to offer. Amongst the things that 
we ended up with were a musical toy bicycle, Goaltender with a mini toy 
jumbo jet, and Sifter with a laser pointer which doubled up as a disco light. 
 
  
	   	  



Days	  5-‐8:	  Cameron	  Highlands	  
 
The trip to the Cameron Highlands consisted of a 6 hour bumpy coach 
journey. The change in altitude in addition to the increased amount of 
greenery compared to Kuala Lumpur meant that we were able to cool down 
with the decrease in humidity. 

Jungle	  Adventure	  
We were treated to a tour in 4x4 Land Rovers, off the beaten track and  
 
Among the things we visited were a butterfly farm, strawberry fields and tea 
plantations. It was fascinating to see how many of these commodities were 
produced. 
 
 

	  
	   	  



Days	  9-‐14:	  Penang	  
 
Upon arriving in Penang we were greeted by our accommodation Hotel 
Mingood’s taxis who took all thirty of us straight to the hotel. 
 
For £7 a night it was probably one of the cheapest three of four star hotels 
we’d ever stayed in. 

Kek	  Lok	  Si	  Temple	  
We spent an entire day at Kek Lok Si Temple, which was in the middle of the 
island. Its name translated from the local language as ‘Temple of Supreme 
Bliss’, there were breathtaking views from on high in the temple’s pagoda. 
 
Built in around 1890, it is a fairly recent temple which is also still growing, with 
many benefactors involved with the project. 
 

 
 
	   	  



Hockey	  matches	  vs	  Penang	  Sports	  Club	  
Our second set of matches were against the prestigious Penang Sports Club. 
 
When we got to the club we were greeted by a collection of thirteen year old 
hockey players - the memory of what happened in India two years previously 
where we were trounced 11-1 by a group of similar aged youngsters at the 
Chandigarh National Academy clearly was still etched on many of our fellow 
tourers’ minds. 
 
However thankfully it turned out they were merely kids from a local school 
making use of the pitch. 
 
Despite this however, the ladies match was on first and despite the best 
efforts of Teddy in midfield we lost 1-0. The men’s match was close - it ended 
up as a 4-3 loss. 
 
The after-match hospitality was absolutely excellent, with entertainment, food 
and drink laid on by our hosts. 
 

 
 
	   	  



Summary	  
The tour achieved all the objectives laid out in our proposal. Firstly, our 
opposition played a very different style of hockey, based more substantially 
around close control stick skills and dribbling of the ball rather than a 
Western-style passing game. 
 
Secondly we were able to widen our horizons by visiting major cultural sites 
such as the Batu Caves, Kek Lok Si Temple and other, more cosmopolitan 
areas such as central Kuala Lumpur. 
 
The relatively equal mix of 16 men and 14 ladies and different teams meant 
that it was great for integration in between members of the club.  
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ICSM Barbados Hockey Tour 2011 

At 7am on Monday 11th July, twelve members of Imperial College Ladies Hockey club met in the 
south terminal of Gatwick airport to go on the first long-haul international tour in the club’s history. 
The destination was Barbados, a Caribbean island famed for its beaches, rum, and for Rihanna; who 
provided the sound-track for the 10-day tour. 

After a 9-hour flight, we were welcomed in Grantley Adams International airport by 26 degree heat 
and a spattering of rain to cool us down. The rain had stopped, however, by the time we had 
collected our baggage, and the weather was beautiful by the time we arrived at our accommodation. 
With direct access to a small beach, a swimming 
pool and the hotel practically to ourselves, we 
settled in very quickly, and then dusted off the 
cobwebs gathered on the flight by joining the local 
ladies in some aqua-aerobics.  

After an early night to see off the jetlag, the next 
day we soaked up some rays by the hotel and 
explored the local area. Situated in St. Lawrence 
Gap in the south of the island, the hotel was in the 
centre of Bajan nightlife, with karaoke, bars and 
clubs just a stone-throw away. 

A couple of nights in to our stay we went to 
Harbour Lights, which is a big show about a 20 
minute drive from where we were staying. There 
was music, dancing, stilt-walkers, a fire-breather, a 
limbo dancer, acrobats etc, and free drinks all night! 
We dressed up in our “tropical-themed” outfits for 
the night, and all looked a treat! 

After a day at Dover beach, where some of our party had their hair braided, and others went 
careering back and forth across the bay on jet skis, we headed off to the hockey pitch to play the 
University of the West Indies.  

In our fabulous kit that was kindly sponsored 
by Oxford University Press, Wesleyan 
Medical Sickness and the MPS, we dealt with 
the heat to put up a valiant defence against 
the (very fast) Bajan side. There were some 
fantastic saves from goalkeeper Jess Mistry 
and defender Suzie Rayner, as well as 
excellent short-corner defending from the 
four backs Katy Saide, Becky Ayres, Fiona 
Laird and Rosalind Marshall. Man of the 
match went to Alison Kent for her brilliant 
runs up the pitch in attack, with an 



honourable mention going to Rosalind Marshall for her notable work in defence. ‘Pants’ was 
awarded to Charlotte Lees for declaring that she was very impressed that she hadn’t fallen over. She 
had.  

After the unfortunate loss against a lovely side, we had a quick change, dropped our things off back 
at the hotel before heading out to the famous Oistins.  

Friday nights at Oistins is a must-do for any tourist visiting Barbados, as the whole island turns out 
for the Fish Fry, with miles of stalls selling fried fish and crafts all along the beach, as well as loud 
club music (mainly Rihanna) and quieter, traditional music for the older generation of Bajans to 
dance to.   

The next morning we woke bright and early to go on a Stilleto cruise of the island. We boarded the 
catamaran and motored to a nearby bay where we 
donned our snorkels and swam with turtles. There were a 
couple of adults and a (relatively) small baby, whom we 
were able to feed and touch their backs. By the time we 
left they were swimming into us! 

We then explored the shipwrecks of a neighbouring bay 
which was home to lots of tropical fish before putting up 
the sails and sailing up the west coast of the island with 
Nicole van der Spuy at the helm. After seeing where the 
rich and famous buy property (including Sir Cliff), we dropped the anchor and were treated to a 
Bajan buffet that was absolutely fabulous. A diving competition ensued, with 2011/12 ICSM 
president Suzie Rayner narrowly beating the ship’s Captain with her double-back somersault to pike 

(minus the pike) off the back of the boat... 

It was with great sadness that we left the crew at 
Bridgetown, as we would have happily stayed aboard 
for the rest of our stay! But, however, there was to a 
great deal of adventure to be had the next day as we 
hired a couple of doorless Mokes (cars) to explore 
the island with.  

After ticking culture off the list by visiting the 
Sunbury Plantation House, an old plantation house 

dating from 1660 and housing an eclectic mix of 
Babadian history, we went on a round trip of the island. 
Starting at the beautiful Crane Bay, we wound our way 
up north along the atlantic east coast of the island. 
With a ragged shoreline and fantastic surf (waves come 
uninterrupted from the east coast of Africa), this 
coastline was much different from the calm seas and 
white sands of the wealthy west coast. 

Having had lunch in a small “rum shop” overlooking the 



sea, and then getting lost in the small roads that weren’t drawn on our maps, we eventually found 
our way up to Bathsheba, where the steep descent revealed palm-lined beaches and the hallowed-
waves of Barbados surfing. We cracked open a coconut to congratulate ourselves on an excellent 
trip before setting off across the country to the west coast and then back to the hotel.  

Our island tour would not have been a success if it weren’t for the countless Bajans who stopped to 
ask where we were going, and then telling us to just follow them! 

Prior to our trip, the weather forecast predicted “rain, rain, and more rain”, but so far that hadn’t 
been true. On Monday, however, the heavens opened at lunch time, and there was our first truly 
tropical storm on the island. This did, however, mean that we could mentally prepare ourselves for 
the upcoming match, against a lovely young team from the island. Recently qualified doctor Lauren 
‘Judith’ Chalmers, limped off the pitch after recieving a ball to the knee, so the team switched up 
positions for the 5 minutes that she was recuperating by the side of the pitch. She re-entered play 
with a storming run up the right hand side to spectacularly reach a ball hit up from defence. Goals 
were scored from some fantastic short-corner routines from Charlotte Read pushing out and Alison 
Kent and Judith at top D. However, with a couple of star players on the opposing side, the end result 
was a draw; but we look forward to reciprocating their welcome if and when they come to the UK. 
Man of the match went to Judith, and pants was awarded to Charlotte Read for being so sunburnt. 

For our final evening on the island we had a final meal together at a beautiful restaurant. It not only 
signified the end of the tour, but also the end of an era as it was the last time our newly-qualified 
doctors Fiona Laird and Lauren ‘Judith’ Chalmers would be playing for us as students. They have 
pledged to continue playing for us next year, but it is sad none-the-less. With fantastically cooked 
fresh fish eaten overlooking the ocean, it brought the tour to a close in style. 

Due to scheduling problems, we were unable to meet with representatives of the Barbados Cancer 
Society, to whom we wish to donate 10% of our fundraising efforts, whilst in Barbados. We are 
currently in communication with them with regards to how we can send this money over. They do 
such a good job in supporting both the cancer patients and relatives that we are honored to be 
supporting them in their work. 

We would like to thank Nicole van der Spuy for organising the tour, and all the companies and funds 
that helped us to have this fantastic experience. 

Tourists: 1-Jess Mistry 2-Suzie Rayner 3-Rosalind Marshall 4-Charlotte Read 5-Becky Ayres 6-
Charlotte Lees 7-Rachel Panniker 8-Fiona Laird 9-Alison Kent 10-Nicole van der Spuy 11-Lauren 
Chalmers 12-Katy Saide 

 

Objectives 

The objectives of this tour were several fold. Primarily we wanted to provide our members with a 
unique opportunity to travel abroad as a team to develop our playing skills and broaden our hockey 
experiences. The tour was a valuable experience for us in this regard, the matches we played 
providing us with a real challenge and the chance to learn from experienced sides. 



 In addition we were keen to raise the profile of our club and forge new relations with other teams. 
This proved to be very successful as our team’s presence in Barbados has resulted in emails to the 
club from potential sponsors and other companies interested in us as a club, as well as new links 
with Barbados sides who are keen at the possibility of a reciprocal tour to England and maintaining 
the good relations that were established whilst we were on tour. 

As a club we also fundraised in order to enable a donation to be made to the Barbados Cancer 
Society. Unfortunately we were unable to make contact with the society prior to our departure and 
so were unable to organise time whilst we were away in order to contribute to the local community 
and hand over fundraising efforts. We are still trying to get in touch with the charity at present. 

 

Finances 

Expenditure for the tour was limited to the cost of the ticket (which included flights and 
accommodation, booked through a tour company)which was paid in instalments, and touring kit. As 
well as our own fundraising efforts, the club received sponsorship for kit from 3 companies and a 
grant from Imperial College. 

Tourists paid for their own tickets, whilst money from grants, sponsorship and fundraising was used 
to subsidise this. Please see below for a breakdown of expenses and income: 

Expenditure  Income  

Tour ticket 1,199 x 12 Fundraising events at 
Reynolds 

1943.47 

Kit 55.46 x 12 Sponsorship 166.66 

  Grant from IC 438.39 

TOTAL £12,910.63  £2548.52 

 

As can be seen above, out total income allowed for ticket prices and kit to be reduced to around 
£865 per person, which was slightly more than originally projected but still made the tour good 
value for money. 

 

 



Jeremy Webb – Junior Treasurer 

Bath Tour Report 
Imperial Lacrosse Club  
September 3rd-5th 2011 

 

 

Finances 
Accommodation 
03/09/2011: 5 beds at St. Christopher’s Inn (3x£18, 2x£18.50) £91.00 incl. VAT 
04/09/2011: 10 beds at St. Christopher’s Inn (8x£18, 2x£18.50) £181.00 incl 
VAT 
 
Total: £272.00 
 
No other club expenditure 
 
Cost to individual: £8.60 per night 
 

Activities 
On the Friday evening, 4 members arrived at Paddington station to meet an 
American player keen to join us from CAPA international education programme. 
There, we set off for Bath Spa, and spent the evening dining and socialising. After 
an early start on Saturday morning, we were met by a further 6 members before 
heading to the Bath Eights tournament at Bath Rec Ground. After an exhausting 
but rewarding 6 matches (2 wins, 4 losses) with spectacular form from our new 
foreign recruit, a couple of our members needed to leave for home, whilst the 
rest made our way back to the hostel before an excellent dinner and night out in 
Bath. The following morning, we headed back to the rec ground for some light-
hearted mixed lacrosse with the female members of the clubs who had joined us 
to spectate the previous day. It was then decided that we visit a few sights in 
Bath (the fudge shop!) before taking a train back to London in the late afternoon. 
 

Attendees 
10 Full members 
1 Other 



Jeremy Webb – Junior Treasurer 

 

Summary 
This tour provided the men’s team with a great opportunity to kick-start the 
year, by playing some really top class teams from around the country and give us 
some confidence in our ability. It also gave us a chance to get together and 
socialise with a few of the lacrosse girls before the madness that ensues when 
freshers arrive! 
The only downside to this year’s tour was that the tournament organisers hadn’t 
arranged an official mixed tournament for the Sunday, as had happened 
previously, due to lack of pitches, but we did our best to make up for this. 
 
 
 



Imperial	College	Mountaineering	Club	

Summer	Tour	2011	-	Mallorca	

Introduction 
10 members of Imperial College Mountaineering Club travelled to the sunny island of Mallorca from 

the 12
th

 to the 25
th

 September. Not for the cheap thrills of Shagaluf but for the vast amounts of 

climbing on offer. While on tour many different areas were visited with all sorts of climbing on offer 

from caves to slabs. Some members achieved very highly whereas others had a less fortunate time. 

The aims and objectives of the tour were for members to climb in a different environment to those 

that they are used to. In Mallorca the climbing was all sport or deep water soloing which are less 

common in the UK. There were also some longer multi pitch routs that members enjoyed climbing. 

Due to unforeseen circumstances 2 members had to use their recently acquired advanced first aid 

skills to help one team member out. 

Overall Mallorca was an excellent location to visit. There was a wide range of grades from very easy 

to very hard. A lot of the very interesting routs were harder than many members could climb. 

Despite being a relatively small island there was a significant amount of driving. We managed to take 

advantage of cheap villas due to the off peak season and found some cheap car rental places, food 

was also remarkably low cost. We all learnt the hard way that accidents can happen, even when not 

doing a particularly difficult climb and we must always be aware of hazards. 

 

Top Row: Ruth, Jon, Ali, Lisa, Ollie, Elliot, Murray. Bottom Row: Tristan, Abi, Fails 



People 

The people going on the tour were: 

• Matthew Lees (Murray) - President 

• Mike Jones (Fails) – Vice President 

• Jonathan Price 

• Alastair Brash 

• Lisa Alhadeff 

• Elliot Carrington 

• Tristan Pollitt 

• Ruth Lawson 

• Abi Attrell 

• Oliver Mower 

Diary 

Day 1 – Flight 

With 10 members flying from all over the country to Palma it was quite remarkable that all but one 

person had met in the country just after noon. The one member who had decided to take a later 

flight for a sweet deal wouldn’t arrive until much later that night and cause much unnecessary 

driving, the fuel for which probably cancelled out his own saving. Picking up the cars turned out to 

be not as simple as expected, the rental firm was too cheap to buy a place in the airport and needed 

a bus to get there. The cars however were very cheap and were already scratched and dented, as a 

bonus hey came with free insurance meaning we wouldn’t get fined for bumping the car. 

Driving out of Palma proved to be difficult but after a scenic drive around the city the motorway was 

found and the other side of the island quickly reached. Arriving at the accommodation Ali was 

convinced that the lead diver Murray was completely lost but was surprised when it turned out that 

they had arrived at their accommodation. The villa was perfect for the club needs and was very 

cheap. Classic ICMC Chilli was had for dinner. 

Day 2 – El Fumat 

The first crag to be visited on the trip was thought to 

be a local crag called El Fumat, but turned out to be 

the other side of a mountain so there was some slow 

uphill diving. The crag had excellent views and was 

well bolted. Most members found the grades to be 

hard; this was probably due to the new location and 

tiredness. On the menu for dinner was Curry.  

Day 3 – Les Perxes 

The area chosen today had a couple of different 

crags. Most of the group went to the easier section 

near the car park called Hairpin but Ali and Lisa 

decided to go for the cave nearby. The easy crag got 

sun around 2 and became too hot for climbing, the 

cave being north facing remained cool all day. Some 

members decided to go watch the cave climbing and 

take photos but others went to the higher crag that 

had a little bit more shade. 



Ali managed to climb an impressive climb up with some good tufa action and a nice rest in the 

middle. One of the local climbers then crushed it while warming up for a much harder climb. 

Carbonara was on the table tonight, there was much debate over what the ingredients should be. 

Day 4 – Deep Water Solo 

Being the tour’s first venture into DWS an easy small 

crag was chosen. There were 3 routs on the smallest 

section; the 6a was enjoyable and easy and done by 

most. The water was very clear and we could easily 

see that the bottom was a long way down There was 

a good 7a with a cool dino in the middle which many 

people fell off. Some members quickly decided they 

didn’t like DWS and others needed to work on 

jumping off to get over a fear of height. Some 

members had no problem jumping off the cliffs but 

had some minor issues entering the water.  

At the top of the cliff there was a mast, probably used 

for sailing the island to new locations, where we left 

all of our food and bags. Ali, Ruth and Lisa managed 

to hit their heads on the mast; unfortunately since 

they were not climbing at this point in time they 

didn’t have helmets on, all 3 felt very silly. 

A DWS dinghy was bought to help get people to the bottom of the climbs and to rescue them in case 

something went wrong. Various names were put forward, there were: Lizzie Wilkins, Fun Splash, 

Enema, Ella and Emma. After some debate the name Ella stuck, it was later revealed that this was 

also the name of Jacob Dean’s 12 year old sister, after this the innuendos came thick and fast. Fajitas 

were for dinner. 

Day 5 – Rest day 1 

Most people slept in late this day after some early starts on the previous days. Everyone except Ali 

went for a walk along the coast but Ali remained behind to do a literature review. While walking a 

large number of naked people were seen, this was highly disturbing. An old abandoned pill box was 

found and explored, it was very hot inside. Finding a small cover everyone sat down and had a lovely 

time playing in the water. Murray kicked a rock while swimming and bled all over the place. Fails 

annoyed a sea anemone by destroying its home and it got its own back by stinging Fails, Elliot and 

Ruth. Since it was Elliot’s last night with us we had another Chilli to remind him of all the good times. 

Day 6 – Sa Gubia, eastern side 

Another early start to get to the crag before the sun hit it. The massive walls of Sa Gubia were on the 

table for today. Ali and Lisa decided to have a day alone and headed over to the steep hard world of 

Fraguel. After quite a long walk in up a dry river bed the bottom of the wall was reached where we 

met 2 local climbers who gave us a lot of tips about which crags not to visit as they had bad bolts. 



The 2 best climbs of the day were a 

delicate 6a and an outrageous 6a+ which 

had some cool tufa action on it. Ali and Lisa 

also had a good day out. The group split in 

2 with half heading back to make a curry 

for dinner and the others taking Elliot to 

the airport for him to head home early.  

Day 7 – DWS & more Sa Gubia 

Murray, Jon, fails, Abi and Ollie headed 

over to Cala Sa Nau to try out a different 

area. There were a number of easy climbs, 

fails managed a 6b but failed on the 7a. 

Murray tried the 7a from day 4 but ripped 

the tip of his finer off on the sloping crimp. 

Abi jumped off the top and made a big 

splash. Ella was launched; she was a much 

finer vessel than the other group who 

were at the crag. 

The climbers at Sa Gubia tried a number of 

different things. Tristan and Ruth had a 

mini adventure on their 2 pitch multi pitch. Ali and Lisa tried a few hard things with little success. 

Since it was a Sunday most shops were closed so there was not a lot of food to be had. Heavy rain 

made the road outside the apartments turn into a small river. Since it was Lisa’s last day she decided 

to get drunk instead of packing. 

Day 8 – Rest Day 2 

Ali got up early to take Lisa to the airport, everyone else stayed in bed for quite a while. While Ali 

was sleeping most other people went for a large food shop taking advantage of Lidl’s cheap prices. 

After the shop everyone moved to the beach to enjoy the Mallorca sun. The slack line was put up 

and everyone had a good go with various levels of susses, this attracted many tourists who took 



photos, if a hat had been left out we probably would have made some money. Towards the end of 

the day we moved the slack line to two trees that were much further apart, right at the limit of how 

far the slack line could reach. While tensioning the line 

we melted a section as there was so much force! This 

line was very long and wobbled a lot. Murray and 

Tristan both got about half way on it but nobody made 

it the whole length. Some people were scared off by 

the height of the line but the soft sand gave a good 

landing and when it sagged in the middle it was quite 

close to the floor anyway. While slack lining Fails failed 

and landed with one leg either side of the line and had 

to sit down for a while, see right.  

Day 9 – The Accident 

Ali and Fails headed off to a hard over hanging crag with short boulder like routs. Everyone else went 

to Puig St Martin where there was shade all day and easy climbs. A number of different routes were 

done. While trying a 5+ with a high first bolt Ollie slipped and hit the ground. He had broken his 

ankle and mountain rescue were called to evacuate him. Jon and Murray had both been on the 

union run outdoor first aid course which proved very useful. Both tried to check for broken bones 

but didn’t feel anything that felt broken, both were carrying first aid kits but there was little they 

could do. Four firemen arrived with a stretcher to carry him out, they were not particularly gentle. 

Everyone went to visit Ollie that evening, he was on pain killers at this point and seemed quite 

merry, fortunately he had BMC insurance and everything was OK. 

Day 10 – DWS 

Abi decided that she wanted to stay with Ollie for the day and keep him company as being in a 

foreign hospital. Everyone else decided to go deep water soloing as there would be nothing to hit 

and get hurt on. Ali and Fails went to Cala Barques and everyone else went to Santanyi. Ali and Fails 

found their perfect climbs of steep jug climbing with big powerful moves. The others enjoyed their 

day and went to visit the legendary Es Pontas and were surprised by how shallow the water was 

there.  

Day 11 – Les Perxes Mark II 

A permanent problem with Mallorca was trying to find shady crags where the heat was not too 

severe. Port Soller had a large amount of shade but we discovered building works and so couldn’t 

climb there. Returning to a previously visit crag is generally avoided on tour but this area has several 

sections. Ali and Fails went to the cave and tried more hard things. Everyone else went to the upper 

section called Muro de Caimari. There were several hard climbs done by all. Ruth and Tristan found 

an extremely pumpy 6b which was very hard. Ollie was visited in the evening and this time had a 

large amount of metal in his leg after the operation and was in for a bad night sleep. After climbing 

we took Fails to the airport as he had found a sweet deal and booked an earlier flight home 

Day 12 – Betlem 

Waking to the sound of heavy rain was not a good start to the day. Almost all the climbing locations 

would be soaked and the only things able to be climbed would be caves. Contrary to the malicious 

propaganda spread by the Outdoor Club we did not go to a pub, we went climbing instead. A crag 



called El Calo de Betlem was decided upon as it had some shelter and easy cave climbs. Arriving at 

the crag to find that rock fax lied and only a part of the routes were dry we soldiered on. Most 

people tried a cool looking 6b which had some hard moves in it to a hidden and now sodden slot. 

While Abi was on top rope an assisted dyno was attempted with no result. Another nearby area was 

investigated but the best routs were slabs that were still wet and there were serious signs of 

seepage. Murray and Ruth checked out an abandoned house which had an aloe vera plant in front 

that was about 3m tall and you could stand on its branches/leaves. 

Setting up a water line over the pool was discussed at length. We found 2 points that we felt would 

be suitable anchors and active spotting near the edges of the pool was also proposed. Unfortunately 

it was felt that the 2 anchors were too far apart and a water line was not put up. Instead a raft was 

built from the many empty water bottles with an impressively poor result. 

Day 13 – Home Time 

Ali and Abi went back to Les Perxes for Ali to try and finish his route. The top slab was wet and no 

route finishing happened. Packing the cars with all of our stuff took a while and lead to a rather 

uncomfortable trip to the airport. Both cars had to be returned empty and so the economy race was 

on. Murrays diesel had only had 1 ½ tanks of fuel so was already low but made it to the rental drop 

of shortly after the fuel light came on. Ali was forced to put in an extra 5 euros of fuel. At the airport 

there was a slight challenge convincing the staff that Ollie couldn’t walk and that he needed a wheel 

chair. After a large amount of repacking to get everyone under the weight limit we all ate and drank 

as much as we could to get as heavy as possible to reduce the fuel economy of the plane to restore 

Ryanair’s karma. Arriving late at Stansted we were all greeted by an enormous line for border 

control with some grumpy staff who were extremely unhelpful. We retried our bags and then all 

went our separate ways. 

Finances 

Income 

Income is as follows: 

Members contributions 1800 

IC Grant and Trust 410 

 

Expenditure 

Expenditure breakdown is as follows: 

Accommodation £1240 

Car Rental £370 

Fuel £200 

Consumables £400 

 



	   	   	  
	  

Tour	  Report	  
	  

In	  July	  the	  CGCU	  Racing	  society	  took	  the	  Imperial	  Racing	  Green	  Formula	  
Student	   vehicle,	   IRG04	   to	   the	   British	   Formula	   Student	   event	   at	   the	   world-‐
renowned	  Silverstone	  race	  circuit.	  The	  2011	  competition	  pitted	  107	  cars	  from	  34	  
different	  universities	  and	  a	   total	  of	  2305	  students	  against	   each	  other	   in	  one	  of	  
the	   biggest	   educational	  motorsports	   events	   in	   the	  World.	   Around	   30	   students	  
were	   taken	   to	   the	   event	   to	   experience	   the	   competition	   first	   hand	   and	   provide	  
support	  to	  the	  Racing	  Green	  team	  throughout	  the	  5	  day	  event	  from	  13-‐17th	  July.	  
	  
Wednesday	  13th	  July	  
	  

Team	  and	  Society	  members	  made	   their	  way	   to	   Silverstone	   in	   their	   own	  
vehicles	   to	   set	   up	   tents	   at	   the	   camping	   site	   adjacent	   to	   the	   track.	   The	   car	   and	  
tooling/equipment	  were	  brought	  down	  late	  in	  the	  day	  and	  the	  stand	  was	  set	  up	  
in	  our	  allocated	  space	   in	   the	  alternative	   fuels	  marquee.	  The	  evening	  was	  spent	  
socializing	  with	  other	  teams	  and	  exploring	  event	  site	  and	  camp	  site.	  
	  
Thursday	  14th	  July	  
	  

Key	  members	  of	  the	  vehicle	  team	  woke	  up	  early	  to	  start	  preparing	  the	  car	  
for	   the	  technical	  and	  safety	  scrutineering	  that	  would	  take	  place	  throughout	  the	  
weekend.	   The	   4th	   year	   mechanical	   engineering	   students	   who	   had	   done	   their	  
individual	   projects	   on	   the	   car	   prepared	   for	   the	   design,	   sustainability	   and	  
business	  presentations	  to	  be	  given	  that	  day.	  At	  2pm	  the	  opening	  ceremony	  took	  
place	   in	   the	   Pavilion	   with	   all	   key	   team	   members	   attending.	   At	   6:30pm	   a	  
networking	  event	  was	  held	   in	   the	   Jimmy	  Brown	  centre.	  Most	   society	  members	  
opted	  to	  socialize	  again	  at	  the	  camp	  site.	  
	  
Friday	  15th	  July	  
	  

Having	   failed	   to	   get	   through	   scrutineering	   the	   previous	   day	   team	  
members	  worked	  hard	   again	   on	   correcting	   all	   highlighted	  discrepancies	   in	   the	  
safety	  of	   the	  vehicle	  while	  other	  members	  of	   the	  society	   took	   the	  advantage	   to	  
explore	   the	  garages	  and	  ask	  other	   teams	  questions	  on	   their	  cars.	  The	   tilt	   table,	  
noise	  test,	  brake	  test	  and	  practice	  area	  were	  now	  open	  also	  and	  time	  was	  spent	  
watching	  these	  to	  gain	  some	  experience	  of	  what	  was	  to	  come	  for	  our	  car.	  
	  
Saturday	  16th	  July	  
	  

Saturday	   saw	   the	   start	   of	   the	   dynamic	   events	   with	   driver	   briefing	   and	  
track	  walk	   taking	  place	   at	   8am.	  The	  Acceleration	   and	   Skid	  Pan	   events	  were	   to	  
take	   place	   between	   8:45	   and	   12:30	   but	   with	   our	   car	   still	   having	   difficulties	  
getting	  through	  the	  formal	  scrutineering	  we	  missed	  the	  events	  and	  set	  our	  sets	  
on	  the	  endurance	  event	  the	  next	  day.	  The	  sprint	  event	  took	  place	  between	  1:30	  
and	  6pm	  and	  gave	  everyone	  a	   chance	   to	   see	  what	   some	  of	   the	   teams	  and	   cars	  



	   	   	  
	  
were	  capable	  of.	  The	  competition	  looked	  strong.	  An	  awards	  ceremony	  took	  place	  
at	  8:15	  for	  those	  winning	  the	  days	  events.	  
	  
Sunday	  17th	  July	  
	  
	   This	  was	   the	  main	  day	  of	   the	  event	  with	   the	   finale	  being	   the	  endurance	  
event,	  25km	  round	  the	  spring	  track	  with	  a	  driver	  change	  taking	  place	  at	  the	  half	  
way	  mark.	  The	  event	  ran	  the	  whole	  day	  from	  9	  till	  5:30	  running	  in	  reverse	  order	  
of	   the	   standings	   from	   the	   sprint	   event.	   Those	   that	   failed	   to	   attend	   the	   sprint	  
event	   went	   last.	   The	   day	   started	   rainy	   and	   it	   was	   clear	   that	   some	   teams	   had	  
adopted	  a	  strategy	  to	  overcome	  the	  wet	  weather.	  Society	  members	  watched	  from	  
the	  grandstand	  and	  were	  largely	  impressed	  with	  the	  standard	  and	  quality	  of	  the	  
cars.	  With	   IRG04	  finally	   through	  scrutineering	   it	  had	   its	  chance	  to	  shine	   late	   in	  
the	   day.	  With	   a	   chain	   snapping	   at	   the	   first	   corner	   of	   the	   first	   lap	   the	   car	  was	  
unable	   to	   live	   up	   to	   its	   potential	   but	  made	   steady	   progress	   through	   the	   25km	  
stint	   to	   2nd	   place	   in	   the	   fuel	   economy	   standings.	   Combined	   with	   the	  
presentations	  and	  reports	  submitted	  the	  team	  took	  a	  respectable	  5th	  place	  in	  the	  
alternative	  fuel	  category,	  being	  the	  best	  UK	  team.	  
	  

	  
	  



	   	   	  
	  
Summary	  
	  

In	  all	  the	  tour	  to	  Silverstone	  with	  society	  members	  was	  a	  success.	  It	  gave	  
them	   the	   chance	   to	   experience	   behind	   the	   scenes	   at	   a	   motorsport	   event	   and	  
realize	  the	  excitement	  and	  stress	  that	   those	   involved	  go	  through.	  All	   those	  that	  
joined	  us	  were	  pleased	  with	   the	   trip	  and	   looked	   forward	   to	  a	   return	  visit	  with	  
IC06	  in	  July	  2012	  where	  we	  hope	  to	  achieve	  a	  high	  result	  with	  a	  well	  developed	  
ethanol	  vehicle.	  
	  
Finances	  
	  

£240	  of	   the	  society	  money	  was	  spent	   to	  cover	   fuel	  costs	   in	   transporting	  
the	  vehicle	  and	  tools	  and	  on	  food	  and	  drinks	  for	  members	  while	  camping.	  Costs	  
relating	   to	   the	   entry	   of	   the	   vehicle	   to	   the	   competition	   and	   camp	   site	   booking	  
were	  covered	  by	  the	  team	  budget.	  

	  

	  
President	  
Sam	  	  Alcock	  
07851704644	  

Treasurer	  
Alec	  Georgala	  
07817750473	  
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Introduction and Objectives 
The tour was designed to improve and enrich the students both on and off the field. The club is 
made up of players from all Imperial College RFC teams as well as students who are not involved in 
any rugby team at Imperial. The tour helped to build a bond between the players. 

City and Guilds RFC has fallen from its heights of the ‘70s, whilst this is due to a number of factors 
beyond the clubs control, it is now starting to regain its standing. Over the past few years, the club 
has taken on a more professional mentality including wins over the Royal School of Mines, 
Christchurch College, Oxford, and Balliol College, Oxford, proving that the effort put in off the pitch 
by the committee is matched by the players on it. The club has also run a number of events on 
behalf of the CGCU exec to help move itself back into the accepted fold. Compared to tours in 
previous years, it was decided that Germany 2011 would take on a more professional feel. 

The tour location and opponents were chosen after consulting a member of the club who played 
rugby in Germany which ensured that we were playing teams at a competitive level in order to make 
the most of the tour. By playing against teams like RK 03 Berlin, one of the best club rugby sides in 
Germany, the club was pitching itself against the top of German Rugby.  

Although not known to many, German club rugby has improved steadily over the last decade with 
their focus now being directed more towards Rugby Sevens; a clear indicator of this is the 
organization of the European Sevens finals in Hannover in 2008 and 2009 which were played in the 
AWD-Arena, a stadium with a capacity of over 50,000. A tour to a developing rugby nation such as 
Germany was of enormous benefit to both our students and their players, with both sides having the 
opportunity to learn from exposure to different styles of rugby.  

As well as the students gaining a unique sporting experience, the tour exposed the students to a 
different lifestyle and a different culture. The cycle tour of the city enabled the tourists to experience 
some of Berlin’s culture and history. The other clubs were very impressed by the standard and 
behaviour of the players who were a credit to City & Guilds College Union, Imperial College and 
London. As a result of this the club has been invited back next year. 

7s is a limited form of rugby union. It is used for tournaments because it provides a fast free flowing 
game. Games lasted between 14 and 20 minutes depending on the position in the tournament. Due 
to the increased space scoring is faster. The game is about communication, finding space and 
exploiting any opportunity, it helps to develop many of the skills the students will utilise in their 
future careers. 

 

  



Tour activities 
 

Date Task 
July 1st Fly to Berlin-Schönefeld, Germany from London Gatwick 
July 1st Arrive Berlin – Travel to Travel to accommodation in Hohen Neuendorf 
July 1st Sightseeing tour of Berlin 
July 1st MATCH vs RK 03 Berlin (kick-off @ 18.30) 
July 1st Post-match dinner and socialising with opposition 
July 2nd Breakfast and first meeting with host club Rugbyunion Hohen Neuendorf 
July 2nd 1st DAY OF SEVENS (tournament begins @ 12:00 
July 2nd Players Party and getting to know oppositions 
July 3rd Breakfast 
July 3rd 2nd DAY OF SEVENS (begins @ 09:00, ends @ 14:00)  
July 3rd Post-Tournament social event with other teams in Berlin 
July 4th Leave accommodation and travel to Berlin 
July 4th Return Flight to London 
 

  



Touring Party 
Surname Name Department Faculty Year of Study 
CHARLTON Thomas Biochemistry Sciences 3 
COTTON Thomas Physics Sciences 3 
DOWDEN Robert Chemical Engineering 3 
FOSS Benjamin Material Sciences Engineering PhD – 1st Year 
GIBBS Joe Bioengineering Engineering 2 
GODFREY Thomas Chemical Engineering 2 
GRIFFITHS Will Mechanical Engineering 1 
HANSEN Thomas Mechanical Engineering 2 
HARRIS Joseph Mechanical Engineering 4 
HILL Colin Mechanical Engineering 3 
JINKS Edward Aeronautics Engineering 3 
JOACHIM Max EEE Engineering 4 
MAITALA Sasha Chemical Engineering GRAD: 2010 
MCFADDEN Thomas Chemical Engineering 2 
MICHALITSCH Lukas Mechanical Engineering 1 
RHOADES Tom EEE Engineering 4 
ROBINS Marc Mechanical Engineering 2 
SPITTLE Toby Chemical Engineering 2 
WATSON Niall Civil Engineering 4 

 
  



Press release 
This tour had it all; no sleep, local delicacies, someone getting lost, British weather – and some great 
rugby. Whilst this describes the tour to leave it at that would not do it justice. C&G RFC celebrated 
the end of the season with a 4-day tour to Berlin where they participated in the 2nd international 
Rugbyunion Sevens. 

Sevens captain Niall Watson did everything in his power to get his team to the airport on time- 
driving a minibus through midnight London picking up stragglers at the union, Belushi’s 
Hammersmith and  Belushi’s Fulham. Thanks to his dedication, the team caught their flight on time 
and enjoyed a little power nap before getting woken up gently by the pilot when he crashed down 
on Berlin Schonefeld airport. Tour translator Max Joachim awaited the tour party which quickly 
made its way through Berlin to their accommodation in Hohen Neuendorf, a little town just north of 
Berlin. The local rugby club Rugbyunion Hohen Neuendorf had organized the 2nd international 
Rugbyunion Sevens and did everything they could to make us feel at home – they even brought in 
some proper English weather but let’s not get ahead of ourselves. After a quick lunch, we took public 
transport again to meet our guide for a bicycle sightseeing tour through Berlin. 

The weather was fantastic and the guide made sure that there were plenty of breaks on the way so 
that we didn’t exhaust ourselves before the Sevens the next day. Seeing the Reichstag, the 
Brandenburg gate and the Berlin wall was great but the biggest cheers were heard when the 
afternoon beer/kebab break was announced. Result of the afternoon: No casualties, Tom Cotton 
learnt how to ride a bike and Ed Jinks really does love kebabs. 

Tired and thirsty, we travelled back up north again to be greeted with a BBQ by our hosts. After 
enjoying their hospitality for an hour or two, we were surprised to see Tom Godfrey making his way 
towards the club house. Apparently, we had lost him in Berlin but his impeccable knowledge of the 
German underground got him back safely. After a while socializing with our hosts we took over our 
“accommodation” – some luxurious tents on a beach rugby pitch next to the actual rugby pitch. The 
night brought the already mentioned English weather but luckily, the tents were able to keep us dry. 
Being engineers, we decided to make our upcoming nights more comfortable by buying some air 
mattresses before heading over to the club house for a fantastic breakfast with eggs, bacon and 
juice – a recipe for success. 

 

The weather didn’t improve much, even the late arrival of our inspirational leader and captain Niall 
couldn’t brighten the sky’s mood, so it kept raining and it felt like it was getting colder and colder 
throughout the day. That didn’t stop us from showing off our Sevens skills during the pool stage of 
the Rugbyunion Sevens tournament. Our first opponent, the local Veltener Rugby Club, had no 
chance against some fierce defending and great running in attack so that an easy 31-00 win was 
recorded by tour secretary Toby Spittle. 

Even more tries were scored against the U18s side of the hosts, the “RU Young Wolves”, and the 
Swiss team RC Bombers Zug. The toughest match of the day was the last one against defending 
champions RK 03 Berlin who just finished 7th in the German first division; the Bundesliga. Again, our 



defense was the corner stone of our success. Our two tries and one conversion was too much for the 
Berliners who only managed to score one try – 12-7 and first place in pool B for the C&G RFC – what 
a result!  

The other pool was topped by the second RK 03 team followed by the hosts RU Hohen Neuendorf. 
That meant we were to face the hosts in the cup semifinal on the following day. A devious plan by 
the hosts meant that they organized a players’ party for Saturday night which we were quick to take 
advantage of. Our fancy dress for the evening, Ancient Greeks, was admired by the locals. The 
handover between current and future ICURFC club captain, started an ‘interesting’ evening that 
ended in the early hours on Sunday. 

After another fantastic breakfast on Sunday, we discovered that we already made it to the final 
because both RK 03 teams did not make it back to the tournament on Sunday after having a beer or 
two too many. That meant we were to play the last match of the tournament against RU Hohen 
Neuendorf. Niall had problems finding enough players for the team after injuries and hangovers 
decimated our side. We employed one ringer in the form of one RK 03 player who joined us so that 
we went into the Cup final with some optimism. The hosts showed us from the off that they wanted 
to win in front of their own fans. They quickly went two tries up before our own resident German, 
Max Joachim, brought us back into the game with a converted try just before half-time. 
Unfortunately, the beers from Saturday night were holding us back a bit so that we didn’t manage to 
score any more points. The second place was celebrated with the hosts nevertheless before heading 
into Berlin for one last night where a lot of kebabs and a few beers were consumed before catching 
our flight home. 

Arrival back to Luton was the end of a fantastic tour. The tour had brought the team even more 
together and from which a number of memories and stories will be recounted. A lot of positive 
surprises were noted on the pitch by strong performances of freshers Will Griffiths and Sean Jordan 
who put in some fierce hits while winger Lukas Michalitsch was able to practice his try celebrations. 
The dedication shown by all the players and the willingness to mingle with the other teams and our 
hosts left the Germans very impressed by the C&G RFC and new C&G RFC club captain Ed Jinks left 
Germany with an invitation to the 3rd Rugbyunion Sevens next year. We also won the prize for the 
best match shirts of the tournament. We proudly joined in a team photo with the hosts after the 
final. We’d like to pay tribute to our tour sponsors Chateau Six, Laing O’Rourke, City & Guilds College 
Assocation and PathMotion for allowing us to make these fantastic experiences possible.    

 

  



Financing 
Description Quantity Unit Price Cost 
Flights 19 £120.00 £3,000.00 
Accommodation @ £2 per night for 3 nights 57 £2.00 £150.00 
Train Tickets 3 £13.65 £122.85 
Playing Jersey 25 £15.00 £375.00 
T-Shirts 25 £5.00 £125.00 
Baseball Caps 25 £5.00 £125.00 
Club Ties 25 £10.00 £250.00 
Tournament Entry Fee 1 £50.00 £50.00 
Breakfast provided by host club 50 £8.00 £400.00 
Food Expenses for 3 days (excludes Monday) 75 £6.00 £450.00 
Subtotal £5,047.85 
Taxable Amount £0.00 
Tax           17.50% £0.00 
Total £5,047.85 
 

  



 

 



 

 



 



IMRFC Canada Tour 2011 

7-21st July 
 

 
 

Tour Report: 
 
Day 1 – The beginning 
On 8th July 2011 a group of intrepid tourists set out from London Heathrow on a once in a lifetime 
expedition to Canada. Upon arriving in Canada the group made its way to the accommodation at the 
University of Calgary student halls. Everybody settled down for a good night’s sleep...shame it only 
lasted 3 hours. 
 
Day 2 – Calgary Stampede 7s 
Everybody, well rested, departed for the first of our rugby playing exploits of the tour, the Calgary 
Stampede 7s tournament. IMRFC were to field 3 teams at the Competitive and Social levels of the 
tournament. Upon arrival at the ground some concern was registered by certain members of the squad, 
mainly about the effects that altitude might have on the social members performances, that and just 
how dry the air was. Despite these harsh conditions IMRFCs sides started well, with back to back 
victories from the 1st and 2nd team sides which saw them progress from the pool stages of the 
competition. Disappointingly team fun, under the guidance of James Tibbott were unable to pull off 
the same feat, surprising given James’ motivational team talks and desire to win. 
Never the less the other two teams continued to do IMRFC proud progressing to the final of the both 
the social and competitive competitions. Team flair, who up until now had done surprisingly well 
considering they comprised 3 second rows, 2 props, 2 hookers were disappointingly outmuscled and 
outdone in the final, meaning they had to make do with 2nd place, which all things considered was 
actually pretty good going. The 1st team, had a rather more comfortable final, having already beaten 
the best of the opposition to progress to this stage. The match started off well with some well worked 
moves and clinical handling allowing the medics to build up a healthy lead.   As fatigue took its toll a 
few more mistakes were made which allowed the opposition to come back with two tries of their own, 
however, the initial dominance was enough to see Imperial Medicals finish on top and win the 
division, finally allowing Captain Sharples to break his duck and actually win a 7s tournament for a 
change. 

The evening saw us socialise with our fellow rugby playing compatriots at the local bar. 

 



Day 3 – Calgary Stampede Rodeo 

This day of tour saw IMRFC attend the Calgary Stampede Rodeo – self proclaimed “Greatest Outdoor 
Show on Earth!!”. For many this was the first experience we had had of a rodeo, summed up, it was 
awesome – the professional bull and bucking horse riding was especially  

 

Day 4 – the bus journey 

An all day trip on the bus could only mean one thing – that’s right, sleeping and eating crisps .... no 
much of the trip was spent admiring the incredible scenery that the beautiful Canadian countryside 
had to offer. We arrived at our next source of accommodation that night at the University of British 
Columbia – Okanagan campus. 

 

Day 5 – Kelowna 

A training day and preparation for the match against Kelowna RFC. The team were able to explore 
the beautiful lakeside town with some daring to take a dip into the lakes icy cold waters for a swim. 

Day 6 – match day 

After a hearty breakfast of egg mcmuffins, attention turned to the game to be held in the evening. On 
arriving at the pitch, we were met by a surprisingly large crowd as well as a surprisingly large team. 
Having been billed as the weakest opposition of the trip some doubts were suddenly felt. The match 
was a thrilling encounter, with the Medicals coming from behind in the last 5 minutes to score in the 
corner giving us a 31-28 point win. 



Afterwards we were spectacularly hosted by Kelowna RFC at their club house. 

Day 7 – travelling to Victoria 

A slightly shorter coach trip and a ferry journey saw the Medicals arrive in the lovely city of Victoria. 
A pleasant evening’s entertainment was sought at the Sticky wicket pub, a favourite haunt of IMRFCs 
previous tour to Canada. 

Day 8 – Match against Velox Valhallians 

The day was spent in preparation for the game, some of the party went whale watching and learnt 
some interesting facts about whales and dolphins. The second match of tour was billed to be a tougher 
encounter than the first, which given the closeness of the previous fixture did not fill the team with 
hope. The match turned out to be a fairly scrappy game, with plenty of errors from both sides and 
plenty of end to end rugby. The final score of IMRFC 58 – V. Valhallians 38 suggesting that defence 
was not the focus of either team. 

The after game entertainment saw us being excellently hosted by the opposition at their club house 
and then moving on to a club of the opposition’s recommendation. 

Day 9 – Victoria 

After the exploits of the previous evening the day was left to our own devices, as some of our party 
departed to fly home the rest of us did what we do best – eat a lot of chicken wings. The day finished 
up in Shark bar, voted Canadas best sports bar 2008.  

Day 10 – travel to Vancouver 

Another bus and ferry journey saw us reach the final destination of our tour, Vancouver – another 
extremely interesting and intriguing city. After a delightful steak dinner it was firmly established that 
it was time to venture to a country and western themed bar – a great evening was had by all. 

 

Day 11 – white water rafting 

The tour party enjoyed a delightful day in nearby Whistler, enjoying the scenery and swimming 
around in ice cold water. The white water rafting was sensational!!! 



Day 12 – match against Abbottsford RFC 

The final full day of tour saw IMRFC face off against Abbottsford RFC. Numbers were somewhat 
depleted after the departure of some of the touring party as well as injuries that were picked up during 
the course of the previous 2 weeks. Never the less the medics started the match off well, with some 
bone-crunching hits in the midfield and superb work in and around the breakdown from the forwards. 
Well worked phases and some slick hands put us over for the first points of the match with two 
unanswered tries. Abbottsford found their feet towards the end of the first half and were able to break 
in in the corner and add a penalty to make the score 14-10 in the medics favour at the half. The second 
half began in a more lacklustre manner and it was only some great last ditch defence which prevented 
the opposition from taking the lead. Eventually the medics were able to work some rhythm back into 
their game and some good individual breaks paid off with two well worked tries putting the score in at 
26-10 the final score. 

Once again we were hosted at the Abbottsford club house before heading out into Vancouver for the 
last night of tour. Needless to say everybody was in fine fettle and much fun was had, we even 
listened to some music on the coach with lyrics.  

Day 13 – Departure 

After a thoroughly enjoyable two weeks it was time for IMRFC to depart Canada and re-enter the real 
world. After some last minute shopping the boys made their way to the airport and several hours later 
arrived in Heathrow happy but a lot less healthy. 

A big thank you must go out to our sponsors and everybody who made the tour happenAnother big 
thank you must go out to Abbottsford, Kelowna and Velox RFC for hosting us and showing us such a 
good time. Where IMRFC’s next big trip will take us who can say, but wherever it is, it will be the 
best two weeks of those boys lives. 

 
Summary: 
 
36 gentlemen in the touring party. No problems were encountered on the tour, and the planned 
proposal as outlined for the tour was carried out. 
Financial Breakdown: 
 
Income 
Sponsorship - £255.32 
ICU Grant -£941.78 
Tourist Contributions -£78,325.00 
 
Expenditure 
Tour kit - £8737.11 
Tour company payment -£73,046.48 
 
Net  
Net loss - £2261.49 
 
 
Final thanks go to Imperial College Union for graciously giving the boys some help with the funding 
for the tour. 



Imperial College Sinfonietta & Big Band  
Joint Summer Tour 2011 - Krakow, Poland  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Financial Breakdown 
The total cost per person was £250 for members of IC Big Band and £350 for Sinfonietta. All 
transactions were made by Sinfonietta.  
 
Price covered: 
Flights 
Accommodation 
Van hire & travel costs 
Insurance costs  
2 x tour meals 
Other minor costs (e.g. telephone charges, tour awards) 
 



Sinfonietta additional costs: 
Rehearsal & concert venue hire 
Music hire 
Conductor fees 
 
Publicity 
Subsidised players 
 
Grant received: 
The groups received £2947 in shared subsidy, which was split per person. 
 
Big Band subsidised their members with £1500 of SGI (transferred to Sinfonietta) 
Sinfonietta broke even (no SGI expenditure). 
 
Attendance 
Total no: 69 

- 22 Big Band 
- 47 Sinfonietta 

Daily Activities  
 
Saturday 9th, Sunday 10th, Monday 11th September: Sinfonietta pre-tour rehearsals 
  

Thursday 8th September 

• Flight to Katowice, group meeting at Luton at 0600 

• Arrival at Katowice Airport at 1000 (local time). 

• Coach transfer to Hostel Tutti Frutti in Krakow – Arrival time 1400. 

• Van unloading at 1600.  

• Big Band Rehearsal at 16.30 in hostel 

• First tour dinner at 1900 in Kuchnia staropolska U Babci Maliny, a restaurant 
serving traditional Polish cuisine 

 
Friday 9th September 

• Sinfonietta rehearsal from 1100 - 1400 in ZPS music school, Krakow.  

• Big Band rehearsal in hostel consuming most of the day 

• Free evening for dinner & drinks  
 
Saturday 10th September 

• Free morning for sightseeing. 

• Sinfonietta rehearsal 1500-1800 

• Big Band gig at one of Krakow's most famous venues - Harris Piano Bar.  
Sinfonietta attended. The concert broke records in terms of how many 



people had ever fit onto the club's stage, and attracted a full and receptive 
audience. This was thought of as one of the finest concert venues ICBB has 
ever played in. 
 

Sunday 11th September 

• Big Band day off 

• Free morning for Sinfonietta 

• Sinfonietta rehearsal from 1500-1800. 

• Tram party in the evening (Attended by Big Band and Sinfonietta) 
 
Monday 12th September 

• Group visit to Wieliczka salt mines. 

• Monday – Big Band small group gig (Alchemia). ICBB All Stars, the spinoff 
octet from the big band, performed a concert at Krakow's oldest and most 
loved music venue, Alchemia. The setlist of all self-arranged peices, including 
three original compositions, was very well received by an (almost) sold out 
audience. 

 
Tuesday 13th September 

• Free morning 

• Final Sinfonietta rehearsal at 1500-1800 

• 1900 – Sinfonietta Concert at ZPS music school.  This was a special concert in 
which we premiered a piano concerto written by a local musician in Krakow 
(Lindsay Davidson), performed by a professor of music at the school 
(Slawomir Zubrzycki), which we performed to an ovation. We also played 
Beethoven’s Symphony no.7 and the Hebrides Overture by Mendelssohn.  
The concert was very well attended by pupils and teachers of the school and 
their families and was well received by the audience.  Big Band came along to 
show their support. 

• Following the Sinfonietta concert, everyone on the tour moved on to Klub 
Pod Jazszcurami, where Big Band delivered delivered their final concert.  The 
venue was packed and it was generally agreed to be the greatest IC Big Band 
performances of recent years. 

 
Wednesday 14th Sepetember 

• Group trip to Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp.  Some students chose 
to opt out of this trip in favour of a free day for sightseeing. 

• Van loading at 1800 

• Final Tour Party at 1900 (including both ensembles).  Large buffet meal, 
ending with an awards ceremony.  
 



Thursday 15th September  

• Coach left for Katowice Airport at 0600 for flight back to Luton Airport. 
 

Friday 16th September 

• Van arrived 

• Both ensembles collected their instruments from Imperial College  
 

Aims and Objectives  
Sinfonietta 
This year’s annual summer tour fulfilled all of its objectives.  We took on the challenge of 
learning a completely new repertoire over the course of the tour and did so with great 
success, performing to a large audience who were extremely receptive.   Our repertoire 
included the premiere of a piano concerto written by a local musician in Krakow and 
performed by a professor of music at the school.  This was a new and exciting experience for 
the orchestra.   
 
Whilst we worked very hard on the tour, we made good use of our free time.  We organised 
2 day trips to popular tourist attractions (the salt mines and Auschwitz) and allowed plenty 
of time to explore the city of Krakow. We also had the opportunity to integrate with Big 
Band at a number of joint social events and both ensembles benefited from the support of 
the other at gigs and concerts. 
 
This tour provided the perfect opportunity to integrate members of Sinfonietta, 
encouraging them to socialise with each other and with members of Big Band.  We were 
successful in inspiring the majority of members to return for what we hope will be another 
highly successful year for Sinfonietta. 
Big Band 

The tour was the most time any of the first years had spent together with the band, and this 
proved to be highly valuable, both in terms of social and musical cohesion. The first two 
days involved the longest and most continuous sessions of rehearsal that the band has had 
this academic year, which meant that the band played at a very high level of musical 
aptitude. This led to the two Big Band concerts; both of which were played to a very high 
standard, and by nearly universal agreement the second of which was the finest 
performance the band gave all year. Tourgoers, having spent a week together in close 
proximity, are in general much better friends than prior to the tour. In addition to being an 
end in itself, this social aspect also has positive repercussions on the quality of the music, as 
band members are more comfortable with giving and receiving the constructive criticism 
that is instrumental to the improvement of the band. 

The objective of promoting ICBB in Poland was fulfilled to a great extent - both of the big 
band's concerts were played to packed club audiences, and the band was extremely well 
received, with extremely positive feedback from the club managers and audience members 
alike. 



The social and musical success of the tour also had the unintended side effect of creating 
links for the band to the London Jazz scene. Acclaimed Royal Academy of Music alumni Paul 
Trippett and Dave Hamblett are now good band contacts, as is Trinity alumnus Max Johnson 
and current student Michael Underwood. 

 
Major Issues 
The van carrying the instruments was damaged whilst manoeuvring the vehicle out of a car 
park.   Nobody was harmed in the incident and the vehicle and drivers were fully covered 
under Imperial College Vehicle Insurance.  An insurance claim has been made and a £400 
excess is to be charged to both clubs (covered under contingency costs within our budget).  
 
 
 
Pictures 
1. The concert venue being set up. 

2. The Orchestra in Rehearsal 
 



Imperial College String Ensemble
Paris Tour Report
Wednesday 6th - Monday 11th July 2011

1. Attendance
13 members:	7 violinists, 2 violists & 4 cellists

2. Financial Status

Submitted tour budget
Estimated attendance:	 17 members

Variable income Description Unit price Units Net

Ticket income Student ticket £200.00 17 £3,400.00

£3,400.00

Variable expenditure Description Unit price Units Net

Travel expenditure Eurostar train tickets £95.00 17 £1,615.00

Ground hire Hostel per night £16.00 85 £1,360.00

Fixed expenditure Description Unit price Units Net

Ground hire Rehearsal location £100.00 1 £100.00

Instructors Conductor’s fee £50.00 1 £50.00

Travel expenditure Conductor’s travel £100.00 1 £100.00

£3,225.00

Balance @ 17 attendees:£175
Balance @ 13 attendees:£75

Tour finance actuals (estimated from Union Finance pages)
Attendance:	 13 members



Variable income Description Unit price Units Net

Ticket income Student ticket £200.00 8 £1,600.00

Grant Subsidized travel £68.56 1 £68.56

£1,668.56

Variable expenditure Description Unit price Units Net

Travel expenditure Eurostar + flights £142.00 13 £1,846.00

Ground hire Hostel per night £17.00 65 £1,105.00

Fixed expenditure Description Unit price Units Net

Travel expenditure Cello transportation £40.80 4 £163.20

Instructors Conductor’s fee £50.00 1 £50.00

Travel expenditure Conductor’s travel £70.99 1 £70.99

£3,235.19

Balance @ 8 attendees paid: £1591
Balance @ 13 attendees paid: £590

3. Aims & Objectives
Original aims from tour budget: “Imperial College String Ensemble intends to go to Paris 
this summer. We have found a nice little youth hostel in the centre, and plan to spend 5 days 
playing music in rehearsals, workshops and concerts. We feel that Paris is the ideal place for 
an orchestra tour due to its cultural heritage in both classical and contemporary music. It also 
allows for an environmentally friendly travel from London thanks to the Eurostar, which we 
intend to travel with.”

How we satisfied these aims:
• Rehearsals: Having performed our Summer Concert in London only a couple 

weeks beforehand we didn’t require an intensive rehearsal schedule on location; 
sectional rehearsals were held to learn the new music and a full morning’s rehearsal 
was dedicated to final concert preparations at the church.

• Concerts: We performed our concert for free, which was also professionally 
recorded, at Holy Trinity Church on the Saturday. We performed Vaughan Williams’ 
Oboe Concerto for Strings with Imperial alumnus Jason Klimach, Schumann’s Five 
German Dances for Strings, Corelli’s Christmas Concerto and Rawsthorne’s Light 
Music for Strings.

• Cultural experience: When not rehearsing, we spent much of our time exploring 
the rich diversity of cultural offerings available in Paris, from exploring the museums 
& churches to listening to concerts & guided tours.



4. Day by day account of activities
Wednesday 6th:	 Travel to Paris, arrive at hostel, orientation.
Thursday 7th:	 Cultural trip to Palace of Versailles.
Friday 8th:	 	 Sectional rehearsals / Louvre / outdoor jazz concert in Jardin du 
Luxembourg.
Saturday 9th:	 Rehearsals at Holy Trinity Church in morning + concert at Holy Trinity 
Church in afternoon.
Sunday 10th:	 Guided walking tour of Paris + tour dinner.
Monday 11th:	 Free time + travel home.

5. Major issues
The critical problems with this tour were a result of delayed planning & organization, of 
absentminded oversight in some matters, and of inaccurate budgeting, resulting in a 
heavy loss currently estimated at over £1,000, approximately £100 for every member on 
the tour.

Income (£1000 missing): Looking at the Union finance pages, it seems that up to 5 
people have not yet paid for this tour.
ACTION: This will be investigated ASAP by the new committee and due payments chased 
up.

Travel costs (~£600): These were estimated at an average of ~£100 return per person, 
but ended up costing an average of £140 per person, probably due to the very late 
booking of these tickets. It was assumed at the time of budgeting that cellos could be 
taken on the Eurostar, when in fact they ended up costing £40 each to be shipped out to 
Paris.
ACTION: In future, tours should be planned as early as possible and accurate estimates / 
due research performed in relation to travel estimates and costs of transporting 
instruments to location. Travel should then be booked as early as possible with levies 
imposed on late signups due to higher travel costs.

6. Did the tour achieve its aims & objectives?
In short, the tour fulfilled the aims & objectives listed in the tour application: we rehearsed 
on location and performed a concert which received very enthusiastically & professionally 
recorded for our own purposes by (coincidentally) an Imperial alumnus living in Paris.

However, these objectives could certainly be expanded & improved upon in future tours. 
For example, we could have spent more time doing dedicated technique workshops, we 
could have planned to perform two concerts, or we could have investigated the possibility 
of collaborating with local student musicians.

Overall, the tour was enjoyed by those who went and the String Ensemble will benefit 
greatly from the increased cohesion both musically & socially.



7. Photos

Imperial College String Ensemble having just performed our concert at Holy Trinity Church

	     Eiffel Tower		 	 	 	 	 Exhibit at the Gugenheim Museum




	 	 	 The Louvre

	 	 	 	 	 	 ICSE chocolate!

Outside the Notre Dame on the last night



Phil Sandwell  Imperial College Ultimate Frisbee 

Imperial College Ultimate Frisbee Summer Tour 2011 

BURLA Beach Cup, Viareggio, Italy 

14th-18th September 

Aims and Objectives 

Imperial College Ultimate Frisbee entered the BURLA Beach Cup with the aim compete 
against some of the best teams from around Europe. Ultimate Frisbee is usually played on a 
grass pitch however the surface for this tournament is sand, conditions which our players 
get to experience only at tournaments such as this one. Having historically competed in the 
Open division (where any ratio of men and women are allowed on the pitch), Imperial 
decided (based on the make-up of this year’s team) to enter the Mixed division (where a 3:2 
ratio is required, in favour of either gender). Last year, Imperial finished 20th out of around 
40 teams across two Open divisions. This year, Imperial finished 17th out of 20 teams across 
a single elite Mixed division. This is a good result, bearing in mind the quality of the 
opponents and the mixture of experience in the team (five players had played for less than 
one year at this point). 

The team played to the best of its ability, competitively and with a good attitude. Our aims, 
to compete in the tournament in a different division and to give new experience to 
developing players, were met and this bodes well for the upcoming University season. Other 
than one player fainting from the heat and exhaustion, who was treated and quickly 
released by the local first aid staff, there were no issues. 

 

Attendees 

Twelve full members of the College attended the tour: Philip Sandwell, David Pryce, Alex 
Hunt, Christopher Cooling, Michael Foster, Farzan Fassihi-Tash , Christopher Smith, 
Josephine Herschan, Irena Norman, Felicity Roberts, Loretta Lau, Frances Rose. 

 

Activities 

Wednesday 14th: Arrival to the chalet accommodation where we stayed. Phil, David, Alex, 
Michael, Irena and Felicity flew into Bologna Airport from Gatwick and took local trains to 
Viareggio Station, and finally a taxi to the accommodation at around 18.00. Christopher 
Smith and Farzan flew into the nearer Pisa Airport (albeit on different flights) and arrived 
separately, but on the same day. The evening was spent relaxing in the chalets. 
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Thursday 15th: Those who arrived the previous day headed to the playing pitches at the 
nearby Viareggio beach. The afternoon was spent acclimatising to the conditions, heat and 
sand, with some drills and practice in anticipation of the games the following day. The group 
returned to the chalets when Christopher Cooling arrived, also visiting the nearby 
supermarket for supplies for the upcoming tournament. Frances, Loretta and Jo met with 
the group at the registration/welcome party that evening to complete the team. 

Friday 16th: The first day of the tournament. The first opponents, BUF from Oxford Brookes 
University, took the first game by a small margin. The Imperial players worked their hardest 
on both offense and defence, but got unlucky and BUF managed to pull away with the win. 
The conditions had taken their toll on the team, with one member fainting from the heat 
and exhaustion (to be treated by the local first aid staff, who soon released him). The 
second game came against Strandlaufer, a high-quality German team. Imperial played 
significantly better, taking the first two points, forcing turnovers and trading points, before 
the experienced Strandlaufer players scored several on the trot to gain the winning margin. 
Leamington Lemmings were the next opponents – a club team who normally place highly in 
the UK’s national competitions. Imperial put up a spirited fight but once again, a more 
experienced and clinical team had taken the win. The weather cooled for the final game of 
the day, which helped the Imperial players. Playing calmly on offense and intense on 
defence, Imperial racked up a comfortable win in the evening game against the final 
opponents of the day, Gringos with Soul from Austria. 

Saturday 17th: The first game of the day was against Mohawks from the University of 
Sussex, who brought to the tournament most of their players who last year won almost 
every student Ultimate championship. Both teams played good games and, although the 
result may have been somewhat inevitable, Imperial gave a good and close game to leave 
with their heads held high. An hour later Imperial were back on the pitch to play Remmidem 
– a mixture of Belgian and Austrian players. Having given their all in the previous game the 
tiredness showed, with the Europeans winning comfortably. The third game was against 
New West Country Patriots, a team from Bristol. Having played poorly on Friday they were 
playing below their level and, despite matching them and forcing long points, the 
upwind/downwind game played into their hands. Finally Imperial played against Strange 
Blue, from Cambridge. Once again, despite trading points and playing hard, their experience 
came through and they took the game. The evening saw the players’ party, with the 
Imperial players enjoying themselves after two hard days of playing. 

Sunday 18th: In the first game, Imperial exploiting their greater numbers against Jacuzzi 
from France, winning the game comfortably. The final game of the tournament was a 
rematch against Gringos with Soul. Having beaten BUF to reach this point, Imperial were 
wary of Gringo’s improvement but, with a storm brewing on the horizon, the windy 
conditions played into our hands and Imperial recorded another victory, again by a wide 
margin. The tournament finished with Imperial placing 17th in the division. After staying to 
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watch more games, the Imperial players retreated to their chalets as the wind and rain got 
stronger. 

Financial Breakdown 

Where costs were incurred in Euros, an exchange rate of €1.00 = £0.87 was used. The 
following tables display the financial breakdown of the tour. 

Travel Costs: 

Description Cost 
Flights £1161.12 
Trains £234.90 

Taxis to/from accommodation £69.80 
Total £1465.82 

Subsidy £578.37 
Percentage 39.5% 

 

Non-travel costs: 

Description Cost 
Tournament Entry £970.05 
Accommodation £939.60 

Total £1909.65 
 

Total Costs: 

Description Cost 
Travel costs £1465.82 

Non-travel costs £1909.65 
Subsidy (£578.37) 

Total £2797.10 
 

Personal expenditure on food, drink, merchandise and souvenirs varied significantly 
between attendees as the accommodation was self-catered. A rough estimate for an 
average would be around £100 per person. 



This year’s summer tour saw thirteen ICUC members head to the Sicilian Island of Pantelleria for a week 
of diving in the Italian sun. Pantelleria lies south west of mainland Sicily in the Mediterranean Sea, and is 
approximately 60 km from the coast of Tunisia. The island offers some fantastic warm water diving and 
is a welcome change to the cooler waters of the UK. 

Led by our brand new diving officer, Giulia, we travelled from London via Rome to mainland Sicily, 
before catching a ferry to Pantelleria. We picked up our hire cars when we arrived and navigated along 
the winding roads to Giulia’s house, where we would be staying for the week. After some questionable 
“wine in a box”, we retired to bed to recover from the journey. 

Early on Sunday morning we made our way to the local dive centre, Centro Subacqueo Dive X, in Cala 
Gadir, on the south east of the island. The first dive of our trip was off two of the centre’s ribs. With 30 
metre visibility, the stunning underwater landscapes gave a majestic impression, but a sharp 
thermocline (a sudden change in the water’s temperature) at around 25 metres made for some slightly 
goosebump inducing moments, despite the water being much warmer than we are used to. A further 
two dives followed and we saw plenty of life including moray eels, fireworms and cuttlefish. After a 
sunny day of diving, we returned to our rustic villa, where head chef TomTom cooked the first of many 
fantastic meals. 

By Tuesday, north westerly winds and a heavy swell prevented us diving out of Cala Gadir, so we 
relocated to Cala Levante for some wreck diving. The following day the weather was still not on our side, 
and we moved to Martingana on the southeast of the island for two shore dives. By Thursday the sea 
had calmed at Cala Gadir and we were able to dive the underwater museum and a second shore site, 
before a final night dive from the harbour. Our last day of diving was much like our first with incredible 
visibility and amazing scenery, and we were even joined by a stingray and a curious octopus. 

Aside from the incredible diving, we filled our evenings with good food, wine (of varying quality) and 
stargazing from the roof. We managed to sample two of the local restaurants and consumed more 
tentacles than is probably advisable. By the end of the week, our Italian had improved enough to 
successfully answer most questions with “va bene”, however Gareth had somehow developed a 
Birmingham accent which left both us and the Italians baffled. 

We departed the island early on Saturday morning as the sun was rising, some of us with less 
functioning ears and some with differing shades of bronze, but most importantly, all with a restored 
vitality from the amazing Pantallerian sun, wind and water. 
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